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Abstract
We are largely unaware of the free flow of information in the environment that we
live in. With every passing second, information highways are formed and
destroyed without us realising that they existed. Why would we act in a certain
way when we perform an action? How does our subconscious guide us into
performing a certain action to achieve a favourable result? Optimising is
something humans do everyday in the activity they undertake. This being the
process of evolution makes us perform a certain duty better. Nevertheless, we
have always been constrained with the need to understand how we interact with
the environment. The devices that are used for accessing information today are
merely dumb terminals with very specific tasks to perform. Even though they
facilitate productivity in the things we do, they force the individuals using these
devices to adapt to their particular mode of operation. As the number of devices
and services increase, the complexity of using them increases as well.
The “I” in I-centric means individual, where, services are adapted around the
personal context of an individual, making the individual the focal point of interest
(Arbanowski et al. 2000; Bargiela et al. 2009). We see today, development of
sensor networks, wearable computers, etc, that could be embedded into our daily
lives. With the constant evolution of products and services available, we will see a
shift in the focus of these to be more individual oriented, making them more
personalised for each individual. Research undertaken in I-centric communications
will pave the ways for solutions which have the ability adapt to each individual
needs, by providing the right information or performing the right task action at
the right time, with consideration of each individual context.
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This thesis investigates a framework to facilitate the creation of context aware
services to support I-centric computing and communication. This framework is
further explained in the form of an implementation of a Context Aware Service
Platform. A demonstrator service is used to discuss how these user centered
services are created conforming to the framework running on the platform
developed.

Thoughts are but dreams till their effects be tried…
William Shakespeare
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1 Introduction
It is believed that in the future, services will likely be highly customised to an
individual’s situational requirement. With the constant increase in diversity of
devices, we will see technology embedded within the very fabric of our lifestyle.
Devices will communicate with each other in their presence sphere.

Figure 1: Personal Communication Space
As

mobility-support

becomes

computing/communication

needs,

an

important

we

will

aspect

require

for

services

our
to

everyday
be

highly

personalised to our temporal needs (suitable for the situational context which we
are in at any moment in time). For such highly personalised services, a
communication infrastructure would need to support new functionalities for it to
have an awareness of aspects such as (Wong et al. 2006):
•

what local devices exist

•

what connectivity do they support
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has a new device appeared in the local environment or has one been
removed

•

has a new user entered into or moved out of the local environment

•

where is the user

•

what is he doing

•

who else is involved

•

what devices and network connectivity does he have access to

•

what services need to be created / deployed for him

•

what constraints and preferences does he impose

•

etc.

Figure 2: I-Centric Service Reference Architecture
The WWRF’s ‘Book of Visions’ places a lot of emphasis on machine-to-machine,
human-to-machine and machine-to-human applications – areas that have not
really been explored extensively until recently (Tafazolli 2004). It is believed that
future communication services will adapt to an individual’s requirements. Most of
us would be familiar with the acronym WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You
Get). However, this approach is slowly changing, and in future individuals are
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likely to expect much more …“What You Need, When & Where, Is What You Get”
(Hoh et al. 2006).
Figure 2 illustrates a combination of enabling technologies that are available to
help build future intelligent communication services. However, the availability of
these technologies does not itself lead to the new generation of user centred
services; system and application designs today are mostly technology driven
because of the lack of tools that can be used to incorporate user behaviour as a
parameter in the product development process. In order to create systems and
services for future communications needs from the users’ point of view, there is a
need to better understand the user and what identifies the user interaction
experience.

1.1 Problem Statement
Application solutions today are not sensitive to the user’s environments and the
user’s needs. They constantly require user’s input in order to react. Even with the
user’s input, they do not always react in the appropriate manner that is required
by the user.
With the introduction of device heterogeneity in our daily lives, humans will be
surrounded by intelligent interfaces supported by computing and networking
technologies. Intelligence will be incorporated in everyday objects like clothes,
vehicles, picture frames, even the cups of which we drink from.
In order to support the level of complexities that will be introduced, information
will need to be filtered adequately to provide only specific information relevant to
an individual at any point in time.
These intelligence built-in in the environment focuses on performing its specific
task well. Nevertheless, this task may not be necessarily attuned to the user at a
specific moment in time. Future applications and services need to customise in
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real time to the users’ needs at any moment in time, putting the user as a focal
point of its operation requirements. This behaviour is referred to as user-centric
behaviour. Research in context awareness is a very important area for usercentric communications. This is because context awareness provides the ability for
solutions to be aware to the situation a user is in, thus providing the ability for
such solutions to react around the users’ every need. In order to achieve such
goals, many issues that surrounds how context information can be gathered,
represented, processed and consumed appropriately by the solution needs to be
looked at.
Context aware applications rely on sensors to observe aspects of the context
(Henricksen et al. 2006). The basis of all adaptive solutions comes from inputs
that form the data sets for analysis and design of the corresponding prediction
model. This input information vary widely as it could be information based on a
physical entity, e.g. person, device, place, or a non-physical entity, e.g. activity,
mood, time of day. A ubiquitous environment contain a diverse range of sensors,
each using its native access mechanisms and output formats, potentially leading
to problems and complexity in system design and implementation (Shchzad et al.
2005). The complexities of this diverse set of input types make it extremely
difficult for solutions to use this information. Most context aware applications
embed the interpretation logic of context inside the applications itself. However,
delegating the data acquisition and context processing task to the application itself
makes them almost impossible for reuse (Davidyuk et al. 2004; Shchzad et al.
2005). In order for solutions to use this information consistently, there needs to
be a standardised manner to represent these data, validate them against
recognisable entities, with a standardised manner of which they could be
obtained.
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The information that are captured via the sensors then needs to be modelled in
the computing system, where there are issues concerning sharing of these context
information. The five issues identified by Nihei (Nihei 2004) are:
i.

Interconnectivity

ii.

Operability

iii.

Preprocessing of context information

iv.

Largeness of scale and real time sharing

v.

Rights management, privacy protection and authentication

The ultimate goal of a context aware application is having the ability to act in
response to the situation, when certain context is met. To this end, a standard
manner of addressing actions can be carried out is required. Similar to sensors,
the diversification of what these actions meant that there are potential issues on
how the actions can be understood and triggered (Hoh et al. 2008b).

1.2 Aim
To provide user centric solutions, information that surrounds the user needs to be
sensed in a structured manner. Information about the user’s intentions or activity
at any moment in time needs to be inferred. This sensed information is required
to be interpreted and assessed by applications in order to provide user centric
solutions. Upon detection of right stimulus, the application would be required to
act appropriately according to the user’s needs. All these requirements of a user
centric solution prompts the importance of a dedicated framework, to collate,
predict and act, making development of such user centric solutions more
structured and manageable.
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It is therefore the goal of this thesis to investigate the relevant issues that need to
be solved and to develop a proof-of-concept prototype framework for user centric
communication solutions.

1.3 Motivation of Work
One of the main advantages of a context aware, user centered communication
system is that it reduces the amount of tasks that a user needs to perform to
achieve its objective. It also simplifies the task that needs to be done. A user does
not need to study and learn all sorts of information to learn how to perform a
task. One of the reasons that certain people still do not use computers is the
amount of knowledge that one needs to have before one can operate it in a useful
way.
The user-centric framework researched in this project reduces the need for a user
to manually perform computations and deductions before making decisions. For
example, one does not need to keep checking if a person can be contacted at
home or in office. The system will automatically route the call to the correct place
where that person is. Hence, the system does not need to produce certain outputs
to the user, for instance, to let the user know that the person being contacted is
not at home. Additional input from the user will also be reduced as the user does
not need to key in information like where he is, and what his environment is like.
The system retrieves such information from sensors.
It is asserted here that the style of communication afforded with the proposed
system fits naturally with our daily ongoing activities. We do not need to make
behavioural changes to adapt to the communication system. We do not need to
look for a cyber café to get access to the Internet. We do not need to remember
to turn our mobile phones to silent mode when we enter the cinema. People are
willing to pay for the convenience and consequently available extra time.
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Services and middleware have typically been used for a specific function where it
is enabled for a certain type of service. Within the confines of the service being
developed are contextual information, normally taken for granted as just an
enabler of input for service adaptation and functionality. Context, being relational
metadata information, is highly important if future middleware platform were to
be made extensible, reducing development time required for rolling out various
feature-rich services. The context information will be providing hints or indication
to the services built on the middleware platform which may indirectly alter the
behaviour of the services. Consequently, the research undertaken in this PhD
project focused on the design and evaluation of a middleware platform that
provides important insights to service providers regarding the facilitation of
services. By adopting the proposed framework for contextual information
exchange, developers can concentrate on designing exciting services or business
solutions for revenue generation.
Developers do not need to dive into the details on how the contextual information
is being processed. With the proper architecture of middleware platforms, the
platform will become the foundation on helping the development of these services
more rapid and reduce time-to-market delay.

1.4 Thesis Contribution
From the findings of my initial studies and scoping exercise, the original
contributions of my thesis are:
•

Framework for creating context aware services to support user centric
computing

•

Framework for creating LegoTM style services, where process components
are reusable to form new services
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representation

to

facilitate

dissemination of context data
•

Implementation of a platform to facilitate the creation of a multitude of
user centric services

•

Implementation of an application to demonstrate and to facilitate changes
of service scenarios, providing useful feedback to implementation of the
platform

1.5 Thesis Outline
The structure of this thesis is as follows:
Chapter 1 contains information to set the scene for this piece of research work
being carried out.
Chapter 2 outlines the background knowledge acquired that is believed to be
crucial to carry out this research study.
Chapter 3 reviews the related research that is relevant to this work. It includes
discussions in each of the work carried out by various parties and summarises
with a comparison amongst them, identifying areas that have not been explored.
This led to the definition of hypotheses made based on the defined scope of this
study.
Chapter 4 discusses the research method that will be used to carry out the
research study to address the research questions. It then looks at how context
information could be encapsulated and represented to facilitate a standardised
way of utilising context in the framework designed. Finally, it explores the
conceptual framework design necessary to enable the sharing of these context
information to facilitate Context Aware service being created, of which, can be
created to be individual centric.
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Chapter 5 describes the implementation of the framework being discussed
highlighting the primary modules necessary to facilitate the creation of a Context
Aware Service Platform.
Chapter 6 describes the several simulation scenarios that were developed and
experimented with to demonstrate the capability of the framework that was
proposed, and for the validating purpose of the platform that has been developed.
Chapter 7 analyses the observations made in the simulation studies and critically
evaluates the effectiveness against the objectives of this study, highlighting
weaknesses observed that could be potential candidates for future studies
And finally, Chapter 8 contains a summary and conclusion for the work carried out
for this study and suggests future direction for research.
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2 Background
This

chapter

presents

discussion

of

several

theories/

models

leading

to

understanding end users – which is the first (and main) step to capturing user
intentions, and various approaches taken to adapt services to these behaviours
and situations. It also discusses several technologies that are seen to be
important for the design implementation of this study.

2.1 Behavioural and Adaptation Theories
Research in understanding and predicting consumer behaviour field has resulted in
a number of theoretical models, with roots in information systems (IS),
psychology, and sociology that routinely explain over 40 percent of the variance in
individual use of technology (e.g. see (Davis 1989), (Taylor et al. 1995), and
(Venkatesh et al. 2000)).

2.1.1 Social Cognitive Theory
One of the most powerful theories of human behaviour is social cognitive theory
(SCT) (see (Bandura 1977)). SCT stemmed out of work in the area of social
learning theory proposed by N.E. Miller and J. Dollard in 1941 (Miller et al. 1941).
The proposition of social learning was expanded upon and theorised by Albert
Bandura in 1963 to the present (Bandura et al. 1963).
SCT (see Figure 3) provides a framework for understanding, predicting, and
changing human behaviour. The theory identifies human behaviour as an
interaction of personal factors, behaviour, and the environment (Bandura 1977).
Environment refers to the factors that can affect a person’s behaviour. There are
social and physical environments. Social environment includes family members,
friends and colleagues. Physical environment is the size of a room, the ambient
temperature or the availability of certain items. Environment and situation provide
the framework for understanding behaviour (Parraga 1990). The situation refers
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to the cognitive or mental representations of the environment that may affect a
person’s behaviour. The situation is a person’s perception of the place, time,
physical features and activity (Glanz et al. 2002).
The three factors environment, people and behaviour are continuously influencing
each other. Behaviour is not simply the result of the environment and the person,
just as the environment is not simply the result of the person and behaviour
(Glanz

et

al.

2002).

The

environment

provides

models

for

behaviour.

Observational learning occurs when a person watches the actions of another
person and the reinforcements that the person receives (Bandura 1997). The
concept of behaviour can be viewed in many ways. Behavioural capability implies
that if a person is to perform behaviour, he must know what the behaviour is and
have the skills to perform it.
In the model, the interaction between the person and behaviour involves the
influences of a person’s thoughts and actions. The interaction between the person
and the environment involves human beliefs and cognitive competencies that are
developed

and

modified

by

social

influences

and

structures

within

the

environment. The third interaction, between the environment and behaviour,
comprises of a person’s behaviour determining the aspects of their environment
and in turn their behaviour is altered by that environment.
According to Jones (2005) “the fact that behaviour varies from situation to
situation may not necessarily mean that behaviour is controlled by situations but
rather that the person is construing the situations differently and thus the same
set of stimuli may provoke different responses from different people or from the
same person at different times.”
Compeau and Higgins (1995b) applied and extended SCT to the context of
computer utilisation. Compeau and Higgins’ (1995a) model examined computer
use but the nature of the model and the underlying theory allow it to be extended
to acceptance and use of information technology in general. The original model of
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Compeau and Higgins (1995b) used usage as a dependent variable but in keeping
with the spirit of predicting individual acceptance.

Figure 3: Social Cognitive Theory (Bandura 1986)
In conclusion, SCT is helpful for understanding and predicting both individual and
group behaviour and identifying methods in which behaviour can be modified or
changed. The theory could also be applied to customise each context service to
respond uniquely to different individuals.

2.1.2 Theory of Reasoned Action
The concept of attitude has played a major role throughout the history of social
psychology (Ajzen et al. 1980). Many early theorists virtually defined the field of
social psychology as the scientific study of attitudes (e.g. (Moran et al. 2001) and
(Watson 1925)). One of the first psychologists to use the term “attitude” was
Herbert Spencer (1862), who debated that “arriving at correct judgments on
disputed questions, much depends on the attitude of mind we preserve while
listening to, or taking part in, the controversy”. This view of attitude was later
supplemented by the concept of motor attitude. As early as 1888, Lange (1888)
showed that a person who was consciously prepared to press a telegraph key had
a quicker reaction time upon receiving a signal than did a person who was
directed to attend to the incoming stimulus.
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This line of research led to the conclusion that states of preparedness influence
people’s thoughts and actions (Ajzen et al. 1980). By 1901, attitude was defined
as “readiness for attention or action of a definite sort” (Baldwin 1901-1905). The
first use of the concept of attitude is to explain social behaviour, however, must
be credited to Thomas and Znaniecki (2001) who viewed attitudes as individual
mental process that determines a person’s actual and potential responses.
In the early days, social scientists made the assumption that attitudes could be
used to explain human action since they viewed attitudes as behavioural
dispositions (Ajzen et al. 1980). With very few exceptions, this assumption went
unchallenged until the late 1960s (Ajzen et al. 1980). For example, in the
introduction to social psychology, Krech et al. (1962) argued that “man’s social
actions – whether the actions involve religious behaviour, ways of earning a living,
political activity, or buying and selling goods – are directed by his attitudes”.
Granting that most definitions of attitude deem readiness for response as their
necessary feature, and that they provoke behaviour which is favourable or
unfavourable towards the attitude object, Allport (1935) nonetheless debated that
the evaluative dimension alone could not capture the complexity of the attitude
concept. His arguments with regards to the complexity of attitudes were possibly
the first sign of what was later to become the predominant view of attitudes,
namely, attitudes that are comprised not only of affect but also of cognition and
conation (Ajzen et al. 1980).
By the late 1950s, this multi-component view of attitude was adopted nearly
universally and attitudes were viewed as complex systems comprising the
person’s beliefs about the object, his feelings toward the object, and his action
tendencies with respect to the object (Ajzen et al. 1980). Given this inclusive view
of attitude as encompassing all the person’s experiences with respect to the
object, it would be difficult to assume anything other than a strong relationship
between attitude and behaviour. Rosenberg and Hovland’s (2007) schematic
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representation of the three component view of attitude is shown in Figure 4. All
the responses to a stimulus object are mediated by the person’s attitude toward
that object.

Figure 4: Three-component View of Attitude (Baldauf et al. 2007)
Referring to the above figure, the different responses, however, are grouped into
three categories: cognitive (perceptual responses and verbal statement of belief),
affective (sympathetic nervous responses and verbal statements of affect), and
behavioural

or conative

(overt

actions

and

verbal statements

concerning

behaviour). Figure 4 also implies that a complete description of attitude requires
that all three components be assessed by obtaining measure of all three response
classes. It follows that measure of attitude based on only one or two response
classes are incomplete and that use of such incomplete measures to predict overt
behaviour does not represent a fair test of the relation between attitude and
behaviour (Ajzen et al. 1980). The repeated finding of a low relation between
attitude and behaviour was explained by arguing that most measure of attitude
only assess the affective component. It was not made clear, nevertheless,
whether the prediction of behaviour needed assessment of all three components
or whether it would be enough to obtain an index of the conative or behavioural
component (Ajzen et al. 1980).
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Drawn from social psychology and introduced in 1967, Theory of Reasoned Action
(TRA) (see Figure 5) is one of the most fundamental and influential theories of
human behaviour. It has been used to predict a wide range of behaviours
(Fishbein et al. 1975). Generally speaking, the theories are based on the
assumption that human beings are normally quite rational and make systematic
use of the information available to them (Ajzen et al. 1980). Azjen et al. (1980)
argue that people consider the implications of their actions before they decide to
engage or not engage in a given behaviour.
Davis et al. (1989) applied TRA to individual acceptance of technology and found
that the variance explained was largely consistent with studies that had employed
TRA in the context of other behaviours. The theory was, “born largely out of
frustration with traditional attitude-behaviour research, much of which found weak
correlations between attitude measures and performance of volitional behaviours”
(Mikhalenko 2003). To support this, the historical review of the controversy
surrounding the relationship between attitude and behaviour may make it appear
that this issue was in the forefront of attitude research throughout the years as
previously highlighted, yet in actual, the problem received relatively little attention
(Ajzen et al. 1980).

Figure 5: Theory of Reasoned Action (Fishbein et al. 1975)
There are two core constructs in TRA. Attitude toward behaviour is defined as “an
individual’s positive or negative feelings (evaluative affect) about performing the
target behaviour”; where as subjective norms refers to “the person’s perception
that most people who are important to him, think he should or should not perform
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the behaviour in question” (Fishbein et al. 1975). Attitude is defined as a
summary evaluation of an object (Edberg et al. 2004). Bhattacherjee (2000)
asserts that consumers are easily influenced based on word-of-mouth from peers.
Chua (2003) suggests that the adopter’s friends, family, and colleagues are
groups that will potentially influence diffusion. Rogers (1995) further elaborates
that influences from mass media contribute to subjective norms. Subjective norms
have been found to be more important prior to, or in the early stages of
innovation implementation when users have limited direct experience from which
to develop attitudes (Taylor et al. 1995).
Nonetheless, Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) say that attitudes and norms are not
weighted equally in predicting behaviour. “Indeed, depending on the individual
and the situation, these factors might have very different effects on behavioural
intention; thus a weight is associated with each of these factors in the predictive
formula of the theory. For example, you might be the kind of person who cares
little for what others think. If this is the case, the subjective norms would carry
little weight in predicting your behaviour” (Miller 2005).
The TRA has “received considerable and, for the most part, justifiable attention
within the field of consumer behaviour… not only does the model appear to predict
consumer intentions and behaviour quite well, it also provides a relatively simple
basis for identifying where and how to target consumers’ behavioural change
attempts” (Sheppard et al. 1988).
In conclusion, TRA is useful to understand and to predict user behaviour. The
theory further stresses the influence brought by people around a particular
individual. This implies that prediction on user behaviour should not merely be
based on the attitude and behaviour of a particular individual, but also taking into
account people around him or her who may affect his or her attitude and
behaviour. For the purpose of this study, the theory helps in analysing how an
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individual would likely react to an environment, whereby, providing the ability for
services to also cater for such reaction.

2.1.3 Activity Theory
To be pro-active or display even a simple level of common sense reasoning, the
system must be able to appreciate the environment which it inhabits, or
comprehend the situations that it is in. When dealing with different situations,
context is the key element used to infer possible actions. The area of context
awareness attempts to deal with the issue of modeling, representing and
reasoning about the environment. Besides, there has been a close connection
between the concept of context and location. This is not so surprising, as users
are after all mobile. It is also believed that focusing on activities will allow better
understanding on context awareness. Here, we would use Activity Theory to
model context awareness.
Activity Theory focuses on the interaction of human activity and consciousness
within its relevant environmental context. The basic unit of analysis in Activity
Theory is human activity. Human activities are driven by motives where people
wish to achieve certain goals. The action taken to achieve that goal depends on
the conditions (Kuutti 1995) (see Figure 6).

Activity

Motive

Action

Goal

Operation

Condition

Figure 6: Hierarchical levels of an activity (Kuutti 1995)
The very concept of activity implies that there is an agent who acts (an agent or
collective subject). An activity is undertaken by a subject using tools to achieve an
object (objective) thus transforming objects into outcomes. Relations between
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elements of an activity are not directed, but mediated. The relationship between
subject and object of activity is mediated by a tool. A tool can be anything used in
the transformation process. Therefore, these interactions create a basic triangle of
Subject, Object and Mediating Artifact (see Figure 7).
The acting subject is part of a community. The Subject and Community are
mediated by a set of Rules. The Community and Object on the other hand are
mediated by Division of Labour.

Figure 7: Human activity Model (Kuutti 1995)
Keeping to the pragmatic view on building artefacts, we could impose a taxonomy
on the context model during the design phase. This taxonomy incorporates the
traditions in context aware systems, and the general concepts found in Activity
Theory.
The taxonomy divides context into five sub-categories (Cassens et al. 2006):
•

Environmental context: the user’s surroundings such as services, people
and information.

•

Personal context: physical and mental information about the user.

•

Social context: describes the social aspect of the user such as information
about the different roles a user can assume.
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Task context: describes what the user is doing, it’s goals, tasks and
activities.

•

Spatio-temporal context: attributes time, location and community
present.

The interest in Activity Theory for context awareness is two-fold. On one hand, it
can be used as a model to build and justify a general knowledge model for
capturing context related knowledge. This is a top-down or model driven approach
to capture essentials aspects on the knowledge level. On the other hand, it can be
used to design empirical studies or deployment of context-aware systems. This is
the bottom-up or data driven approach.
The contextual knowledge we want to capture includes knowledge about the
acting subjects, the objects towards which activities are directed, the information
sources accessed, and the community as well as knowledge about the mediating
components, like rules or tools. Therefore, the proposed mapping from the basic
structure of an activity into the taxonomy of contextual knowledge is as shown
(see Table 1):
Table 1: Basic aspects of an activity and their relation to a taxonomy of
contextual knowledge (Cassens et al. 2006)

Activity Theory Aspects
Subject
Object
Community
Mediating Artefact
Mediating Rules
Mediating Division of Labour

Category
Personal Context
Task Context
Spatio-Temporal Context
Environmental Context
Task Context
Social Context

Also note that these views on contextual knowledge is contextualised itself in the
sense that different interpretations exist, and what is to be considered contextual
information in a setting is part of the general knowledge model in another one.
Likewise, the same piece of knowledge can be part of different categories based
on the task at hand.
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Now, let us take an example of mobile devices. Mobile devices such as mobile
phones and PDAs have gained wide-spread popularity. These devices will
increasingly

be

networked,

thus

enabling

the

construction

of

distributed

applications that have to adapt to changes in context. This is because the design
of mobile applications will continue to be constrained by the physical limitations.
Mobile devices will continue to be battery-dependent and users are unlikely to be
willing to carry heavy-weight devices. The wide-area networking capabilities will
continue to be based on communication with the access point or base stations,
with fluctuations in bandwidth depending on physical location. In order to meet
the QoS requirements, these devices thus have to be able to adapt to context
changes such as network bandwidth, exhaustion of battery power or reachability.
Applying Activity Theory to model context awareness, the system must first be
able to detect its environment (mediating artifact), and based on its personal
context (subject), it would generate its task context (object). Therefore, if
supposing it sense that its battery is low, the software should execute the
appropriate action.

2.1.4 Adaptation Theory
Adaptation is how an entity response to change. Driven by the emergence of
pervasive computing and the increasing need for autonomous systems, numerous
approaches have been proposed for building software that can dynamically adapt
to its environment. These adaptations involve not only change in program flow,
but also run-time recomposition of the software itself.
Let’s take an example of a wireless device. It relies on a finite energy source for it
to operate (yet still consumes power while idle). Since battery technology will
undoubtedly improve over time, there must be a way to conserve energy when it
is idle. Therefore, this device must be adaptive. Say, it could go into sleep mode
when it reaches a certain lower power threshold or, go into sleep mode when it is
idle for a certain period of time.
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When people are moving around using handheld networked devices, the operating
environment for the provided services vary influencing service quality properties
and user needs to retain usability, usefulness and reliability under such
circumstances, systems should adapt to the changing environment.

2.1.4.1 Types of Adaptation
There are a few types of Adaptations (Floch 2006):
Parameter Adaptation:
Parameter adaptation involves the modification of variables that determine a
program’s behavior. For example, this has been used in adjusting the TCP by
controlling the parameters that influence the retransmission in response to
apparent network congestion. In the context of mobile computing, this approach
is

typically adapted

in context-aware systems

for pervasive

environment

development, where applications are tuned using the external environment
properties. The weakness of this approach is that the different possible
configurations are pre-determined. This means that all adaptations have to be
anticipated when designing the application. Therefore it will not be able to handle
states that are not considered during design time where fixations of states are
done. However, it offers the advantage that the adaptation can be performed with
good performance.
Code Migration:
Code mobility can be defined as the capability of a distributed application to
relocate its component at runtime. This is also referred to in mobile computing as
logical mobility of the user service. In general, component migration may involve
the code of a software component, or even some combination of code and state,
often referred to as a mobile agent. The state preservation is one of the complex
issues in the migration strategies, which is well known as the check-pointing
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problem in operating systems and distributed systems communities. In some
agent system, it is the responsibility of each individual agent or component to
save any significant state in local variables so that the agent can be properly
reconstituted in the new location. The same technical problem occurs in the
reconfiguration of component-based architectures where the state should be
saved and transferred to the new component replacing the old ones. This
adaptation can be seen most significant in link-state routing.
Compositional adaptation:
Compositional adaptation provides flexibility. Compositional adaptation results in
the exchange of algorithmic or structural parts of the system by modifying its
component composition at run-time, i.e. components can be exchanged, existing
components can be removed, and new components can be inserted in order to
improve a program’s robustness to its current environment. Therefore, new
algorithms and strategies may be adopted at run-time through dynamic
reconfiguration of the application (Reichle et al. 2008), in order to address
concerns that may not have been anticipated during design time. This approach
has a larger adaptation scope than a parameter adaptation, as it does not only
enable simple code tuning programmed during design time, but also copes with
adaptation types unforeseen during the original design and construction period.
However, this makes compositional adaptation more costly in terms of design
effort.
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2.1.4.2 Adaptation Policies
Depending on the system and the targeted domain, the types of mechanisms
selected may be chosen in different forms by adopting different adaptation
policies. There are 3 distinguishable policies (Floch 2006):
Action-based Adaptation:
Action-based policies are the most popular. It is used in different domains related
to networks and distributed systems such as computer networks and active
databases. An action policy consists of situation-action rules which specify exactly
what to do for particular situations.
Goal-based Adaptation:
Goal-based adaptations are a higher-level form of behavioral specification that
establishes performance objectives, leaving the system to determine the action
required to achieve those objectives. This is typically the case of some works that
determine algorithms that allocate and control computational resources to
guarantee promised levels of QoS. Since this system is goal-oriented, it is only a
binary classification of “desirable” and “undesirable” performance. This adaptation
focuses much on maximising the probability of achieving goals.
Utility Function-based Adaptation:
This adaptation determines the “best” feasible state which it can operate with no
drive towards further advancement. The software would choose the best option
deemed for the operation.
Constant change in environment poses significant challenge to developers to
retain usability, usefulness and reliability of an application. Therefore, contextaware system which is adaptive is the key. The application should adapt to the
changing operating environment and the context in which they are used. Thus no
boundaries or limits should be imposed on the types of adaptation mechanism on
the system. Recently, parameter adaptation has been used in many context-
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aware systems, in which software execution is directly affected by the external
environment (McKinley et al. 2004). The system would have it’s sensory manager
which contains the context sensors and the context reasoners to “collect” and
“analyse” the environment. However, it is also noted that parameter adaptation
has its weaknesses. It cannot adopt algorithms or components left unimplemented
during the original design and construction of an application. Therefore, in
designing a context-aware system, it may be also wise to consider compositional
adaptation

alongside

with

the

parameter

adaptation.

This

is

because

compositional adaptation results in the exchange of algorithmic or structural parts
of the system with ones that improve a program’s fit to its current environment,
also allowing an application to adopt new algorithms for addressing concerns
unforeseen during the original design and construction, thus making it more
ambient-intelligent.
It is believed that adaptation theories are an important aspect to look at when
designing a context aware middleware solution, but the adaptation process itself
should not belong to the middleware. The process of adaptation is specific to each
context aware service or application, thus should exist within the service or
application

itself.

Nevertheless,

the

middleware

design

should

take

into

consideration the types of adaptation that may take place and its requirement on
context information.

2.1.5 Conclusion
Activity Theory provides a standard for describing human activities. Since this
theory includes the key elements of context that have influence on a user’s
diverse activities in an ambient computing world, it can be used to model
awareness of individual’s actions and also be used as a framework in the design
process as the model provides a better understanding of context. Adaptivity
Theory summarises the types of mechanism used to respond to change in context.
The three types of adaptations: Parameter Adaptation, Code Migration and
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Compositional Adaptation each have its own strength and weaknesses. Parameter
Adaptation is an intuitive approach and relatively easy to realise. However, it
allows only anticipated adaptations. On the other hand, Compositional Adaptation
offers flexibility but it is tough to implement. Code Migration offers mobility;
however, it is largely dependent on the limitations of single client computers. All
these

many

existing

adaptation

mechanisms

are

not

competing

but

complementary.
On the other hand, the two theories (SCT and TRA) highlighted key considerations
in understanding and predicting user behaviour. SCT summarises that evaluating
behavioural change depends on factors such as environment, people and
behaviour. SCT provides a framework for designing, implementing and evaluating
programs.
TRA is measured by three main components, including attitude, subjective norm
and behavioural intention. Attitude is the sum of beliefs about a particular
behaviour weighted by evaluations of these beliefs. For example, one may have
the beliefs that exercise is good for his health that exercise makes him look good
and feel better, yet exercise takes up too much time, and that exercise is
uncomfortable. Each of these beliefs can be weighted (e.g., health issues might be
more important to him than issues of time and comfort).
Subjective norms, on the other hand looks at the influence of people in one’s
social environment on his/ her behavioural intentions. For example, one might
have some friends who are avid exercisers and constantly encourage an individual
to join them. However, his spouse might prefer a more sedentary lifestyle and
scoff at those who work out. The beliefs of these people, weighted by the
importance the individual attributes to each of their opinions, will influence
behavioural intention to exercise, which will lead to behaviour to exercise or not to
exercise.
Behavioural intention is a function of both attitudes toward behaviour and
subjective norms toward that behaviour, which has been found to predict actual
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behaviour. Continuing from the previous example, a person’s attitudes about
exercise combined with the subjective norms about exercise, each with their own
weight, will lead him to his intention to exercise (or not), which will then lead to
his actual behaviour.
The abovementioned key considerations should be taken into consideration when
developing an I-centric framework. Figure 8 shows an overview of factors which
can be used to predict an individual’s behaviour by combining factors concluded
from SCT and TRA. However, it should be noted that this is not a complete list of
factors influencing an individual’s decision.

Figure 8: Factors Influencing an Individual’s Actual Behaviour
The next chapter intends to look at the evolutionary journey of various research
topics that had led to the area of context awareness today. Understanding the
evolutionary steps provides insights into the fundamental understanding of what
each researcher from the different fields deem important and may be contributory
to this research, at the same time, ensuring that we are not reinventing what had
been done in the past.
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2.2 Evolution of Context Awareness
When humans converse with humans, they are able to use implicit situational
information, or context, to increase the conversational bandwidth. Regrettably,
this ability to convey ideas does not transfer well to humans interacting with
computers. Users have an impoverished mechanism for providing input to
computers in traditional interactive computing.
Pioneering work in context aware computing was started in the early 1990s at
Xerox PARC Laboratory and Olivetti Research Ltd. (now part of AT&T Laboratories
Cambridge), under the vision of ubiquitous computing. With the appearance and
penetration of mobile devices such as notebooks, PDAs, and smart phones,
pervasive (or ubiquitous) systems are becoming increasingly popular these days.
Mark Weiser (Weiser 1999), in his seminal paper entitled “The Computer of 21st
Century”, envisioned that in accordance with Moore’s Law, future computing
environments would consist of cheap (disposable) interconnected specialised
computers all around the users, some embedded in the surroundings and others
worn by users.

Figure 9: First, Second and Third Wave in Computing
The term “pervasive” introduced first by Mark Weiser (Weiser 1999) refers to the
seamless integration of devices into the user’s everyday life. Loke (Loke 2007)
asserts that pervasive computing can be viewed as a combination of

mobile

computing (use of computers worn on or carried by users) and computers
embedded in the fixed environment and so can be understood as another term for
ubiquitous computing. Weiser (Weiser 1999) asserts that ubiquitous computing
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names the third wave in computing. First were mainframes, each shared by lots of
people, and now the personal computing era. Next comes ubiquitous computing,
or the age of calm technology, when technology recedes into the background of
everyday lives (see Figure 9). However, if the usage model of ubiquitous
computing systems follows the trend of the usage model of mainframe and
personal computers, where a substantial effort is required on the part of users to
accomplish any computing or communication tasks, then users would be
constantly distracted by these numerous devices (Adelstein et al. 2005).
Appliances should vanish into the background to make the user and his tasks the
central focus rather than computing devices and technical issues.
One field in the wide range of pervasive computing are the so-called contextaware (or sentient) systems. Context-aware systems are able to adapt their
operations to the current context without explicit user intervention and therefore
aim at increasing usability and effectiveness by taking environmental context into
account. Especially when it comes to using mobile devices, it is desirable that
programs and services react specifically to their current location, time and other
environment attributes and adapt their behaviour according to the changing
circumstances as context data may change rapidly. The required context
information may be retrieved in a number of ways, such as applying sensors,
network information, device status, browsing user profiles and using other
sources.
To meet the goals of ubiquitous computing systems, Weiser and Brown (Weiser et
al. 1996) suggest designing calm computing technology, which, rather than
always being at the center of attention, empowers peripheral attention and has
the agility to move fluidly between the periphery and the center of users’
attention. Researchers in Project Aura at Carnegie Mellon University have found
that to minimise human distraction, ubiquitous computing systems have to be
proactive in anticipating the future demands of the user and adapt in order to be
able to respond better to users’ future demands. The ability to sense and process
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context is fundamental to making a proactive and self-tuneable system (Adelstein
et al. 2005).
Beginning with Weiser’s (Weiser 1999) vision of “ubiquitous computing” (now
often called “pervasive computing”), new research communities and programs
have formed around the notions of “augmented reality” (Mackay et al. 1993),
“tangible interfaces” (Ishii et al. 1997), “wearable computers” (Bass et al. 1997),
“cooperative buildings” (Streitz et al. 1998), and so on. Essentially, this form of
computing is broader than mobile computing because it concerns not just mobility
of computers but, more importantly, mobility of people.
The history of context-aware systems started when Want et al. (Want et al. 1992)
introduced their Active Badge Location System which is considered to be one of
the first context-aware applications. The infrared technology based system is able
to determine a user’s current location which was used to forward phone calls to a
telephone close to the user. In the middle of the 1990s, a couple of locationaware tour guides (Abowd et al. 1997; Cheverst et al. 2000; Sumi et al. 1998)
emerged which provided information according to the user’s current location.
While location information is by far the most frequently used attribute of context,
attempts to use other context information as well have grown over the last few
years as the examples in this paper will show. Hence, it is a challenging task to
define the word “context” and many researchers tried to find their own definition
for what context actually includes.
In literature the term context-aware appeared in Schilit and Theimer (Schilit et al.
1994) the first time. There the authors describe context as location, identities of
nearby people, objects and changes to those objects. Schilit et al. (Schilit et al.
1994) divide context into three categories: Computing context, such as network
connectivity, communication costs, and communication bandwidth, and nearby
resources such as printers, displays, and workstations; user context, such as the
user’s profile, location, people nearby, even the current social situation; as well as
physical

context,

such

as

lighting,

noise

levels,

traffic

conditions,

and
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temperature. Chen and Kotz (Chen et al. 2000) believed that time is also an
important and natural context for many applications. Therefore, they proposed the
fourth category: time context, such as time of a day, week, month, and season of
the year. Such enumerations of context examples were often used in the
beginning of context-aware systems research. Ryan et al. (Ryan et al. 1997)
referred to context as the user’s location, environment, identity and time. Dey
(Dey 1998) defines context as the user’s emotional state, focus of attention,
location and orientation, date and time, as well as objects and people in the user’s
environment.
Another common way of defining context was the use of synonyms. Hull et al.
(Hull et al. 1997) describe context as the aspects of the current situation. These
kinds of definitions are often too wide. However, a good one can be found in
Brown (Brown 1996). Brown defines context to be the elements of the user’s
environment which the computer knows about. One of the most accurate
definitions is given by Dey and Abowd (Dey et al. 1999a). These authors refer to
context as “any information that can be used to characterise the situation of
entities (i.e., whether a person, place or object) that are considered relevant to
the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and the
application themselves”.
One popular way to classify context instances is the distinction of different context
dimensions. Prekop and Burnett (Prekop et al. 2003) and Gustavsen (Gustavsen
2002) call these dimensions external and internal, and Hofer et al. (Hofer et al.
2002) refer to physical and logical context. The external (physical) dimension
refers to context that can be measured by hardware sensors, i.e., location, light,
sound, movement, touch, temperature or air pressure, whereas the internal
(logical) dimension is mostly specified by the user or captured by monitoring user
interactions, i.e., the user’s goals, tasks, work context, business processes, the
user’s emotional state. Most context-aware systems make use of external context
factors as they provide useful data, such as location information.
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Furthermore, external attributes are easy to sense by using off-the-shelf sensing
technologies. Virtually all systems presented in this paper apply physical context
information. Examples for the use of logical data are the Watson Project (Budzik
et al. 2000) and the IntelliZap Project (Finkelstein et al. 2001) which support the
user by providing relevant information due to information read out of opened Web
pages, documents, etc. When dealing with context, three entities can be
distinguished

(Dey

et

al.

2001):

places

(rooms,

buildings

etc.),

people

(individuals, groups) and things (physical objects, computer components etc.).
Each of these entities may be described by various attributes which can be
classified into four categories: identity (each entity has a unique identifier),
location (an entity’s position, co-location, proximity etc.), status (or activity,
meaning the intrinsic properties of an entity, e.g., temperature and lightning for a
room, processes running currently on a device etc.) and time (used for
timestamps to accurately define situation, ordering events etc.).
Most important, ubiquitous computers will help overcome the problem of
information overload (Weiser 1999). There is more information available at
fingertips during a walk in the woods than in any computer system, yet people
find a walk among trees relaxing and computers frustrating. Systems that are
aware of human environment, instead of forcing humans to enter theirs, will make
using a computer as refreshing as taking a walk in the woods.
Similarly, invisible computing (Borriello 2000; Norman 1998) refers to the use of
computers in such a way that the task is focussed on and facilitated, without too
much focus on the tool itself. Often, users simply want a task to be completed and
they might not want to focus on, or wrestle with, the software or the hardware
that enables the task. If there is a cognitive burden on the user in employing a
tool to perform a task, the more this burden is laid on the task rather than the
tool, the better. The overlap with the ubiquitous computing vision is clear; the
many computers in the everyday environment that the user might interact with
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are merely the tools to perform tasks and so should be given only as much
attention as a tool deserves (Loke 2007).
The European Union-funded disappearing-computer initiative set sights on
creating artefacts regularly seen or used in everyday life with computational
capabilities (using some combination of hardware and software) and the ability to
work together to produce new behaviours. It studies people’s experience with
environments comprised of such artefacts. The initiative has a number of projects,
including those that explore wearable computer devices and that examine how a
collocated collection of gadgets might cooperate.
Proactive computing (Tennenhouse 2000) refers to a focus away from interactivity
to computers anticipating user needs and taking action on users’ behalf. The idea
is that human attention dedicated to interaction can be reduced so that users can
focus on higher-level tasks. Another recent topic is autonomic computer (Horn
2001), which is about building systems that can self-monitor, self-heal and selfconfigure. Proactive and autonomic computing overlap, in that they both relate to
ubiquitous computing systems and could utilise context information about the
environment of the system and users to operate or make decision (Loke 2007).
Nevertheless, they differ in their emphasis on the kind of system behaviour to be
achieved.
Ambient intelligence (Marzano et al. 2003) builds on ubiquitous computing and
intelligent user interfaces to obtain greater user friendliness and efficient services
for users. In this vision, users will be surrounded by intelligent and intuitive
interfaced embedded in everyday objects around the users and an environment
recognising and responding to the presence of individuals in an invisible way by
year 2010 (Ahola 2001). Loke (Loke 2007) believes that context-aware computing
overlaps with the ambient intelligence vision.
Sentient computing (Hopper 2000) refers to systems “using sensors and resource
status data to maintain a model of the world which is shared between users and
applications”. Due to the reason that such systems try to build a model of a part
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of the world from sensory information about the user’s circumstances and
environment, the idea is very much suggestive of, if not synonymous with,
context-aware computing but with an emphasis on the world model (Loke 2007).
From the abovementioned description, one can observe the evolution from
mainframe to context-aware computing (overlapping in technologies). Ubiquitous,
pervasive, disappearing, invisible, proactive, autonomic, and sentient computers
exhibiting intelligent behaviour and surrounding the user are a current goal in
computing (Loke 2007).

2.3 The eXtensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP)
This section introduces XMPP as a technology and how it is used for instant
messaging (IM), a protocol which would be the foundation of this exploratory work
of designing an extensible context aware system. The Jabber/ XMPP technologies
were originally created by Jeremie Miller, a developer from the “silicon prairie” of
Cascade, Iowa, who had written one of the first parsers (XParse) for XML 1.0
(Saint-Andre 2005). As it is cumbersome to run multiple IM clients to
communicate with peers, Miller decided to close all IM clients to build an XMLbased open-source alternative. He announced the Jabber server project in January
1999 and a core group of developers soon joined to build out the server as well as
open-source Jabber clients for Windows and Linux, libraries for Perl and Java, and
various add-on server components (Saint-Andre 2005). Because the architecture
was client-server, this core group also defined an open wire protocol for XML
streaming. To overcome the lack of interoperability and other concerns in IM, such
as security, authentication, scalability and integration with other business
applications, IETF formed two working groups focussing on IM and presence at
different points in time (Chatterjee et al. 2005).
Interest in Jabber/ XMPP technologies escalated throughout 2000 and 2001,
leading to the formation of early stage companies such as Jabber Inc. and Tipic to
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pursue commercial opportunities. To document and manage the growth of wire
protocols openly and neutrally, members of the development community (led by
Jabber Inc.) formed the non-profit Jabber Software Foundation (JSF) in summer
2001. In spite of its name, JSF does not develop software but rather functions as
a standards development organisation and “intellectual property conservancy” for
the Jabber community (a role codified in the JSF’s intellectual property rights
policy, developed with assistance from Stanford University law professor Lawrence
Lessig).
In 2002, JSF contributed the Jabber community’s core XML streaming protocols to
the IETF as XMPP. During the next year, the XMPP working group made several
security and internationalisation improvements; the IETF approved the resulting
specifications in early 2004 and published the four XMPP RFCs later that year.
Meanwhile JSF has continued to publish Jabber enhancement proposals (JEPs)
that define various XMPP extensions, much as W3C builds technologies on top of
HTTP. The difference is that JSF’s standards process is a lightweight equivalent to
the IETF’s process, rather than the closed consortium model followed by the W3C,
Organisation for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards, and other
semi-open standards organisations. JSF’s fully open approach has attracted
substantial open source activity as well as interest from the likes of Apple,
Hewlett-Packard, Sun, the US government, Wall Street investment banks, and
large telecommunication companies and ISPs worldwide.
Following sections will examine the generic model as well as the standards
prescribed by the SIP for IM&P Leveraging Extensions (SIMPLE) and Extensible
Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) working groups.

2.3.1 Generic Model for Presence and Instant Messaging
In an effort to develop a standard architecture for Instant Messaging and Presence
(IM&P) applications, the IETF IM&P Protocol (IMPP) Working Group proposed a
generic model for providing a common vocabulary for future work (Day et al.
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2000). Figure X1 illustrates the generic model and the proposed entities. A
presence service accepts, stores, and distributes presence information. It
communicates through two distinct clients: presentities and watchers (Chatterjee
et al. 2005). Presentities provide presence information to be stored and
distributed, whereas watchers receive presence information from the service.
Watchers can be fetchers or subscribers. Fetchers pull the value of presence
information for a specific presentity from the presence service. If a fetcher is
fetching information on a regular basis, it is called a poller. Subscribers, on the
other hand, subscribe to presentity information on the presence service. The
presence service transmits information to the subscriber via notifications when a
change occurs in the presence information of the subscribed presentity. Presence
information is composed of one or more presence tuples. Each presence tuple
consists

of one mandatory

element, Status, and

two optional

elements,

Communication Address and Other Presence Markup. The Status field is defined to
have at least two states: open and closed. In the former state, IMs will be
accepted, and in the latter state, they will not. Other possible values for Status
may be busy, away, do not disturb, and so on (these statuses are further
extended in SIMPLE and XMPP). The Communication Address element is composed
of Communication Means and Contact Address fields, enabling a user to utilise
various types of communication means. The presence information adheres to a
standard prescribed by IETF, “Presence Information Data Format (PIDF)” (Sugano
et al. 2004).
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Figure 10: A Generic Model for Presence and Instant Messaging
(Chatterjee et al. 2005)
The IM service is responsible for accepting and delivering IMs to other entities
(see Figure 10). It communicates through two distinct clients, senders and instant
inboxes. The sender is responsible for sending IMs to the IM service, which is
responsible for delivering them to the instant inbox with the corresponding instant
inbox address (Chatterjee et al. 2005).

2.3.2 Understanding XMPP Open Standards
Prior to IETF’s initiation of solving issues such as interoperability, Jabber came
into existence (see (Jabber.org 2004)). Jabber technology is an IM system
focused on privacy, security, ease of use, accessibility from anywhere using any
device, and Web-based services. It uses XML, a universal format for structured
documents and data on the Web. Jabber, through its architecture (see Figure 11),
uses

a

distributed

network

utilising

many

interconnected

servers. Jabber

technologies offer several key benefits such as open standards, decentralised
architecture, a secured infrastructure, and extensibility of application, flexibility,
and diverse services. XMPP, a core protocol for Jabber IM&P technology, is an
XML-based protocol for exchanging IM&P information in real time. Most XMPP-
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based IM&P applications are implemented via a client-server architecture that
requires a client to establish a session on a server in order to engage in the
expected IM&P activities (Saint-Andre 2005). The architecture, presented in
Figure 11, depicts three different components in a cohesive network of IM&P:
Jabber servers, Jabber clients, and non-Jabber servers. Furthermore, the
illustration details an internal working of a Jabber server labelled Jabber server 1.
The router is the central component in a Jabber server. All the components
communicate with the router to resolve the paths to be adopted for exchange of
XML streams.

Figure 11: Jabber Architecture (Chatterjee et al. 2005)
A Jabber infrastructure includes three entities: Jabber clients, Jabber servers, and
a gateway that translates between Jabber and other protocols, like SIP, used on
non-Jabber messaging network. Clients connect to a server over TCP and use
XMPP that contains XML streams to access services offered by a server. A Jabber
server, apart from storing clients’ information and their contact list, routes XML
streams between authorised clients, servers, and other entities (Saint-Andre
2005). In Jabber architecture, features such as streams, stream authentication,
and encryption provide building blocks for many types of near-real-time
applications (Saint-Andre 2005). XML streams, between two entities (clients or
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servers), involve creating a persistent connection for exchanging XML data
elements. An XML data element is an unambiguous unit of structured information
that has a start (e.g., <conversation>) and an end (e.g., <conversation/>). There
are three predefined XML data elements in XMPP: message, used for exchanging
instant messages between clients through one or more servers; presence, used
for notifying clients about the status of a client; and IQ (Info/ Query), used for
request response interaction between entities. All of these data elements share a
set of common attributes: to, from, ID, type, and xml:lang.
SIP/ SIMPLE and Jabber/ XMPP are very different technologies and are currently in
different stages of development. Table 2 compares the characteristics of these two
open standards. SIMPLE has more promising features than XMPP since SIMPLE
can be connected to other services through SIP. However, there have been fewer
deployable IM solutions than in Jabber/XMPP. XMPP architecture is more stable
now and widely deployed through Jabber. Nevertheless, it has limited capability to
connect various devices as compared to SIMPLE.
In Jabber/ XMPP, one can establish very lightweight clients by selecting a client/
server architecture, lightweight protocols and limited communication scenarios
(client/ server and server/ server) (Hoekman et al. 2007). The more complex and
resource demanding issues fall under the responsibility of the server (presence
and status management, packet routing, user account management, storing user
or

configuration

information).

This

characteristic

is

very

interesting

for

implementation on devices with limited resources (Hoekman et al. 2007). On top
of these, XMPP becomes very scalable by using separate domains as this is crucial
because IM has over 300 million regular users worldwide (Hoekman et al. 2007).
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Table 2: Comparisons of SIP/ SIMPLE and Jabber/ XMPP (Chatterjee et
al. 2005)
Criteria
SIP/ SIMPLE
XMPP
Working Group

SIP/ SIMPLE (IETF)

Jabber/ XMPP (IETF)

Base Technology

Signalling

Data transport (roots in
open source community)

IM Method

Peer-to-peer

Client/ server

Message Format

Text-based negotiable
formats for IM, XML for
presence attributes

XML

Technical
Development

Under development

In operation since 1999

Advantage

•
•

•

•
•

•

Disadvantage

•
•
•

Provide converged and
unified messaging
Text-based protocol and
easy to develop
applications
Clients can be
integrated with other
applications
Smart clients and simple
core
Connects seamlessly to
SIP and VoIP telephony
world
Support of Microsoft
(built in function of
Windows XP Messenger)

•
•

Not matured yet
Complex architecture
with various servers
Difficult to apply
security policies due to
the lack of server
capability to check the
message contents

•

•

•

•
•

Stable technology
Small message size
compared to SIMPLE
Standardised
documentation
technology (XML) can be
combined with other
technologies
Transparent message
exchange (able to apply
security policies)

Asynchronously
transports XML content
Need to develop various
client devices for XMPP
Server may overload
with the presence and
IM (implementation
dependent)

Media Support

Extensible to other media
types such as telephony,
video and so on

Use XML streaming
technology for data
exchange, integration to
application systems

NAT/ Firewall Issues

As a signalling technology,
SIP carries IP addresses
which are problem for NATs.
Also firewalls have to allow
ports for media passing.
These ports tend to be
dynamic which is an issue in
SIP.

The application layer does
not need to be analysed in
XMPP. Addressing in XMPP/
Jabber is always logical and
not physical. XMPP requires
the opening of two ports in
firewalls (5222 for clientserver and 5269 for serverserver)

Yes

Yes

Features
Completeness:
• On/ Off Presence
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Extended
Presence
Single Message
Chat Sessions
Contact Lists
Group Chat

In progress
Yes
In progress
Yes
In progress
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Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Industry Lobby

Pledged support from
Investments and support
Microsoft, IBM, Sun, 3GPP,
from HP, Sony, Hitachi,
Open Mobile Alliance
Oracle
To further elaborate, even though XML is in human-readable text format, the
content itself may be secured independently. The XMPP includes a method for
securing the stream from tampering and eavesdropping. This channel encryption
method makes use of the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol (see (Dierks
1999)) for client-to-server communications, server-to-server communications, or
both. Furthermore, XMPP includes a method for authenticating a stream by means
of an XMPP-specific profile of the Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL)
protocol

(Myers

1997).

SASL

provides

a

generalised

method

for

adding

authentication support to connection-based protocols, and XMPP uses a generic
XML namespace profile for SASL that conforms to the profiling requirements of
SASL. However, SASL inherits the limitations of supporting authentication
mechanisms (Lee et al. 2006). In summary, XMPP may rely on underlying security
mechanism, as shown in Figure 12.
XMPP
SASL
TLS
TCP
IP
Figure 12: Security Layers for XMPP (Chu et al. 2004)
XMPP offers the possibility to interact with any device supporting an XMPP client
(personal computer, mobile phone, personal digital assistant and so on). Through
a special server-side translation service, called a gateway, an XMPP client can also
interact with other IM services (AIM, ICQ, MSN Messenger, Yahoo Messenger and
so on), as well as with other technologies (SMS, e-mail and so on).
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However, the choice of XML makes the bandwidth usage less efficient in
comparison to binary formats. With upcoming broadband connections this is not
considered a main issue. The parsing of the received XML packets on the other
hand can be much more critical, as it can be quite resource demanding (Hoekman
et al. 2007). The fact that no direct communication is possible between clients can
be a serious handicap for some applications, particularly those exchanging a lot of
data, for example file sharing. Another limitation is that XMPP core standard does
not demand in any way Quality of Service (QoS) to the clients and servers. This
means that there is neither guarantee for the time of delivery, the order of
delivered packets, nor that the packet will arrive once and only once.
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2.4 What’s a Framework
2.4.1 A Framework by Definition

Figure 13: What is a Framework?
A framework, as defined by Marc Clifton (Clifton 2003)(see Figure 13), is:
i.

A Wrapper – a way of repackaging a function or set of functions to achieve
the goals of simplification of use, consistency in interface, functionality
enhancement, etc.

ii.

An Architecture – compilation of design elements, when put together
implements the association between various functional modules
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A Methodology – defines the interaction between the various functional
modules

The core components required for a context aware framework, as suggested by
Seng Loke (Loke 2007), are split into 3 basic functional groupings:
i.

Sensing

ii.

Thinking

iii.

Acting

These components are required to operate in a methodical fashion to ensure that
each component is well understood by the other. As such, a framework that
defines how these components interoperate to facilitate the operations between
the various components is essential.

2.5 Ontology and the OWL
The use of ontology allows us to create a model of entities that exist in the real
world, be it physical entities or abstract ones. The ontology also provides a
common lingua between disparate software components so they could share a
common understanding of the entity objects that it represents.

2.5.1 What is an Ontology?
Ontology is a traditional branch of metaphysics which focuses on explaining the
fundamentals of existences and the relationships between these entities which
exist. Ontology was traditionally used to discover and categorise world’s objects
into fundamental categories. In other words, it is used to describe the world. It
deals with questions which concerns existence of entities or rather what entities
which are believed to exist, how entities are categorised, how it is placed within a
hierarchy and how is it grouped based on its similarities and differences.
However, as of this era, researchers in the artificial intelligence field realised that
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the very foundation of ontology would aid development of ontologies which can be
used to capture knowledge, and will eventually spur development of AI systems
with ability to perform reasoning.
According to Gruber, Ontology is a specification of a representational vocabulary
for a shared domain of discourse, meaning it is a common vocabulary in which
shared knowledge are represented. In short, ontology is referred to as an explicit
specification of a conceptualisation. In computer and information science, ontology
is regarded as a technical term used to designate an artefact which is built for an
objective, which is to model knowledge of some domains, be it real or imaginary.
It defines the concepts, relationships and other distinctions which are relevant for
the modelling domain (Gruber 1993).
Ontology is made up for four main elements, individuals (instances), classes
(concepts), attributes and relations.
Elements:
i.

Individuals – basic component of an ontology which represents concrete
objects such as people, animals, table, automobiles, etc, as well as
abstract individuals such as numbers and words. An ontology need not
include individuals nevertheless it provides a means of classifying them.

ii.

Classes – classes are concepts that relates to type, sort, category or kind
of objects. A class can subsume or be subsumed by other classes. A class
subsumed by another is called a subclass (or subtype) or the subsuming
class (or supertype). For example, Vehicle subsumes Car, since anything
that is a member of the latter class is a member of the former.

iii.

Attributes – attributes are aspects of parts that relates to an objects. Each
attribute can be a class or an individual. The kind of object and the kind of
attribute determine the kind of relation between them. A relation between
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an object and an attribute express a fact that is specific to the object to
which it is related.
iv.

Relationships – relations between objects in an ontology specify how
objects are related to other objects. Typically a relation is of a particular
type (or class) that specifies in what sense the object is related to the
other object in the ontology.

2.5.2 Why is it important?
One reason why ontologies are so vital to the AI field is because it clarifies the
structure of knowledge. Given a domain, its ontology forms the central of the
system of knowledge representation for that domain. There would be no
vocabulary for representing this knowledge if there were no ontologies or the
conceptualisations that underlie knowledge. Here is an example: consider that
there are several classes of people in a particular domain (males, females,
employers,

employees,

students,

etc.).

These

people

–

males,

females,

employers, employees and student would be represented as “types-of” the class
humans. However, various problems might arise from this ontology. Students can
be employees at times and vice versa. Furthermore, the term “student” and
“employee” merely describe the categories of humans, but instead describe the
roles of humans. Terms such as males and females would be more appropriate to
represent the subset of humans. Thus it is vital while clarifying the terms clearly
in order for the ontology to perform coherent reasoning (Chandrasekaran et al.
1999).
Besides, ontologies enable sharing of knowledge. But before it is able to share
knowledge, it must be able to acquire it. In order to acquire knowledge, the
system must be able to perform analysis. Suppose that it has arrived at a
satisfactory set of conceptualisations and their representative terms of the area of
knowledge. In order to build a knowledge representation language based on the
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analysis, we need to associate terms with the concepts and relations in the
ontology and devise syntax for encoding knowledge in terms of the concepts and
relations. Then, this knowledge representation language can be shared with others
who have similar needs for knowledge representation in that domain hence
eliminating the knowledge analysis process for others. Here is an example:
suppose several different Web sites contain medical information or provide
medical e-commerce services. If these Web sites share and publish the same
underlying ontology of the terms they all use, then computer agents can extract
and aggregate information from these different sites. The agents can use this
aggregated information to answer user queries or as input data to other
applications. Therefore, based on this example, it also leads to knowledge reuse.
Some of the reasons for developing an ontology are:
•

Share common understanding of the structure of information - is one of the
more common goals in developing ontologies (Gruber 1993; Musen 1992).
For

example, suppose several different

Web

sites

contain

medical

information or provide medical e-commerce services. If these Web sites
share and publish the same underlying ontology of the terms they all use,
then computer agents can extract and aggregate information from these
different sites. The agents can use this aggregated information to answer
user queries or as input data to other applications.
•

Enable reuse of domain knowledge - was one of the driving forces behind
recent surge in ontology research. For example, models for many different
domains need to represent the notion of time. This representation includes
the notions of time intervals, points in time, relative measures of time, and
so on. If one group of researchers develops such an ontology in detail,
others can simply reuse it for their domains. Additionally, if we need to
build a large ontology, we can integrate several existing ontologies
describing portions of the large domain. We can also reuse a general
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ontology, such as the UNSPSC ontology, and extend it to describe our
domain of interest.
•

Making domain assumptions explicit - underlying an implementation makes
it possible to change these assumptions easily if our knowledge about the
domain

changes.

Hard-coding

assumptions

about

the

world

in

programming-language code makes these assumptions not only hard to
find and understand but also hard to change, in particular for someone
without programming expertise. In addition, explicit specifications of
domain knowledge are useful for new users who must learn what terms in
the domain mean.
•

Separation of domain knowledge and operational knowledge - is another
common use of ontologies. We can describe a task of configuring a product
from its components according to a required specification and implement a
program that does this configuration independent of the products and
components themselves (McGuinness et al. 1998). We can then develop an
ontology of PC-components and characteristics and apply the algorithm to
configure made-to-order PCs. We can also use the same algorithm to
configure elevators if we “feed” an elevator component ontology to it
(Rothenfluh et al. 1996).

•

Analyse domain knowledge - is possible once a declarative specification of
the terms is available.

Formal analysis of terms is extremely valuable

when both attempting to reuse existing ontologies and extending them
(McGuinness et al. 2000).
Ontologies are usually in logic-based language in order for detailed, accurate,
consistent and meaningful distinctions can be made among the classes, properties
and relationships (Mikhalenko 2003). Lately, ontologies are used to enchance
existing Web-based applications which may lead to new uses of the Web.
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2.5.3 How are Ontologies used?
Ontologies are now very prominent in the emerging Semantic Web as a way of
representing semantics of documents and enabling the semantics to be used by
web applications and intelligent agents, making it more capable to perform at a
human conceptual level. According to Berners-Lee et al., the Semantic Web is not
an independent Web but it is an extension to the current one, it is an evolving
development of the World Wide Web whereby information are given well-defined
meaning, better enabling computers and people to work in cooperation (BernersLee et al. 2001).

Figure 14: Semantic Web Stack
The Semantic Web Stack is an illustration of the hierarchy of languages whereby
the lower layers provides services to the upper layers. It also demonstrates how
Semantic Web is possible simply by organising technologies that are standardised
for Semantic Web. As shown in Figure 14 above, the current standardised and
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accepted technologies to build Semantic Web are from the bottom of the stack up
till OWL.
The bottom layer of the Semantic Web stack consists of:
Function
Uniform Resource
Identifier (URI)

Provides way for uniquely identifying semantic web
resources since it needs a distinctive identification to allow
verifiable manipulation with resources in the top layers.

Unicode

Represent and manipulate text in various languages.

XML

Markup language that enables creation of documents
composed of structured data.

The middle layer of the Semantic Web stack consists of:
Function
Resource
Description
Framework (RDF)

Framework for the creations of statements of a so-called
triples (a subject, a predicate and a value) form which
enables the representation of information about resources
in graph forms. It is a basis for coding, exchanging and
reusing structured metadata (W3C, n.d).

RDF
(RDFS)

Provides basic terminology for RDF.

Schema

Web
Ontology
Language (OWL)

Provides additional vocabulary along with a formal
semantics to better facilitate machine interpretability of
Web content than that supported by XML, RDF and RDFS.

SPARQL

To query any RDF-based data. It would be a necessity to
posses querying language to acquire information for
semantic web applications.

The top layer of the Semantic Web consists of:
Function
RIF

Provide support of rules to allow description of relations
that can’t be directly described using description logic
used in OWL.

Cryptography

To ensure that incoming semantic web statements are
coming from trusted source.

User Interface

Top-most layer which allows users to use the semantic
web applications.
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2.5.4 The Resource Description Framework (RDF)
RDF is a language fore representing information on the Web. RDFS is a formal
description of available RDF expressions. Since RDF has limited reasoning
capabilities, it is not feasible to build semantic web using RDF. Therefore leading
to several developments of ontology languages like OIL, CycL, KIF, DAML+OIL,
IDEF5 and etc. surfaced. OIL is built on top of RDF and RDFS in order to retain
backward compatibility. OIL features reasoning support which is added to RDF to
enhance expressiveness of ontology language. DAML+OIL is a semantic markup
language created as a joint effort between the American and European ontology
communities for the Semantic Web. It is designed to describe the structure of a
domain. However, like OIL, DAML+OIL is not an evolving language. OWL on the
other hand was developed by W3C Web Ontology Working Group. Since OWL was
built based on OIL and DAML+OIL, it has similar features to them (Zhdanova et
al. 2005).
One reason why OWL is preferable than others may be due to its’ wide reasoning
functionalities. Languages like OIL and DAML is no longer under any development
thus making it not feasible (Zhdanova et al. 2005). Moreover, OWL is
recommended by the World Wide Web Consortium. In addition, OWL is an
extension to the existing widely used RDF and is also compatible with OIL and
DAML+OIL (Arroyo et al. 2004). Therefore, it is obvious to see that OWL is one of
the fundamental technologies underpinning the Semantic Web.
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2.5.5 The Ontology Web Language (OWL)
OWL functions as a knowledge representation language for authoring ontologies.
Although RDF is very similar to OWL, the latter provides stronger language with
greater interpretability. OWL is typically written in XML language. OWL provides
three different sublanguages designed for different purposes (W3C 2004):
•

OWL Lite – supports users with the needs of classification hierarchy and
simple constraints. It only permits cardinality values of 0 or 1 while
supporting cardinality constraints. OWL Lite offers a quick migration path
for thesauri and other taxonomies. It is also simpler to provide tool support
for OWL Lite since it has a lower formal complexity than OWL DL.

•

OWL DL - named as such due to its correspondence with description logics.
It supports users who demands for maximum expressiveness while
retaining computational completeness (all conclusions are guaranteed to be
computable) and decidability (all computations will finish in finite time).
OWL DL can only be executed under certain restrictions (for example, while
a class is a subclass of many classes, a class cannot be an instance of
another class) although it includes all OWL language constructs.

•

OWL Full – appropriate for users who demands maximum expressiveness
and syntactic freedom of RDF with no computational guarantees. For
example, in OWL Full, a class can be treated simultaneously as a collection
of individuals and as an individuals and as an individual in its own right.
OWL Full allows an ontology to augment the meaning of the pre-defined
vocabulary. It is unlikely that any reasoning software will be able to
support complete reasoning for every feature OWL Full.

2.5.6 Ontology Layering
Ontology layering provides for the capture of domain knowledge at various levels
of granularity, to maximise reuse, maintainability and evolution of ontology
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design. By segregating domain knowledge into multiple layers, upper layer
ontology can be reused and merged with a multitude of domain specific ones. An
upper layer ontology would also represent a subset component which is common
between systems, providing a primary link between multiple domains.

2.5.6.1 Lower Ontology (Domain Ontology)
A domain ontology (or domain-specific ontology) models a specific domain, or part
of the world. It represents the particular meanings of terms as they apply to that
domain. For example the word “card” has many different meanings. An ontology
about the domain of poker would model the "playing card" meaning of the word,
while an ontology about the domain of computer hardware would model the
"punch card" and "video card" meanings.

2.5.6.2 Upper Ontology
An upper ontology (or foundation ontology) is a model of the common objects that
are generally applicable across a wide range of domain ontologies. It contains a
core glossary in whose terms objects in a set of domains can be described. There
are several standardised upper ontologies available for use, including Dublin Core,
GFO, OpenCyc/ResearchCyc, SUMO, and DOLCE.
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3 Literature Review
3.1 I-Centric Communication
The vision of I-Centric communication has been developed putting the individual
user (“I”) in the center of service provisioning rather than offering inflexible
services that are unaware of actual consumer needs or situations (Arbanowski et
al. 2004). The term I-Centric Communication, coined by the Technical University
Berlin, focuses on the idea of providing services based on the individual
communication behaviour of human beings. The impetus of this study has been to
relief the user from technology specific decisions, such as network selection to
support his or her activity, which would otherwise add some level of complexity to
the

user

needing

to

understand

technology

constraints

and

application

requirements.
Arbanowski (Arbanowski 2003) investigated a service architecture that is required
for an I-Centric system. The researcher broke down the service architecture into
two main focuses, the Open Profiling Framework and the Super Distributed
Objects. The Open Profiling Framework seeks to investigate how provisioning of
such I-centric service could be could be achieved. The Super Distributed Objects
on the other hand, looks at how individual objects within the communication space
of the subject could be modelled and controlled.
Steglich (Steglich 2003) looked at I-Centric communication from a different angle,
where his investigation focussed on user interaction. Here, user interaction is
broken down by Steglich to two different categories being Implicit and Explicit
user interaction. The former, Implicit user interaction, relates to context reaction
that is carried out by a particular service without the user being aware of the
interaction. The latter, Explicit user interaction, relates to the ability of the user
being able to actively specify conditions that would activate a certain context.
Although Steglich proposed that I-Centric User interaction concentrates on Explicit
user interaction, this research concludes that there should be a balance of the
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two, as the user here would not likely be able to understand the diversity of
context and the actions that would be carried out in response to these contexts.
Haseloff (2005) investigated how context awareness could assist information
logistics. By supplying the right level of information depending on context, the
information would appear to be more relevant to a specific application. In her
studies, she proposed the concept of a Context Component, which facilitates the
representation, gathering, management and supply of context information.
To facilitate the realisation of I-Centric services, a set of reusable software
components are required to support functionalities common for different services
and applications. The most promising candidates for these Generic Service
Elements (Tafazolli 2006) are (see Figure 15):
•

Service Discovery – A mechanism to discover service features dynamically
that are provided within a certain environment or by a certain physical
resource.

•

Service Management – How to manage context (dynamic relationships and
causalities between individuals and their environment)

•

Service Deployment – How to deploy services in distributed environments.

•

Service Composition – Dynamic interworking of services will help to create
and operate contexts

•

Service Logic – The evaluation of the preferences and ambient information
leading to a decision on what has to be done by an I-Centric service.

•

Service Control – The process to control all the resources needed for a
specific purpose.

•

Environment monitoring – How to gain ambient information.
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Reservation – To manage exclusive usage of objects

Figure 15: Reference model for I-Centric communications
The essential system properties (Tafazolli 2006) to realise context aware adaptive
and personalised applications usable everywhere by everyone are:
•

Support user-centric approach – User Centric Design (UCD) framework
where end-user is the main stakeholder

•

Support Mobility – Users with mobile devices on the move

•

Support Context Aware Systems – Use information about the state of the
context of the user to adapt service behaviour to the situation. Includes
low-level context such as location, time, temperature, noise and high-level
context such as user situation

•

Support Context Management – Context data management is an essential
part of context aware systems. Managing context information efficiently is
a challenge. Different types of context data originate from various
distributed sources. This data must be gathered and made available to
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those components that need them. Context reasoning mechanisms must
be created to elaborate and infer information from raw data
•

Support Adaptation – When circumstances change, the behaviour of an
application changes according to the desires of a user or more precisely
according to principles ascribed to her. Learning the wishes and desires of
a user is a crucial part of adaptation.

•

Support Service Personalisation – Personalisation includes the ability of the
framework to acquire and manage personal information about the user,
including preferences, and the ability to use this information to adapt an
application’s behaviour to specific user needs.

•

Support Privacy and Trust – Privacy and trust are among the most
important features to increase user acceptance of services. Privacy is
needed to guarantee that personal user data is only revealed according to
the user preferences (expressed as policies). The trustworthiness of
components, identities and information need to be guaranteed to establish
a basic user – application trust level.

•

Support Group Communities - The user centricity approach also includes an
approach that considers a group of users. The architecture must support
the creation of groups of users and functionalities to manage the users in
the group for example, enter a group, leave a group, privacy and trust
issues, and so on.

•

Support Managed and Spontaneous Services - The framework supports
services that are controlled and maintained by a service provider for
example, through a service portal; and services that are provided in an ad
hoc manner directly between users without the control of a third party, for
example, pure peer-to-peer services.
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Open to Emerging Value Networks - The framework is not restricted to
current providers – consumer value chains, but shall be flexible regarding
new ways of service provisioning such as new ways of incorporating third
party service providers.

•

Support

Seamless

framework

Access

shall support

via

Multiple-access

service

provisioning

Technologies
within

the

–

The

framework

independently of the access technology. While the transfer between
different access networks should in general be transparent for the
application, in some cases an adaptation of the application is needed to
ensure an optimal service experience.
•

Support Service Lifecycle Management - In addition to enhanced service
features supporting user services, the framework also includes support for
the service lifecycle including development, deployment, operation and
removal phases for services and their constituent components.

•

Support

Backward

Compatibility

-

Backward

compatibility

plays

an

important role in the successful deployment of service architectures. It
enables an easy migration for incumbent service providers. The service
architecture(s) proposed in the past and which were not backward
compatible did not go far. However, there are several levels of backward
compatibility and full backward compatibility may be an impediment to
progress.
After an in-depth study of the existing researches and surveys on context aware
system (Chen et al. 2000), this research postulates the key for the success of
context aware systems depends on its supporting systems, which is the context
aware middleware. Therefore, there is a need for a Context Aware Service
Platform (CASP) that could assist the context aware service provider in the
execution of their services. The platform will need to provide the fundamentally
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required functionalities as an abstraction layer for the developed context aware
services (Hoh et al. 2006).
These functionalities are:
•

Context Sensing - Context Sensing is the function that will monitor the
sensors and devices either through passively listening for their status
changed report or actively query on their status periodically

•

Context Modelling – Context Modelling technique facilitates a common
understanding of how context is interpreted by all services. This provides
for a generic context information exchange framework

•

Context Association - Context Association is responsible for formulating the
association of various distributed information sources that contributes to
the meaning of the context itself

•

Context Optimisation - Context Optimisation is the process of resolving
information conflicts and filtering of context information

•

Context Exchange - Context Exchange is important service to allow the
context aware service platform to exchange context information with other
platform. This functionality promotes platform scalability

•

Context Storage and Retrieval - Context Storage and Retrieval function will
keep a record of each of the context information for future retrieval
whenever required

From the studies in I-Centric communication undertaken thus far, the author can
surmise that context awareness plays a fundamental part of enabling the I-Centric
behaviour in applications and solutions of the future. Context provides the means
for resolving individual centric elements, providing the capability to specify what is
important and relevant to the individual at any point in time. Therefore, it is vital
to start the research by looking at the wider aspects of context awareness and its
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related research areas (ubiquitous computing, ambient awareness, etc), before
narrowing down on distinct hypotheses for this study carried out.

3.2 Context
The notion of context provides the mechanisms to understand the situational
aspects of any individual in relation to its environment. Therefore, it provides a
suitable starting point in understanding the individual.

3.2.1 Definition of Context
With the many implementations of applications and services that make use of
context information, context has been interpreted very differently. Here, the
author investigates how different researchers define context, starting with a
generalised definition from dictionary references.
Dictionary references define context as
i.

Context (Source: WordNet ® 1.6, http://www.cogsci.princeton.edu/~wn/)
•

discourse that surrounds a language unit and helps to determine its
interpretation [syn: linguistic context, context of use]

•

the set of facts or circumstances that surround a situation or event;
“the historical context”

ii.

Context

(Source:

The

Free

On-line

Dictionary

of

Computing,

http://foldoc.doc.ic.ac.uk/foldoc/)
•
iii.

that which surrounds, and gives meaning to, something else.

Context Synonyms (Source: http;//www.thesaurus.com)
•

circumstance, situation, phase, position, posture, attitude, place, point;
terms; regime; footing, standing, status, occasion, surroundings,
environment, location, dependence.
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Dey (Dey 2000) defined context as:
“Any information that can be used to characterise the situation of an entity.
An entity is a person, place or object that is considered relevant to the
interaction between a user and an application, including the user and
application themselves.”
Panayiotou (Panayiotou 2000) defined context as:
“A set of premises expressed in some language, gathered intentionally or
unintentionally in a relevant, coherent manner and which can itself constitute
and adequate set of inferences (meaningful) or lead to some meaningful
results (inferences).”
Rakotonirainy et al (Rakotonirainy et al. 2000) defined context as:
“Context (from an entity’s viewpoint) is information that can be used to
characterise the situation of an entity and can be obtained by the entity,
where an entity can be a person, place, physical or computational object.”
Schmidt et al (Schmidt et al. 1999) defined context as:
“Knowledge about the user’s and IT device’s state, including surroundings,
situation and to a less extent, location.”
Chen et al (Chen et al. 2000) defined context as:
“Set of environmental states and settings that either determines and
application’s behaviour or in which an application event occurs and is
interesting to the user.”
Moran et al (Moran et al. 2001) defined context as:
“Physical and social situation in which computational devices are embedded.”
From the various refinements in the definition of the term context awareness,
Dey’s definition have become widely accepted and adopted to provide a consistent
understanding of the subject studied by researchers (Haseloff 2005).
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3.2.2 Strains of Context
Below are some graphical representations which attempt to illustrate 3 different
methods of how context information could be acquired:

Figure 16: Context Strain, One to One
In a one to one relationship, the captured stimulus represents the context
information directly needed for use in an adaptive service (see Figure 16).

Figure 17: Context Strain, One to One (Time sensitive)
Relevance of context data may be different at different time intervals (see Figure
17). For example, if it was lunch time, the context information needed by my
application to provide a restaurant recommendation for me would take into
consideration the time of day and not suggest restaurants serving food suitable
for breakfast or dinner.
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Figure 18: Context Strain, Many to One
Context information could also be made up of an aggregation of many context
elements. For example, a sequence of other context information relevant to two
different individuals could be aggregated if they are both related to each other in
some way or another (see Figure 18).
Other methods of obtaining context information unconventionally are also
possible, where assumptions are necessary. These are as described below:
•

Predictive Context - Context indirectly elicited from other context/contexts
as a function of time. Such context element could require function
description and declaration of different context dependencies.

•

Inferred Context - Context information which may not be directly obtained
but could be inferred from other context information.
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3.3 Importance of Context
An I-centric communications system needs to have context awareness to be able
to help the services make decisions. The system needs to know where the user is,
what the user is doing, what is happening around the user and what are the user’s
preferences. These are all contexts of the user. Context simply means the
‘universe of discourse’ in the individual’s personal space at a certain point in time.
It is the relationship between a user with his or her environment, including other
users and devices. A communication system that is aware of all these will be
customised and personalised to situation and requirements of each user at any
moment in time.

3.4 Extent of Context Utilisation
Context awareness, in short, means the capability to utilise environmental
information

including

user's

information

to

provide

a

truly

user

centric

environment. Some of the companies in the telecommunication industry are
already using presence information such as user location to improve user
experience. Nevertheless more can be expected from the free flow of context
information around us. With the continuous advances in sensor technology and
the emergence of wireless sensors network, context aware systems will become a
reality in the near future with powerful capabilities.
Many of the research studies done in context awareness space are focusing only
on single perspective such as event-trigger context service. However, the power
of context aware systems is not bounded by one perspective. Each context aware
system is expected to be interconnected with one another to exchange context
information for context information integration. By having all context information
(user status information, environment information, user historical information,
user preference information, security information and etc.) integrated and
available to the context aware service, the context aware service could
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"understand" the user better, whereby it will be able to provide a more dedicated
service (Hoh et al. 2008a).

3.5 Where Are They Used (Systems Today)
Context Aware Systems have mainly stayed in the academic world due to its
dependencies on a large amount of information and the need to build an
information base to support its logical constructs. Nevertheless, we should see this
changing with the proposal of more Open Systems based approach for
representation of entities around us. The following section describes some of the
more relevant activities that were carried out in this space.

3.5.1 Context Toolkit
Salber et al (Salber et al. 1999) have defined Context Toolkits in 1999 to create a
framework for the Context Aware application development. In the architecture,
the context

toolkits

have three

primary

components which are widgets,

aggregators and interpreters. These three components provide the abstraction to
the context aware application on contextual information. The widgets are the
source of contextual information. It extracts contextual information and translates
raw data from sensors that are monitoring the environment. The interpreters will
then further derive the information to more meaningful higher level contextual
information. Lastly the aggregators help to aggregate the contextual information
to minimise the complexity of context aware applications. Although the paper of
Dey and Abowd define the framework for Context Aware application development,
they do not define the contextual data modelling.

3.5.2 Context Shadows
Another infrastructure that has been developed by Martin Jonsson (Jonsson 2002;
Jonsson 2003; Jonsson et al. 2002) of Stockholm University in Sweden for a user-
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centered communication system that employs context awareness is called Context
Shadows. This architecture allows the use of context information from sensors in a
communication system, just like the Context Toolkit does. However, the Context
Shadow surpasses the Context Toolkit in that it allows other applications to be
used as context information. The Context Shadow also incorporates service
discovery, as opposed to the Context Toolkit where this feature was not available.
Hence, when new services are created, the Context Shadow architecture allows
the user to discover these services and be able to use them at run-time.

3.5.3 GAIA (University of Illinois)
The Gaia, created by Roman et al (Roman et al. 2002), is a distributed
middleware infrastructure that coordinates software entities and network devices.
It exports services to query and utilise existing resources. The objective of Gaia is
to provide a framework for development of user-centric and context sensitive
mobile application. The team focuses on providing a framework to allow users to
interact with physical space, making these spaces termed by the team as Active
Spaces.

3.5.4 Context Broker Architecture (CoBrA)
Chen et al (Chen et al. 2003; Chen 2004) has introduced Context Broker
Architecture (CoBrA) for supporting the context aware systems. The CoBrA is an
intelligent contextual information broker that could share all contextual data. The
intelligence of this broker came from the use of Semantic Web Language (such as
RDF ) to model the contextual information and the use of Web Ontology Language
(OWL ) to perform intelligent reasoning. A computer system that could understand
Semantic Web Language will be able to trace through the ontology. This capability
allows such computer systems to perform automatic reasoning. On top of the
intelligent reasoning, CoBra governs the contextual information sharing model
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through the implementation of policy language to control sharing level of user
information.

3.5.5 Java Context Aware Framework (JCAF)
Java Context Awareness Framework (JCAF) is another framework that serves the
purpose to assist in Context Aware application development (Bardram 2004).
JCAF has the objective to create a general-purpose, event-based and distributed
service oriented Java Framework. The core design principles of JCAF are based on
the following beliefs:
•

Contextual information is scattered everywhere in the environment and
some of the contextual information is stored at remote location.

•

Each contextual service may require services from each other.

•

Contextual information is the changes that happen in the environment
including the changes of user activities.

JCAF introduced Context Monitor to handle sensors that are monitoring the
environment and Context Actuators to handle deployed actuators as the response
on changes. In the interpretation of JCAF, context is considered as a container
that is storing context item where the entity in the context is one of the context
items. Each context item within the context container is related to each other.

3.5.6 Service Oriented Context Aware Middleware (SOCAM)
Service-Oriented Context-Aware Middleware (SOCAM) (Gu et al. 2004) is a
middleware architecture that targets to enable rapid prototyping of context aware
services. SOCAM models the contextual information based on the ontology using
OWL to resolve the issues of semantic representation, context reasoning, context
classification and dependency. SOCAM define ontology in OWL to enable it to
describe context semantically which is independent from any programming
language and enabling computer system to understand the semantic value. This
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combination of technology enables the formal analysis on domain knowledge that
could be done automatically by the computer system. A set of independent
services is provided within SOCAM to facilitate the context aware applications and
enabling contextual information exchange with other context providers. These
services provide the fundamental functionalities such as context acquisition,
context discovery, context interpretation and context dissemination.

3.5.7 BerlinTainment
The Berlintainment project (Wohltorf et al. 2004) focuses on realising a scalable
Serviceware Framework based on Multi-Agent System (MAS) technology. It uses
agents encapsulating specific functionality that exchanges information with other
agents, where the interactions between them are ontology-based providing a
common vocabulary.

3.6 Components of a Context Aware System and their issues
(Dey et al. 2001) defined some of the requirements when dealing with context
information as:
•

Separation of concerns – By separating how context information is
acquired, an application can use the information without worrying about
the details of the sensor itself.

•

Context interpretation – Context are often required to be interpreted
before being used by an application. To enable reusability by multiple
applications, interpretation needs to be provided by the architecture
supporting it.

•

Transparent, distributed communications – Context being influenced by
any information that could characterise the situation of an entity, would
reside anywhere. It is important that this distributed information has its
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distributed communications mechanism to provide a consistent access
method.
•

Constant

availability

information

of

contributing

context
to

acquisition

context

is

–

It

persistent

is

important
in

nature,

that
run

independently and available all the time.
•

Context Storage – Storage of historical information enables prediction of
trends and future context values.

•

Resource discovery – With the distributed nature of context information, an
application would require to communicate with each sensor that provides it
useful information. To provide a means for application to obtain this
information, the architecture needs to support a form of resource
discovery.

Baldauf (Baldauf et al. 2007) represents these requirements as design criteria
(architecture, resource discovery, sensing, context model, context processing,
historical context data, security and privacy) of context aware framework. A
survey carried out resulted in the following table highlighting the differences in
context aware differences being implemented (see Table 3). The entry labelled
CASP denoted the planned implementation of this thesis.

CASS

centralised
middleware

sensor
nodes

relational
inference
data model engine and
knowledge
base

n.a.

available

n.a.

Privacy

Security and

Context Data

Historical

Discovery

Resource

Processing

Context

Model

Context

Sensing

Architecture

Table 3: Comparison of Context Aware system implementations
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agent based context
ontologies
acquisition (OWL)
module

inference
engine and
knowledge
base

n.a.

available

Rei policy
language

blackboard
based

resource
servers

ontologies
(RDF)

context
recognition
service

resource
servers +
subscription
mechanism

n.a

n.a.

widget
based

context
widgets

attributevalue
tuples

context
interpretation
and
aggregation

discoverer
component

available

context
ownership

sentient
object
model

context
relational
service
component data model discovery
framework
framework

resource
available
management
component
framework

n.a.

MVC
(extended)

context
providers

discovery
service

available

supported
(e.g.,
secure
tracking,
location
privacy,
access
control)

context
service
module (first
order logic)

interpretation n.a.
and
aggregation of
raw data only

n.a

n.a.

distributed
with
centralised
server

context
providers

ontologies
(OWL)

context
reasoning
engine

service
locating
service

available

n.a.

distributed
with
centralised
server

abstracted
sensor
context
providers

ontologies
(OWL)

rule based
context
reasoning
engine

discovery
query
service

available context
(samplin ownership
g of
situations
)

Hydrogen

three
adapter for object
layered
various
oriented
architecture context
types

SOCAM

4-ary
predicates
(DAML +
OIL)

CASP

Gaia

CORTEX

Context

Context
Management
Framework

Cobra

Chapter 3

The comparison of the systems revealed that the strict division of context data
acquisition and use exist in all implementations. Context sources can then become
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reusable and can service a multitude of context services. From an architecture
point of view, it was felt that a centralised approach was needed to permit a
common share of domain knowledge being modelled. This makes it easier to
query a knowledge base. Nevertheless, this would also mean that service
components, eventhough distributed, would constantly rely on the centralised
server during service runtime. To this extent, this study adopted the SOCAM
architecture approach. Baldauf also suggested that the main problem in context
aware system exist in the protocol used to find and access context sources. Most
of the implementations discussed here use its own format to describe the
communication mechanism. Although Baldauf suggested that

Web service

technologies seemed appropriate for this purpose, this study intends to adopt a
different approach of adopting a mature technology that provides a push-based
mechanism for distributing context instead.
It is believed that standardised formats and protocols are the important aspects of
context-aware systems, allowing the development of services to be the focus
rather than the underlying communication of context information. Hence, it is also
the goal of this thesis to investigate mechanisms to alleviate developers from
needing to worry about the underlying context information exchange.

3.6.1 Architecture Issues
An architecture is a conceptual design, which is supposed to describe the
behaviour of a system. There are various issues associated with the architecture
of context aware system. Integrating context awareness and the capability of
gathering and evaluating context information from the computing environment is
a key element that is needed in order to achieve a full scale pervasive computing
system. Yet, infrastructures for pervasive computing are mostly based on
centralised architectures, which in return can cause bottleneck effects with the
increasing number of users. These architectures are usually prone to cause
system failure (Balasubramaniam et al. 2006). In ubiquitous Web, the dynamic
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generation of context-aware applications is very time consuming. This in return
causes significant server load. Pages that have been prompted have to be
recalculated each time the context changes. This causes generating context-aware
Web pages which is supposed to be adjusted to context information like the user’s
preferences and location as well as his/her client device capabilities, to add
additional server load (Hinz et al. 2007).
Although current context-aware applications are accepted and used acceptably,
they suffer from three general usability problems (Rehman et al. 2007). First,
context-aware applications are known to make inferences on the user’s behalf.
There is no communication made between the user and the application regarding
the assumptions on which those inferences are based. Secondly, users are in no
position to evaluate the performance of an action, since there is no feedback
provided by the application to the user. The last known usability problem is that
they do not give control to users. However, there are techniques developed to
overcome some of these issues. Using a technique called mediation, interface
elements are used to help the users to identify and fix actions that are incorrect.
In most cases, these elements can help users to prevent the system from making
those mistakes in the first place. This is done by giving feedback to the users (Dey
et al. 2005).
Other than the discussed issues, one major issue associated to architecture of
context aware computing is the challenge to develop a conceptual layered design
framework which will explain the different elements common to most contextaware architectures (Baldauf et al. 2007). There are many layered architecture
proposed to design a context aware computing system, and various associated
issues related to this approach. In Ambient Intelligence, Control Network Layer is
conceptually designed to interconnect control devices in order for ubiquitous
communication to take place. However, developing this layer by integrating
different standards is a major problem (Acampora et al. 2005).
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There are various issues relating to complexity and flexibility when it comes to
context aware systems. Context aware applications have been mostly built in an
ad hoc fashion, in which they are created for a particular purpose only.
Sometimes, context aware applications are designed to consider predefined
situations alone. As such, they are heavily influenced by the architecture and
technology that have been primarily designed to acquire the context. As a result,
this systems lack in generality and flexibility, causing new application to be built
from scratch and leaving very little room for modification of existing systems for
new purposes. The ad hoc nature of the systems also reduce the context
reusability, making common functions to be recreated for each application, and
thus adding to the system’s complexity (Dey et al. 1999b) (Khedr 2005).
Moreover, locating physical devices and accessing their functionality in pervasive
environments is strongly restricted by their locality, making the systems less and
less flexible (Heil et al. 2007). Other than flexibility, complexity is a serious
challenge as well in context aware computing. It is not practical to create complex
models for an intelligent system. The necessary mapping of sensory information
onto an intelligent and pre-emptive set of behaviours is by far too complex to be
precompiled and hardwired into the system, posing a serious threat in its design
(Remagnino et al. 2005). Complexity is the worst enemy of scalability.
Appliances used to capture context can pose some problem as well. There are
various appliances to be utilised such as information appliances, mobile terminals,
robots, and sensors to obtain context. These appliances differ from situation and
place, and same goes to the functions of the appliances as the devices become
more advanced. This situation gives rise to a fair need to abstract appliances
based on input from various sensors or output to them so that the services can be
managed easily (Sameshima et al. 2004). Due to the availability of numerous
amount of context information, application developers are placed in uncomfortable
seats as they must manage and utilise vast amounts of data from various sources
(Julien et al. 2006). In addition, since a context aware system involves multiple
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appliances, possible scenarios or situations must be pre-defined in advance based
on the context to ensure these devices work cooperatively. For a particular
scenario, a certain number of pre-defined sensors and devices will be involved.
Thus, users must have knowledge on the functionalities of sensors and devices in
advance before pre-defining the conditions in which a certain scenario can take
place. However, creating a system and making it work as expected is no ordinary
job for a normal user. Resource conflict might also arise if two or more users try
to gain access of the same device simultaneously (Nishigaki et al. 2005).
Service discovery is an important element of context aware computing. However,
current architectures and protocols are not designed to consider context as a
service. Due to the nature of the architectures and protocols which expects static
inputs, services offered are assumed to be never changing. As such, contextual
information, which offers dynamic inputs, does not fit to be accepted as an input
by the service discovery architectures and protocols. Service Discovery Protocols
(SDP) is known to accept dynamic inputs, however, they do not monitor the
dynamic attributes of the input (Cuddy et al. 2005). In a wide area context-aware
environment, service discovery mechanisms tend to face further challenges
compared to a local area context aware system (Liu et al. 2006). There are
several identified challenges. The first one is scalability. For a wide area
environment, the infrastructure of the service discovery mechanism should be
capable of supporting a large volume of context sources. Other than scalability,
the infrastructure should be tolerant of faults. Heterogeneity is also a major issue.
There will be various context sources provided by different organisations and
users, and the infrastructure of the service discovery mechanism should be able to
handle them. Dynamicity is another challenge that needs to be tackled. Context
services will not be always available. The system should be able to find alternative
services to accomplish their tasks when an existing service is gone. Automated
discovery is one the challenges as well. Applications are needed to be able to
discover and process context sources without human intervention. Considering all
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the factors above, there are clear needs for overall environment to be divided into
smaller logical domains and include a robust coordination and management
framework. This is due to many reasons, such as the drawback in most sensors in
terms of its communication range, the complexity of context processing and
synthesising, and the fact that context is not defined by physical space boundaries
(Kiani et al. 2005a).
Currently, context aware mobile computing is getting more and more popular, and
has been a subject to various modes of researches. Mobile computing generally
refers to one’s ability to use technology while moving. Yet, developing context
aware mobile services is a complex and time consuming task (Gu et al. 2004).
Middleware systems have helped engineers a lot in facilitating communication
between distributed components. However, using middleware based transparency
principle, in which details of implementation are hidden from both users and
application designers, does not fit well for context aware mobile computing as
dynamicity and heterogeneity come under great threat. Reflective systems are
said to be able to overcome this problem, as building mobile computing
middleware by means of reflection will offer significant advantages by not hiding
the internal behaviour of the system. Reflective systems are capable of modifying
its own behaviour by inspection, for instance, by exposing internal behaviour of
the system, and/or adaptation, for example, by dynamically changing the internal
behaviours of the system (Capra et al. 2003). Clearly, there is a need for a
middleware that enable adaptation to support the context operation of mobile
applications and services which is constantly changing. The development of such
middleware will make applications to be developed economically and practically
feasible (Mikalsen et al. 2006). An example of context aware mobile computing is
the Intelligent Transportation System (ITS). Comfort, convenience and safety are
the main features that are needed in a vehicle. These requirements are significant
as far as ITS is concerned. To build ubiquitous computing environment in vehicles
is an interesting as well as challenging task (Wu et al. 2007).
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Various researches and surveys have been done to determine the capabilities or
weaknesses of context-aware frameworks (Singh et al. 2006), and the work is still
on going. It is learnt from this study on architectural issues that infrastructures
implemented today are mainly based on centralised architecture. Although it has
the benefit of promoting a common interface for exchange of context information,
it is not suitable for large scale implementations. A large user base causing
increased

network traffic would render the system unusable. This

study

approaches the problem by looking at ways to balance the need for a common
ground context representation exchange and the processing power and network
bandwidth needed to support such exchange. It investigates a hybrid approach
where knowledge base is still store centrally but processing of such knowledge is
distributed to the end nodes.

3.6.2 Sensing Issues
A sensor is commonly used to measure a physical quantity. Sensors are used to
make physical space sensing possible in context aware computing. There are
various issues associated with sensing in context aware computing. Some of the
challenges for designing the communication aspects of sensing-based systems,
highlighted recently by Bellotti et al. include how to address individual devices in a
sensor-rich environment, how to know that the system is attending to the user,
how to take action, how to know that the system has taken the correct action and
how to avoid mistakes (Dey et al. 2005). Due to location-based nature of
pervasive devices (e.g. Sensors, wearable mobile devices), latest information is
often location dependent. Problem arises to retrieve the appropriate information
from the devices (Kawakami et al. 2007). It is also important to Integrate multiple
diverse sensors targeted at mobile device platforms, which typically do not permit
processing of visual context, for awareness of situational context that can not be
inferred from location (Gellersen et al. 2002). Integration of diverse sensors and
perception techniques, and the embedding of autonomous awareness in mobile
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artefacts have become primary research topic under Technology Enabling
Awareness (TEA). Sensor fusion is another specific issue investigated in TEA which
aimed to derive more context from a group of sensors than the sum of what can
be derived from individual sensors (Gellersen et al. 2000)
According to Dey [2001], context is defined as any information that can be used
to characterise the situation of entities. However, there are a number of
difficulties when it comes to using context. First of all, context is acquired from
unconventional sensors. It must be abstracted to be useful to the application.
Dynamicity and the fact that it may be acquired from multiple distributed and
heterogeneous sources make it hard to be managed (Salber et al. 1999). Context
awareness and sensitivity of applications along with automated context sensing
and context information transformation have been an issue that is primarily
focused (Ferscha et al. 2002). Sensor networks programming and the applications
that depend on the data they produce is extremely challenging as well
(Henricksen et al. 2006). Besides, context-aware applications are modelled to
devise a layered architecture in which sensors represent the lowest level of
abstraction. This layered approach tends to work well for prototypes and simple
applications, but does not fit for applications that evolve and increase their
complexity over time (Grigera et al. 2007).
In mobile computing, a human’s current state can be estimated by user context
qualities such as location, activity, physiology, schedule, and ambient context
information. Varying resource availability is one of the biggest challenges being
faced by mobile computing applications. Body-worn sensor array and wearable
hardware should be designed in a way which they could capture any sensor data
and provide enough processing power for data analysis and context inference
(Krause et al. 2006). Describing a sensor-driven platform for context-aware
computing system that will allow applications to follow mobile users as they move
around a building has shown lots of difficulties (Harter et al. 2001). Currently,
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most of the flexible and robust systems use probabilistic detection algorithms that
require extensive libraries of training data with labelled examples instead of new
algorithms

that

can

automatically

detect

context

from

wearable

and

environmental sensor systems (Bao et al. 2004).
Instead of using conventional sensors, current trend skewed towards developing
new sensors for a particular purpose. But there are notable sensing issues as well
for these application purpose sensors. For example, a smart sound sensor for
ubiquitous

computing

can learn and detect events

from

various sensors

information with a time series signal. Developer can easily utilise a real world
sound as context information without a signal processing programming by using
the smart sensor, but developing such sensor has become a major research topic
(Negishi et al. 2007). A critical issue, common in most of applications framed
inside ambient intelligence, is the approach to automatically detect context from
wearable or environmental sensor systems and to transform such information for
achieving personalised and adaptive services (Acampora et al. 2005). The
detection of the users within Ambient intelligence spaces, particularly through
video cameras and applying computer vision techniques are getting a lot of
attention as well (Remagnino et al. 2005). Other than that, Human Digital
Memories (HDM), which involves capturing of a digital record of all activities
carried out in a person’s lifetime, is becoming a major research focus. A fully
functional HDM does not only involve gathering information and context, but
extends as far to the proactive collection of all details of an individual’s life.
Context-aware information access (CAIA) is a system which usually concern only
with the retrieval of information from current and next-generation HDM personal
archives, but such system is also potentially capable of allowing applications to
proactively select and deliver new information. The user might be unaware of the
existing new information which may be useful in their current situation (Jones
2005). Automatic Face Recognition (AFR) is a complicated object recognition
problem due to the variability of face expressions, face position and lighting
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changes. Several methods have been proposed in order to solve this problem, but
the available recognition methods are very far from human capacity, in terms of
precision and time required (Acampora et al. 2005)
Considering the problems that might surface in sensing issues, there is a clear
need to develop a uniform way to track locations with fine granularity that works
both indoors and outdoors (Chen et al. 2000). The development of a unified
sensing framework will allow information to be extracted from the heterogeneous
sensors and present them to the upper layers to deduce context in a standardised
and unified manner (Shehzad et al. 2005). Identifying and designing the
architecture, algorithms, and software system needed to organise this hardware
(thousands or even millions of widely distributed, heterogeneous sensors) into a
unified global sensor system that responds to users’ queries has been a major
research issue (Gibbons et al. 2003).
It is learnt from this review that the main concern in the sensing component of
any context aware system resides in the unique way of identifying a sensor and
addressing them. In any context aware system implementation, there needs to be
a standardised representation that makes querying and accessing of different
sensor types possible. Information from sensors needs to keep context resolution
up to date to ensure that context actions taken by services are accurate. This
study uses these as benchmark considerations in the design of the framework.

3.6.3 Context Representation/Model Issues
A typical context-aware system is designed to acquire context, analyse and
understand the context and behave according to the acquired context. However,
context-aware applications do not always behave as users expect, and can cause
users to feel loss of control over their applications (Hardian 2006). Context must
be represented properly for the system to work correctly. A poor representation of
context often leads to a wrong or inaccurate result (Krause et al. 2006). As
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important as it is, context is seldom utilised efficiently due to the lack of common
reusable ways to handle it (Dey et al. 1999b). Context is difficult to share because
it is generally application-specific and inflexible (Hong 2002). Currently, there is
no common representation of context that is rich syntactically as well as
semantically, and provides ability to manipulate, query, and reason about context
information (Khedr 2005). Due to the embedded interpretation logic inside context
application, it is difficult for other applications to reuse the information.
Applications are needed to have a shared understanding of knowledge to
communicate and transfer context effectively among each other in a contextaware system. Heterogeneity, independent interpretation and the need for
interactivity clearly equal up for a formal context model for efficient utilisation of
context (Shehzad et al. 2005). Existing component approaches for input devices
and for context especially those that consider component modelling need serious
reviewing (Lingrand et al. 2006). Application developers have to work together to
find a resolution to overcome context sharing problem. It is important for
businesses to mutually know how the context information is expressed and by
what protocol it is transmitted (Nihei 2004). Deeper understanding on the term
context and what constitutes a context-aware application is needed

in order to

better understand how we can use context and facilitate the building of contextaware applications (Dey et al. 1999a).
Formal modelling and representation of real world context information is an
important issue to investigate in context aware middleware (Shchzad et al. 2005).
Context modelling is the specification of all entities and relations between these
entities which are needed to describe the context as a whole, for example,
information on location, time, the user and its current or planned activity, and
computational entities, while, Context reasoning means to automatically deduce
further, previously implicit facts from explicitly given context information (Ay
2007).
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A significant body of related research has already been carried out in evaluating
approaches for modeling contexts. (Strang et al. 2004) have evaluated six context
modeling approaches, against the requirements of pervasive services, which are
distributed composition (dc), partial validation (pv), richness and quality of
information(qua), incompleteness and ambiguity(inc), level of formality(for) and
applicability to existing environments(app) (see Table 4).
Table 4: Context modelling schemes
Approach \ Requirements dc
Pv
qua
Key-Value Models
-Markup Scheme Models
+
++ Graphical Models
-+
Object Oriented Models
++ +
+
Logic Based Models
++ Ontology Based Models
++ ++ +

mc
-+
+

for
-+
+
+
++
++

app
+
++
+
+
-+

Based on the evaluation conducted, (Strang et al. 2004) concluded that the most
promising assets for context modeling for ubiquitous computing environments
with respect to the requirements identified can be found in the ‘ontology’
approach. Similar studies have been performed by (Serrano et al. 2006; Serrano
et al. 2007), who classified modeling techniques for context information into the
above six different categories and benchmarked according to their support with
regard to three levels for information interoperability requirements. (Serrano et al.
2007) agrees that ontology-based approaches offer more capabilities for satisfying
the information requirements at schema and service levels.
Knowing the important role of context in ubiquitous computing, it is vital for
systems to provide real-time context services. However, providing real-time
context information service is a complex process due to the dynamically changing
nature of information sources, the widely varied user requirements in terms of
data accuracy and service latency and the constantly changing system conditions
(Han et al. 2007). Negotiating context features (location, identity, and activity),
engagement

(conditions,

events,

and

actions),

and

dependency

are

all
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requirements of dynamically adaptive supplying of context information. Context
information must be effectively and reliably used by agents and context-aware
applications during negotiation (Khedr et al. 2004). Modelling context information
that is demanded in dynamic service adaptations in user-centric environments has
became a huge challenge to tackle (Choi et al. 2007). Temporality, uncertainty,
concurrency and dependency are all characteristics of context that needed to be
taken into consideration when modelling context. Temporality describes the
frequency of change of context of time. Uncertainty describes the ambiguity in
sensing accuracy. Concurrency describes the multiple context that is being active
at one time and dependency describes the abstracted sensors depending on lower
level sensed data (Sun et al. 2005).
Another scenario that needs focus is related to location dependant applications. In
order for a system to have feedback knowledge from users on a particular
location, latest information that is stored in the user’s device must be uploaded to
the servers. Instead of just one user, the system must obtain impressions from
various users, unilaterally and repeatedly in order for the system to have updated
information for a future user. Due to issues of scalability, this approach is not
realistic in ubiquitous environment (Kawakami et al. 2007). A context-aware
computing system consists of various domains. Individual components in contextaware computing need to be affiliated with a specific domain to relate coherent
environments and entities, and to confine them within a logical boundary in order
to formally model context information to represent a particular domain (Kiani et
al. 2005b).
There are several other issues relating to conventional context representation. For
extreme

mobile

scenarios,

traditional

distributed

systems

that

assume

a

stationary execution environment are no longer suitable (Chen et al. 2000). Also,
depending

on the application, some traditional way of acquiring context

information of users is through self-reporting diaries or questionnaires. Clearly,
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this conventional methods are both time-consuming and unreliable (Thiemjarus et
al. 2006). As discussed earlier, reflective systems are capable of modifying their
own behaviour by changing its application profile dynamically according to the
application to avoid system problems. However, conflicts are created when the
system does not know which profile to use. Intraprofile conflict and interprofile
conflict are the two basic types of conflicts that might arise. In intraprofile conflict,
conflict exists inside the profile of applications running on a particular device. This
class identifies conflicts that are local to a middleware instance. In interprofile
conflict, conflict exists between profiles of applications running on different
devices (Capra et al. 2003)
In recent years, context-aware mobile multimedia has been attracting the
attention of researchers. It is an application area that will create room for mobile
devices to access multimedia content and context-aware services. However, there
is a gap between context-aware solutions for mobile applications and solutions for
distributed multimedia applications. The solutions for context-aware mobile
application manage contextual information and support mobile applications by
hiding heterogeneity of the hardware. The offered solutions are light enough to be
executed in a mobile environment where the resources are limited. The solutions
for distributed multimedia applications assume that mobile devices have restricted
resources and, hence, offer functionality for multimedia content adaptation
(Davidyuk et al. 2004).
This review suggests that a common representation of context needs to be
established for any context aware system. In order to make this representation
versatile, a technology independent representational language needs to be used.
An implementation therefore needs to take extensibility into consideration to
future proof the evolution of the implemented system.
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3.6.4 Context Processing Issues
Acquiring the context is a very important process in context-aware computing.
However, processing the context is equally important as well. Sometimes, not all
information can be gathered directly from sensors. Some of the more interesting
context are those that are not explicitly provided, but demanding a reasoning
mechanism. For example, location alone might not be sufficient to define the
status of a user, and additional information like identity, time and activity might
be needed (Ferscha et al. 2004). It will be necessary to acquire context
information

indirectly

from

sensors

in

context-aware

computing.

Thus,

a

middleware infrastructure is required to provide the incorporation of different
reasoning mechanisms (Shehzad et al. 2005) (Nihei 2004). However, the main
concern for most system is to make context processing useful on various
situations that might occur (Moran et al. 2001). For a given system, there might
be various types of context acquired, but not all of them will be useful. Finding the
right information and services with regards to the situation is related to the
phenomenon called information overload and to the capability of human
awareness. An ideal system will be able to know the right course of action
according to the available services and the current context (Forstadius et al.
2005). In addition, a service execution method is needed in order to ensure a
proper context-aware service. However, each context will be processed differently
according to its own service execution method, even if the user’s objective is the
same. As a result, due to the lack of dynamicity, program development is difficult
to expand (Maeda et al. 2005).
Aside from that, in a real ubiquitous environment, context information need to be
processed and passed on at high speed to support massive context request (Nihei
2004). Usually, context will be classified according to attributes to several classes
when large amount of context is involved. As such, it will be difficult to share
attributes that have common information, but confined at different classes (Yang
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et al. 2005). At times, context-aware system does not always behave in a way the
user expects, making the user to feel loss of control over the system. As such,
context-aware systems must be able to provide mechanisms to strike a suitable
balance between user control and software autonomy (Hardian 2006). In mobile
context-aware computing, it was assumed that a unified distributed service will be
suitable for all type of applications over a static infrastructure network. But this
assumption is no longer valid. Particularly, mobile applications are incapable of
utilising adaptive computing to optimise its computation based on current
contextual situations (Chan et al. 2003). How to adapt to the differences in
context information while delivering context-aware services in public spaces will
be a key issue with regard to realising the middleware for a ubiquitous computing
environment (Sameshima et al. 2004).

3.6.5 Context Discovery/Dissemination Issues
The number of context services and users will be large in ubiquitous computing.
Users and services might not necessarily be at the same place for a given time. As
such, as part of the service adaptation process, the user needs to search the
suitable set of context services that will be able to support the desired and
necessary context information. This searching and locating process is known as
context discovery (Zhang et al. 2005). Most of the current context aware systems
that have been prototyped are limited to providing context at a small physical
scale only (Kiani et al. 2005a). In fact, most developed systems suffer from local
space context limitation. These systems won’t be able to support context sharing
and service continuity (Sun et al. 2005). Practically, context service providers will
not be able to provide a full coverage. Thus, it is a fair necessity to roam between
devices to ensure service continuity. In addition, capabilities of mobile devices
may vary from one device to the other. As a result of this situation, not all devices
will be entitled to use a discovered service (Wohltorf et al. 2005). Devices must be
discovered and combined in a particular way to provide a service because the
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available objects will vary with the environment. There are several issues
concerned on this. First, the services must be addressed so that it will be possible
for service components to connect in different address domains. Also, the services
must be named. Unique names are necessary to identify or search for a
distributed service component. Another issue lies on the continuous service usage.
Roaming communication is needed to maintain a continuous service when such
communication switching occurs (Sameshima et al. 2004).
There are several identified issues relating to disseminating context-aware
systems.

Context-aware

applications

in

location-confined

systems

will

be

monitoring the environment continuously to adapt to any changes. However, for a
disseminating context-aware service, it is possible for overflow of queues to take
place on the dissemination path. Traditional methods of flow-control and
congestion-control are not efficient as they either drop data or force the sender to
pause (Chen et al. 2005). Another problem of context aware dissemination path
is that the requested context information can come from many sources, for
instance, information about a location can come from GPS or cell phones. In
addition,

building an application that requires information that is constantly

changing is difficult (Hong 2002). There are proposed methods of predefined
process models and assignments of roles in a static way. However, these methods
are clearly inappropriate for highly dynamic ad-hoc environments. Process
description might not be available at design time, and only available during runtime (Gombotz et al. 2006).
There are problems associated with the received context information as well. First,
there is the problem when context data gets overwritten. In order to overcome
this problem, the system should be flexible to receive context data manually
(Specht et al. 2006). Sometimes, in context searching, the query context could be
too specific, or based on fuzzy keywords, causing no relevant result to be found.
In these cases, context information will not be properly matched. This situation
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can be worsened if we do not know what kind of information to expect, and thus
wrongfully accepting the faulty information (Specht et al. 2006) (Rack et al. 2006)
(Anderson et al. 2006). As a resolution, the disseminating system should provide
useful responses by having an efficient delivery mechanism that will be capable of
filtering out unrelated information. The system must be able to communicate only
relevant information to its user (Shehzad et al. 2005).
In this review, it has been identified that an application needs to be able to
discover context dynamically. Services that are normally dependent on a specific
set of context type may not necessary know how to resolve the context. In
essence, it is crucial for any implementation to have this context resolution
capability. It is also found in this review that it is equally important for the
representations of context to be easily accessible by distributed computing
components. These will form the main considerations for the design of the
discovery and dissemination mechanism for the system studied.

3.6.6 Historical Data Issues
In addition, there is no adequate methods for context-sensitive reasoning and
mining algorithms that support interoperability and persistently tracking userrelated contexts to adapt dynamically to the system’s behaviour (Khedr 2005).

3.6.7 Security and Privacy Issues
Like any other system, security and privacy are regarded as important entities in
context aware systems. Security and privacy concerns are one of the reasons for
applications to be incapable of achieving goals of context-aware computing (Hong
2002). Key problems in context-aware system security is to ensure the accuracy
of location information and identities, and establishing secret (authenticated)
communications (Chen et al. 2000). Privacy is an issue to be taken into
consideration because the context of a user may contain personal information that
is regarded private (Simons 2007). The need to preserve privacy to greatest
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extent possible has been put into consideration among other considerations when
developing a system (Ebling et al. 2001). Privacy issues become incredibly
important especially when it involves on monitoring large amounts of context
information. There are feasible solutions to protect privacy for complex contextaware applications. However, smaller devices still lack resources to run strong
encryption. This is a problem since most larger ubiquitous computing applications
often depend on smaller crucial subsystems that are adaptive and context aware
themselves (Fahrmair et al. 2007).
When it comes to security, authentication and encryption are major associative
issues in technological security (Chen et al. 2000). There are several known ways
to control authentication. Access control is the ability to grant or deny the use or
modification of information and contents. An authenticated user might have
permission to modify content, while others might have only normal access to read
the information. Redistribution control decides to what extent a context provided
to another party can be pressed on to a third party and the duration of its usage
(Nihei 2004).

3.6.8 Summary of Issues
In this section we have captured a multitude of issues that have been pointed out
by various researchers as potential stumbling blocks of a context aware solution.
The issues are further summarised and indexed below to provide simpler
referencing in the later chapters when we explore solutions that could potentially
resolve them.
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Table 5: Summary of Issues
Index
A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

A6

A7

A8

A9

A10

S1

S2

S3

Issue Description
Architectural Issues
Infrastructures for pervasive computing are mostly based on
centralised architectures, which in return can cause bottleneck effects
with the increasing number of users.
In ubiquitous Web, the dynamic generation of context-aware
applications is very time consuming. This in return causes significant
server load.
Context-aware applications are known to make inferences on the
user’s behalf. There is no communication made between the user and
the application regarding the assumptions on which those inferences
are based.
Users are in no position to evaluate the performance of an action,
since there is no feedback provided by the application to the user.
They do not give control to users.
Develop a conceptual layered design framework which will explain the
different elements common to most context-aware architectures.
Developing this layer by integrating different standards is a major
problem. Heterogeneity is also a major issue. There will be various
context sources provided by different organisations and users, and the
infrastructure of the service discovery mechanism should be able to
handle them.
Context aware applications have been mostly built in an ad hoc
fashion, in which they are created for a particular purpose only.
Sometimes, context aware applications are designed to consider
predefined situations alone. As such, they are heavily influenced by
the architecture and technology that have been primarily designed to
acquire the context. As a result, this systems lack in generality and
flexibility, causing new application to be built from scratch and leaving
very little room for modification of existing systems for new purposes.
Moreover, locating physical devices and accessing their functionality in
pervasive environments is strongly restricted by their locality, making
the systems less and less flexible.
The necessary mapping of sensory information onto an intelligent and
pre-emptive set of behaviours is by far too complex to be precompiled
and hardwired into the system, posing a serious threat in its design
Dynamicity is another challenge that needs to be tackled. Context
services will not be always available. The system should be able to find
alternative services to accomplish their tasks when an existing service
is gone.
Using middleware based transparency principle, in which details of
implementation are hidden from both users and application designers,
does not fit well for context aware mobile computing as dynamicity
and heterogeneity come under great threat.
Sensing Issues
How to address individual devices in a sensor-rich environment, how
to know that the system is attending to the user, how to take action,
how to know that the system has taken the correct action and how to
avoid mistakes.
Due to location based nature of pervasive devices (e.g. Sensors,
wearable mobile devices), latest information is often location
dependent. Problem arises to retrieve the appropriate information from
the devices.
A critical issue, common in most of applications framed inside ambient
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intelligence, is the approach to automatically detect context from
wearable or environmental sensor systems and to transform such
information for achieving personalised and adaptive services.
The user might be unaware of the existing new information which may
be useful in their current situation.
Context Representation/Model Issues
Currently, there is no common representation of context that is rich
syntactically as well as semantically, and provides ability to
manipulate, query, and reason about context information (Khedr
2005). Due to the embedded interpretation logic inside context
application, it is difficult for other applications to reuse the information.
Applications are needed to have a shared understanding of knowledge
to communicate and transfer context effectively among each other in a
context-aware system. Heterogeneity, independent interpretation and
the need for interactivity clearly equal up for a formal context model
for efficient utilisation of context.
For extreme mobile scenarios, traditional distributed systems that
assume a stationary execution environment are no longer suitable.
Context Processing Issues
Finding the right information and services with regards to the situation
is related to the phenomenon called information overload and to the
capability of human awareness. An ideal system will be able to know
the right course of action according to the available services and the
current context.
A service execution method is needed in order to ensure a proper
context-aware service. However, each context will be processed
differently according to its own service execution method, even if the
user’s objective is the same. As a result, due to the lack of dynamicity,
program development is difficult to expand.
Context Discovery/Dissemination Issues
Most of the current context aware systems that have been prototyped
are limited to providing context at a small physical scale only (Kiani et
al. 2005a). In fact, most developed systems suffer from local space
context limitation. These systems won’t be able to support context
sharing and service continuity (Sun et al. 2005). Practically, context
service providers will not be able to provide a full coverage. Thus, it is
a fair necessity to roam between devices to ensure service continuity.
Another issue lies on the continuous service usage. Roaming
communication is needed to maintain a continuous service when such
communication switching occurs.
For a disseminating context-aware service, it is possible for overflow of
queues to take place on the dissemination path. Traditional methods of
flow-control and congestion-control are not efficient as they either
drop data or force the sender to pause.
Security and Privacy Issues
There are feasible solutions to protect privacy for complex contextaware applications. However, smaller devices still lack resources to run
strong encryption. This is a problem since most larger ubiquitous
computing applications often depend on smaller crucial subsystems
that are adaptive and context aware themselves.
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3.7 Example Service Scenario Requirements Capture
In order to provide a more comprehensive picture of context aware requirements,
a study of various context aware scenarios is carried out to extract common
requirement sets. Below is a table illustrating the context aware scenarios found
in various research publications (see Table 6):
Table 6: Context Aware service scenario requirements
Scenario

Requirements

Adaptive Application
(Hinz et al. 2007)

Rules/Conditions, timer, location sensor/model, user
speed, user preference

Location-aware Desktop
Teleporting (Rehman et
al. 2007)

User’s location, Resource location maps

Berlintainment (Wohltorf
et al. 2005)

Personalisation, device-independence, multimodality,
location awareness, service management,
modularity, adaptability, distributed-ness, scalability,
security and privacy

TEANU (Yang et al.
2005)

User’s location bandwidth requirement, network
detection

Context Aware
Communication Service
(Yang et al. 2005)

User’s location, user’s profile

Context-aware Local
Advertisement Service
(Nakatsuru et al. 2006)

User’s location, user’s preference, time, retailer’s
advertisement content

SenSay – A ContextAware Cell Phone
(Krause et al. 2006)

User’s location/surroundings, user’s preference,
user’s state

GeoAware (Grieco et al.
2006)

User’s location, User’s selection destination address,
device capabilities, available bandwidth

AMAYA Recommender
System (Rack et al.
2006)

User’s preferences

Seamless Transfer
(Inoue et al. 2005)

User’s desired means of communication, user’s state

Emergency Vehicle
Warning System (Julien
et al. 2006)

Emergency vehicle location, vehicle location

Subscription Music

Subscriber’s locations, music preferences
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Services (Julien et al.
2006)
Collaborative Puzzle
Games (Julien et al.
2006)

User’s status, owned puzzle shapes (application
state)

Personalised Home
(Nishigaki et al. 2005)

User’s preferences, motion sensing, user presence,
current temperature/humidity, TV programme
schedules, ambient resource control.

Context-aware Insurance
Business Process (John
et al. 2006)

Presence and availability, user rules, enterprise
policies, media capabilities of devices, expert finder
(based on skill, cohesiveness with participants of the
conference, presence, availability, location and
environment)

Smart Vehicle Space (Wu
et al. 2007)

Personal identity, sensors, face recognition, user’s
preferences, route optimisation

Business on the Move
(Frattasi et al. 2006)

Train/subway schedules, distance and time required,
shortest route

Smart Shopping (Frattasi
et al. 2006)

User’s location, user’s preferences, retailers
advertisement content, route, budget planner

Mobile Tourist Guide
(Frattasi et al. 2006)

User’s location, alternative routes, tourist attractions
en-route

Ubiquitous Resource
Usage (Frattasi et al.
2006)

Device discovery, interoperability

Room Management
Service (Rack et al.
2005)

context object representation, service selection,
service adaptation, service preferences

Communication Service
(Rack et al. 2005)

context object representation, service selection,
service adaptation, service preferences

Light Service (Khushraj
et al. 2004)

Resource classification

3.8 Summary and Conclusions
From all the scenarios above, one can see that there are common sets of
requirements between them. All the scenarios would require stimuli of some form
that could either be physical sensors already available in the environment, or
stimuli from information gathered from yet another subsystem (i.e. database
containing preference information of an individual).
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The distinct pattern that can be found in all scenarios are:
i.

They all require some form of input stimuli

ii.

They all perform some actions

iii.

They all have distinct business logic defining how their actions are
triggered

From the review of this requirement study, it is clear to see that there is a need to
have separation of concerns between the tasks of capturing the stimuli, modelling
of the information in a manner to allow multiple query, and abstracted interfaces
for services to be built upon. These are some of the fundamental issues that a
framework to facilitate context aware systems would require to address.
MADAM narrows down to 9 Adaptation Types from analysis of their service
scenarios (Chimaris et al. 2006):
i.

User Interface Delegation Adaptation: involves transferring (some of) the
UI functionality to another device or peripheral.

ii.

Functional

Richness

Adaptation:

extending

the

functionality

of

an

application by providing access to new hardware (through appropriate
drivers), new services or new/additional data.
iii.

Network Availability Adaptation: enable selection of one or more network
technologies, or to go to an offline method (when no networking is
available), based on the context conditions.

iv.

Software Mode Adaptation: enable switching between different modes of
operations, to meet the application’s context requirements, assuming that
application developers make a number of modes available and provide
guidelines on how to decide on the appropriate mode every time the
context changes.
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User Interface Presentation Adaptation: refers to the tuning of the UI on a
device to deliver better experience suitable to the context conditions.

vi.

User

and

Application

Session

Redeployment

Adaptation:

refers

to

redeployment of components and /or applications to different devices to
accommodate for more efficient use in changing context environment. It
also covers redeployment of user sessions.
vii.

Data Replication and Synchronisation Adaptation: refers to data/application
redeployment on different hosts to better facilitate the use of the available
resources.

viii.

Data Richness Adaptation: refers to adaptation that affects the quality of a
data stream. For example, adaptation that ensure best quality of a video
conference affected by network characteristics.

ix.

Security Adaptation: refers to adjustments of the security model to
compensate with changes in the devices context.

Observations: It’s difficult to classify adaptation types as this list may grow. The
type of adaptation relies very much on what is to be achieved by the service, and
thus should not be developed intrinsically within a middleware platform, rather to
be aware of these different adaptation types in order to provide the necessary
interfaces where the adaptation process can be handled specifically by the service
developer. (Not the focus of this thesis. Isolate out as separate adaptation module
that allows different service to inter-communicate)

3.9 Research Questions
The fundamental aim of this thesis is to explore the question of how a generic
framework can be designed to support the development of user centric context
aware services.
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Ontology is also used extensively in semantic web research but often becomes a
stumbling block when the infrastructures are based on centralised architectures.
Another research question looks at how ontology can be used in a distributed
architecture in order to reduce server load that rises with increasing number of
users.
Previous research in the design of context aware systems presented several
working solutions. However, it is time consuming to develop specific service and
testing them against the goals set out. This research also looks at what tools are
needed to provide an easy and repeatable test environment for the development
of context aware services.

3.10 Scope of Research and Hypotheses
There are many issues highlighted in the previous sections that need to be
considered when looking at context aware systems. In fact, the issues are too
numerous to be addressed in their totality. Hence, this study merely focussed on
issues which affect the fundamental architecture design of a context aware
system. In effect, this means looking at architecture, sensing, context processing,
as well as discovery and dissemination issues discussed earlier. This study also
investigates evaluation methods to measure the effectiveness of the architecture
design and the implemented solution.
In

order

to

achieve

I-Centric

behaviour

in

systems,

some

fundamental

components need to be in place. The entities that surround each individual needs
to be classified, represented where its presence needs to be made known to
dependent systems. The snapshot of the situation of each individual at any
moment in time needs to map these entities in a manner that suggests the
possible context. These context needs to be represented in a manner that could
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be understood by a multitude of solutions that are developed. Here, the author
proposes the following hypotheses:
•

Hypothesis 1 – An instant messaging (IM) based protocol can be effectively
used as an application layer protocol to facilitate exchange of contextual
information sources

•

Hypothesis 2 – It is feasible to use an ontology to create a virtual
representation of the environment to support context awareness

•

Hypothesis 3 – Maintaining a lightweight ontology that contains references
to distributed information sources rather than the information itself will
reduce dependency on a centralised platform

•

Hypothesis 4 – An individual’s context can be dynamically enumerated and
monitored by context aware service
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4 Research Methodology
There are a multitude of research methods available, utilised by researchers to
investigate a problem. Due to the unavailability of sensors to capture the richness
of information in the environment that a particular individual is in, the simulation
method is chosen to carry out the research, enabling an environment to be
simulated in order to carry out studies of the reaction of a particular I-Centric
system.

4.1 Simulation Modelling
The popularity of the use of computer simulation as a methodological research
approach is increasing. It is a requirement to make various assumptions about the
exact cause and effect nature of the system under study when applying other
research methods. Simulation, on the other hand, allows researchers to assume
the inherent complexity of organisational systems as a given (Dooley 2002). If
other methods answer the questions of “what, how, and why?” simulation helps to
answer the question “what if?”. Or put another way, simulation is the method of
building a model of a real or proposed system so that the behaviour of the system
under specific conditions may be studied.
Simulation is chosen as the research method as it enables the studies of more
complex systems as it creates observations by “moving forward” into the future.
According to Dooley (Dooley 2002), there are three main schools of simulation
practice:
•

Discrete event simulation involves modelling the organisational system as
a set of entities evolving over time according to the availability of
resources and the triggering of events (Dooley 2002). In this method of
simulation, the operation of a system is represented as a chronological
sequence of events. Each event occurs at an instant in time and marks a
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change of state in the system (Robinson 2004). For example, if an elevator
is simulated, an event could be "level 6 button pressed", with the resulting
system state of "lift moving" and eventually (unless one chooses to
simulate the failure of the lift) "lift at level 6".
•

System dynamics involves identifying the key “state” variables that define
the behaviour of the system, and then relating those variables to one
another through coupled, differential equations (Dooley 2002). In other
words, System dynamics is an approach to understanding the behaviour of
complex systems over time. It deals with internal feedback loops and time
delays that affect the behaviour of the entire system (Forrester 1999).
What makes using system dynamics different from other approaches to
studying complex systems is the use of feedback loops and stocks and
flows. These elements aid in describing how even seemingly simple
systems display baffling nonlinearity.

•

Agent based simulation involves agents that attempt to maximise their
fitness (utility) functions by interacting with other agents and resources;
agent behaviour is determined by embedded schema which are both
interpretive and action-oriented in nature (Dooley 2002). The model is a
specific individual based computational model for computer simulation
extensively related to the theme in complex systems, emergence, Monte
Carlo

Method,

computational

sociology,

multi

agent

systems,

and

evolutionary programming.
Simulation takes a model, composed of a structure and rules that govern that
structure and produces output (observed behaviour) (Dooley 2002). By comparing
different

output

obtained

via

dissimilar

structures

and

governing

rules,

researchers can infer what might happen in real situation if such interventions
were to happen. The validity of such predictions depends on the validity of the
model. For example, the model to be used in context awareness would include
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prediction made concerning how certain changes, including time, location, user
preferences and so on will impact the services (positively). If predictions turn out
as expected, then there is more impetus to attempt such changes in the real
situation. In summary, according to Fishman (Fishman 2001), the technical
attraction of using simulation method includes:
•

Ability to compress time, expand time

•

Ability to control sources of variation

•

Avoidance of errors in measurement

•

Ability to stop and review

•

Ability to restore system state

•

Facilitation of replication

•

Modeller can control level of detail

To further elaborate, in this study, discrete event simulation model is used as the
research approach. A number of mechanisms have been proposed for carrying out
discrete event simulation; among them are the event-based, activity-based,
process-based

and

three-phase

approaches

(Pidd

1998).

The

three-phase

approach is used by a number of commercial simulation software packages,
however, from the user's viewpoint; the specifics of the underlying simulation
method are generally hidden. This model is best used when the system under
study can be adequately characterised by variables and corresponding states, and
events occur that alter the value of these variable states in some rule-oriented by
stochastic manner (Law et al. 1982).
A simulator is developed based on the three-phase approaches to facilitate the
change of the environment in which a particular user under study. By creating the
simulation model and actively changing the parameters being modelled, the
actions being carried out by contextually aware services could be studied.
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The simulation model is characterised by the following elements:
•

Entities: objects that comprise the system, including environmental
situation, resource objects in the individual’s surrounding, people in the
individual’s surrounding, etc

•

System state: the state variables that describe a system at a given
moment often associate with specific entities. These are closely related to
the definition of context. For example, a subject located in a meeting room
with several participants or with the conference phone active could
constitute to the state “In a meeting”

•

Simulation clock: denoting the passage of simulated time.

•

Event list: a list specifying the events to occur in the future, and the time
at which they will occur, including scripts that would automatically
configure the environment that an individual is in.

•

Statistical counters: for collecting data during simulation run, to record
history, and to be analysed later. These are essentially logging functionality
within the system that could be used for system analysis.

•

Initialisation routine: some means by which to prepare the model for an
experimental run

•

Timing routine: a subroutine that manages the event list

•

Event routine: a subroutine for each different type of event, that specifies
the actions (creating of other events, change in state variables) that are
related to triggering of the event
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4.1.1 Implementation of Simulation Modelling
Due to the diversity of sensory information available and the complexity of
implementing a full-blown testbed for the analysis of the framework being
designed, a simulation of environment that would define the different context is
necessary.
4.1.1.1 Conceptual Design
The conceptual design incorporates the requirement of creating a sensor
simulation environment to enable step-wise analysis of environmental changes.
These changes will see different contexts that are relevant to each individual come
in and out of play. Figure 19 below show conceptually how simulated sensor
entities relates to actions being fired as a result of being in a particular context.

Figure 19: Simulation Environment Conceptual Design
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4.1.2 Conclusion
In summary, simulation is a powerful research method that enables researchers to
look at an artificial world move forward into the future, giving the user
unprecedented

chances

to

intervene

and

try

to

make

improvements

to

performance (Dooley 2002). Also note that the accuracy and reliability of the
simulation results depend on the quality of the simulation model and the accuracy
of input data. Indeed the latter has been identified as one of the important
challenges in Computer Science (Bargiela 2000). The next section discusses the
structuring of context.

4.2 Structuring Context
One of the most important requirements in the study of context awareness is the
need for a formalised way of structuring context information. This is due to the
fact that differing applications need a common understanding of how the context
information is represented, in order to interpret and use them.
This research has identified three main areas contributing to formalising the
structure of context (Haseloff 2005):
•

Context Modelling

•

Context Gathering

•

Architecture of the Context Component

4.2.1 Context Modelling
Context Aware applications have traditionally embedded context information
within the application itself, whereby restricting the extensibility of these context
aware functions. These applications also have differing representations of the
context information that they have captured for their independent consumption.
The heterogeneity and independent interpretation of context prompt the need to
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have a formal context model in order to facilitate efficient utilisation of context in
an extensible fashion.
In this study, it has been proposed to use ontology to model context information
and the relationships among contexts because ontology offers rich expressiveness
and support evolutionary aspect of context modelling (Devaraju et al. 2008).
Here, it is ideal to utilise OWL , a W3C recommendation that has been tailored to
provide a markup for giving information an explicit meaning. This makes it easier
for machines to process the encapsulated information. To prevent diverging from
the main researched focus, this study has adapted a context modelling approach
used in the SOCAM project (Gu et al. 2005). Below is an ontology diagram which
suggests generalised ontology entities that define association between them (see
Figure 20):

Figure 20: Generalised Ontology Entities and its relationships
Each of the instances that are reflected as an entity in the ontology could be said
to be an object representation of the real world. Nevertheless, these instances, in
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the researcher’s opinion, do not express context itself. This is due to the dynamic
nature of context which makes it difficult to include ever changing sensory
information. The need to continuously query the ontology would otherwise be
extremely inefficient. From the accepted definition of the context in Section 3.2.1,
it is said to be information that leads to characterising the situation of an entity.
There could be potentially numerous information sources that are used to
characterise a certain situation. One may need to correlate several signals to
arrive at a conclusion about a specific context. Here, the researcher introduces the
concept of cues. A cue, by dictionary definition is a stimulus to an action. In order
to determine a context at any given time, the concept of cues could be used to
signal the conditions that need to be met. With this assertion, a context could be
made up of one or more cues, signalling the entity to be in a certain context.
For example, an “In a meeting” context could be signalled by:
Cue 1: Subject’s location is in a room designated as meeting room
Cue 2: Subject‘s schedule suggests a meeting entry
This is analogous to how Context is conceived in the TEA architecture, as
illustrated in Figure 21 below.

Figure 21: TEA architecture
The TEA project introduces a three layer approach to abstracting and representing
context information. The lowest layer is formed by the sensors themselves,
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capturing raw data from the environment. The proceeding layer represents the
functionalities of each sensor in terms of functional cues. The third layer, context
layer, aggregates the cues from various sensors to suggest the context.
Here, context is said to be made up of one or more cues from the various sensors
that are capturing the environment. This enables a context action to take place
when the correct cues are met, demonstrating the context aware behaviour in
applications. Nevertheless, the TEA project lacks formality in modelling of the
context information (Drogehorn et al. 2005). The proposed context model couples
the representation of context with its direct use, thus fail to clearly separate
concerns making it less extensible. The architecture does not prescribe the
specific methods for calculating context from cues; rule-based algorithms,
statistical methods and neural networks may for instance be used. Conceptually,
context is calculated from all available cues (Gellersen et al. 2002).
Having considered the many context modelling schemes, this research adopts the
approach of modelling context with ontology in OWL. Nevertheless, the approach
here differs in the type of information stored as instances in the ontology.
Querying of context information from the ontology would require processing
power and time which easily multiplies when considering deployment of such
systems on a large scale. Therefore, this research utilised instances in the
ontology as indexes that point to the source of information that may be
distributed sparsely. As a result, instances within the ontology will not be used to
represent the state of that particular entity. The state of the entity will only be
retrieved directly from an external component pointed to by the ontology
instance. Context processing can then be externalised as well since the
information sources is now distributed. In short, the researcher uses the ontology
only for its capability in inference of knowledge and not as a store of the raw
information itself.
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4.2.2 Context Gathering
The method of context-data acquisition is very important when designing contextaware systems because it predefines the architectural style of the system at least
to some extent (Baldauf et al. 2007). The investigation into the methods of
acquiring information sources that constitute to context outlined the following
requirements needed for the design of a context gathering framework (Devaraju
et al. 2007):
•

Programming Interface: Uniform interface to provide easy access to sensor
data

•

Active/Passive Sensor mode: Provide mechanism for sensors to both report
data automatically or when queried

•

Simplicity: Simplification of the implementation of sensors via API

•

Multi-transport Support: XML-based messaging to allow use of different
transport technologies

•

Separation of Concerns: Abstraction of sensor, sensor data acquisition and
sensor data dissemination requires to be 'loosely-coupled' to promote
extensibility of the framework

•

Sensor Data Model: Extensible XML-based syntax for Sensor Messaging
protocol

The implementation of active and passive sensor mode from the initial study
proved to be not ideal since active sensor continuously sends out sensory
information periodically. An improvement on this incorporated a push-based
model which only pushes sensory information out when there are changes.
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Here, the information acquisition methods differs from the three categories of
context acquisition methods as proposed by Chen (2004) which were:
i.

Direct access to hardware sensors - The sensors are integrated into the
devices. The client software gathers the context information directly from
these sensors rather than by a specialised infrastructure. In this approach,
typically drivers for the sensors are hardwired into the applications. The
high-level applications can have great controls over the operations of the
low-level sensors, thus can have better knowledge about how different
data is collected and computed. However, this method is not suited for
distributed systems due to its direct access nature which lacks a
component capable of managing multiple concurrent sensor accesses
(Baldauf et al. 2007). Further, typically, only small amount of context can
be determined and supplied in a resource constrained device.

ii.

Facilitated by a middle-ware infrastructure - The idea is that instead of
letting

the

applications

to

manage

the

low-level

sensing

details,

middleware infrastructures are provided to facilitate sensing. Context
acquisition middleware typically built into the hosting devices or platform
on which the context-aware applications operate. The advantage of this
method is context-aware applications’ implementations can focus on how
to use context while middleware can focus on how to acquire the context.
This separation means that both components can be developed and
replaced independently of each other. Compared to direct sensor access
this technique eases extensibility since the client code needs not to be
modified anymore and it simplifies the reusability of hardware dependent
sensing code due to the strict encapsulation (Baldauf et al. 2007). The
drawback of middleware approach is that it imposes additional computation
burden on the hosting devices because it consumes certain amount of
computation resources to maintain a generic programming interface
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between the high-level applications and the low-level sensors. This might
lead to resource contention problem in resource-less devices, for instance,
mobile phones and embedded devices.
iii.

Acquire context from a context server - This approach shifts the context
acquisition procedures into the implementation of a server entity that runs
on

a

resource-rich

information

to

device.

different

The

server

context-aware

entity

provides

applications

in

a

contextual
distributed

environment. This approach overcomes the drawbacks noted with hosting
device of a context-aware application that has limited computing resource.
Besides the reuse of sensors, the usage of a context server has the
advantage of relieving clients of resource intensive operations (Baldauf et
al. 2007). As the server runs on a resource-rich device, it can preserve the
history of more contextual data sensed. It can detect and resolve
inconsistent information that may have been acquired from unreliable
sensors. However, one has to consider about appropriate protocols,
network performance, and quality of service parameters and so on when
designing a context-aware system based on client-server architecture
(Baldauf et al. 2007).
The obvious differentiation from the above sensor classification is that this study
took a hybrid distributed approach. Each of the sensor nodes reside on its
individual computing device. References to the sensors are stored centrally,
accessible via middleware, while the sensory information itself is made available
directly from the sensor node. The drawbacks suggested by Baldauf were mostly
avoided with this choice of architecture.
Here, the approach taken defined abstracted wrappers in the form of an API that
are used to provide a consistent way to access sensors. These abstracted
wrappers can be used on a multitude of different sensor types either directly
sampling of the physical sensor itself or indirectly with some logical processing
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performed within the wrapper. Baldauf classified these sensors into three different
groups (Baldauf et al. 2007):
i.

Physical Sensors – The most frequently used sensors today are physical
sensors (light, sound, motion, acceleration, location, temperature, etc).
Physical sensors are a classification of the different types of hardware
sensors.

ii.

Virtual Sensors – Virtual sensors are sensors that obtain their sensor data
from software applications or services. For example, it is possible to obtain
a person’s location not only by using a physical location sensor (e.g. GPS),
but by analysing the person’s calendar, travel-booking system or emails.

iii.

Logical Sensors – These sensors are hybrids that make use of several
information sources, combining physical and virtual sensors. For example,
a logical sensor could be used to represent a person’s location, by
analysing logins into computer systems via virtual sensors and cross
reference against the physical sensor that reports the hardware location.

With all these considerations in mind, this study employs the use a presencebased protocol, the eXtensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP). The
actual design and implementation is discussed in later chapters.

4.2.3 Context Representation
Services which are context aware have continuous and consistent access to
information in the ever changing environment. The context which is related to any
service can often be defined by a service developer, or made relatable at any
point in time of the service life.
Encapsulation of context information is, therefore, an important factor in
representing context information of various entity types in a standard and
structured manner. It promotes ease of using the context data within the
programming interfaces made available by any context aware platform and
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facilitate extensibility of the platform with a structured way to exchange context
data between different platforms.
An object model approach would be the best approach to facilitate the
representation of context. This would make interpretation of context in a
programmatic fashion feasible.
Context here can be viewed as rules that specify a certain situation. The approach
takes the view that the context definition component is made out of the following:
•

Each Service (S) can have multiple Context (C) that is of interest

•

Each Context (C) is made up of one or more Conditions (Cdt)

•

Each Condition (Cdt) is defined as a Rule (R) where a rule is evaluated
based on the format “leftTerm” [“operator” “rightTerm”]. “leftTerm” refers
to an object being evaluated, operator is the condition that it is evaluated
against, and rightTerm is the value it is evaluated against.

When a service (S) is being subscribed by a user (U1), the respective Context of
interest (C1) is formed and monitored where the leftTerms of all Conditions (Cdtn)
are associated to sensory values that are updated via presence messages. In
order to resolve the correct sensors to subscribe to, the service queries the
knowledge base (an ontology), where reference to the sensors are available. Upon
subscription, these sensors will continuously send its updates via a presence
message, to be evaluated at any service, if a context is met (all conditions, Cdtn,
are met). The service is then able to carry out any actions necessary with the
knowledge of which context is met and for which individual.

Figure 22: Rules for Context Representation
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Figure 22 above shows the relationship between a set of conditions that formulate
a context. When all conditions specified within the context is true, the
consequences will be triggered. The ‘Rule Processor’ evaluates the conditions,
which are associated to sensory sources.

4.2.4 Context Construct and Data Separation
Contexts are dependent on sources of information that is evaluated against the
conditions relevant to each specific context being looked at. Many ontology-based
approaches to modelling context embed the context itself within the knowledge
base and uses reasoning engines to acquire the required context. The approach
requires reliance on a single knowledge based to be constantly available to service
context solutions.
This thesis explores the segregation of the context construct from its data source,
using ontology-based approach only to associate different data sources with its
context evaluation peers to determine if the context is met.

Figure 23: Context Embedded within Ontology
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The figure above shows how the context information itself is embedded within the
knowledge base modelled with ontology (see Figure 23). Having context
embedded within the ontology provides a single point where these context
information can be obtained, reducing the complexity which otherwise would exist
with a distributed knowledge base. Nevertheless, this approach comes with
drawbacks where the processing power that is required to perform all ontology
queries and reasoning processes would be overwhelming, as the number of
supported services grows.
The alternative approach taken by this thesis is to only capture the information
sources within the ontology, moving the context processing requirements from the
core context aware platform to other computing facility. From the diagram below,
S1, S2 and S3 are sensor abstractions that provide data about a specific node in
the ontology (see Figure 24). The ontology here is still used to obtain the data
sources to be subscribed by a service. Each service then will provide its own
processing requirements for the relevant context featured by the service.

Figure 24: Context Data Source Embedded within Ontology
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An example is used to further elaborate the segregation in the figure below (see
Figure 25). The context construct for any service is made up of definitions of the
contexts which are of interest to any service being developed. These definitions
contain conditional statements that are being used to describe the situation that is
desired to be captured. The example below contains two context constructs, the
first to describe the situation of a room which the subscribing user is in being ‘Hot’
and the second describing the room being dark. Depending on the user that is
subscribing for the service, the service would query the context middleware
platform for details on where the appropriate data source required by the service
reside.

Figure 25: Service Querying for Data Sources relevant to Context
Construct
Upon receiving information on the data sources, the service can then subscribe to
be updated status changes of the required sensory entities in the environment
(see Figure 26).
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Figure 26: Service Subscribing to Data Sources relevant to Context
Construct
Segregation of the context constructs from the data source allows these construct
definitions to be reusable. There are also motivations for these constructs to be
customisable where each context aware service could be personalised by users to
their liking.

4.3 An Architectural Framework to Facilitate Context Information
Sharing
In

Section

3.6,

the

study

has

identified

different

categories

of

issues/considerations related to the design of context aware systems. These were
used as design constraints when the context aware service platform (CASP) was
developed. By having the platform to take care of the fundamental problems,
context aware service providers could focus entirely on the service execution
logic. This research starts by examining the different use cases.
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4.3.1 Design Use Cases
Drawing conclusions from the requirements capture and hypotheses made in
earlier chapters, this research embraced a multitier distributed architecture where
distributed components are responsible for specific tasks. The approach here
utilises APIs to provide for the building of external distributed components and a
middleware that communicates with the external components. The external
components are made of sensors, actuators, services and the end user, where as,
the internal components are the sensory, service, user and ontology managers.

Figure 27: Use case of external components
Figure 27 above shows the four external actors in the system. The actuator is
responsible for triggering of events/tasks when contexts are met. The service is
responsible for processing of user subscriptions and context management for the
specific service. Sensors are responsible for collecting information from the
environment and the user actor represents the user themselves.
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Figure 28: Use case of internal components
Figure 28 shows the four internal actors in the system. The Sensory Manager and
Service Manager is responsible for processing registration processes of its
externally distributed components respectively. The Platform Manager processes
user registrations and manages the overall functionality of the platform. All three
managers communicate with the Ontology Manager to maintain instances within
an ontology used to represent a mirror image of the environment.

4.3.2 Design Constraints and Considerations
Context-Aware applications are known to make inferences on behalf of the user.
Unfortunately, there is no communication made between the user and the
application regarding the assumptions on which those inferences are based on.
Also, users are in no position to evaluate the performance of an action, since
there is no feedback provided by the application to the user (Rehman et al. 2007).
This meant that any designed system required a way to communicate this
information to the user. As such, a messaging mechanism is required.
It is also possible for overflow of queues to occur in data dissemination.
Traditional methods of flow-control and congestion control are not efficient as they
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drop data or force the sender to pause (Chen et al. 2005). The approach of
sensory abstraction utilising a presence based protocol distributes the data source
sparsely. Here, XMPP was chosen as a protocol for data dissemination and the
publish/subscribe mechanism used for the fundamental context subscription
process. The messaging capability of XMPP also provides a communication channel
between sensor, services and users. The distributed nature of XMPP clients meant
that it was a suitable candidate to avoid the potential congestion issue likely to
occur in a centralised architecture. Nevertheless, sampling of sensor data needs to
be restricted, so that dissemination of information via presence would not
overload the dissemination path.
The mapping of sensory information onto an intelligent and pre-emptive set of
behaviours is by far too complex to be precompiled and hardwired into the system
(Remagnino et al. 2005). Due to the abundance of context information,
application developers are overwhelmed as they need to manage and utilise vast
amount of data from various sources (Julien et al. 2006). This study uses ontology
as a central reference point where context information source references are
stored. The use of ontology here promotes a shared common understanding of a
specific domain and also provides for inference capabilities to infer different
aspects of the knowledge base.
Dynamic nature of the system represents a significant challenge. Context services
will not be always available, thus, the system should be able to find alternative
services to accomplish their tasks when a specific service becomes unavailable.
The use of ontology in this study will also benefit in this case, where alternative
resource could be directly identified or inferred through querying of the ontology
in such case.
Appliances required for capturing the context or to be controlled need to be
abstracted so that services can be managed easily (Sameshima et al. 2004).
Resource conflict may arise if two or more users try to gain access to the same
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device simultaneously (Nishigaki et al. 2005). Context itself is also difficult to
share because its generally application specific and inflexible (Hong 2002). To
develop a sharable model, this study suggests the use of a context construct that
defines the context source types rather than directly linking services to the
context sources. These constructs, synonymous to formulas of a context, can then
be reused by other services. The context sources themselves can be linked in
during runtime when an individual subscribes to the service. This study also
developed

application

programming

interfaces

(APIs)

to

abstract

external

components like sensors, service and actuators.
To develop the context construct during the development of services, this study
applies the Activity Theory (Section 2.1.3). The motives of this theory are
perceived through contextual information gathered to obtain an understanding of
an activity that is about to take place. The resultant action is then performed by
the service on behalf of the user, providing the context awareness behaviour.
There is also an obvious need for a middleware that enables adaptation to support
the context operation of applications and services which is constantly changing
(Capra et al. 2003). A middleware infrastructure is required to provide for
different reasoning mechanism used for acquisition of context information
indirectly from sensors (Nihei 2004; Shehzad et al. 2005). The infrastructure of
the service discovery mechanism should be capable of supporting a large volume
of context sources (Liu et al. 2006). The middleware developed in this study, the
Context Aware Service Platform, is a Java-based middleware which implements
XMPP components that communicates with distributed sensory, service and
actuator client nodes. The middleware also incorporates an ontology that is used
to replicate and represent a view of rich information within the environment.
Although privacy is an issue needed to be taken into consideration as context of a
user may contain personal information, it is beyond the scope of this study.
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Nevertheless, it is believed that context information can be safely secured with
standard encryption mechanisms.

4.3.3 Context Aware Service Platform
This section discusses the conceptual architecture design of the Context Aware
Service Platform (CASP) that was created. The architecture consists of functional
elements that are identified as requirements to facilitate the creation of context
aware services.
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Figure 29 above is an illustration of all the functional elements are pieced
together. The diagram shows separation of the external and core components to
the

system.

The

external

components

consist

of

the

APIs

(Application

Programming Interfaces) will allows creation of abstracted representation of
entities in the environment. The core components on the other hand consist of
modules that facilitate the operation of the entire system. Below is a description of
each module:
i.

Platform Manager – The platform manager is mainly responsible for
managing the session of all the other core modules.

ii.

Sensory Manager – The sensory manager is mainly responsible for
processing registration and deregistration of dynamic abstracted entities in
the environment.

iii.

Ontology Manager – The ontology manager is mainly responsible for
maintaining

the

knowledge

base,

a

virtual

representation

of

the

environment, and processing any queries of the knowledge base.
iv.

Service Manager – The service manager is mainly responsible for
processing

registration

and

deregistration

of

created

services

and

channelling queries of the knowledge base between the service instance
and the knowledge base.
v.

User Management – The user management module is mainly responsible
for

registration

and

deregistration

of

end

users

and

to

negotiate

subscription of services available in the service catalogue.
To elaborate on context information flow in a simple manner, the diagram below
shows how relevant information is pushed along from one entity to another, and
finally to the processing engine which resides in the service entity (see Figure 30).
This in turn performs the appropriate context aware actions when the service is
subscribed by the user.
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Figure 30: Presence Subscribe & Broadcast Relationship
Here it shows the presence broadcast structure that enables each entity to
disseminate its situational statuses to all other subscribing

entities. The

subscription links shown in between the context providers and consumers above
can be dynamically formed and destroyed. Each of the entities has a built-in rule
processing engine that allows it to embed processing rules dynamically.
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4.3.3.1 Sensor Presence Orchestration

Figure 31: Sensor Register/Deregister Sequence
Sensors collect information from any sensing sources. In order for sensors to be
discoverable, it must first be made known of its existence. Figure 31 above
describes the processes that take place in the register/deregister sequence of a
sensor entity. An Application Programming Interface (API) abstracts all sensor
sources in a standard manner, where the sensor registers itself, creating an XMPP
account that represents the sensor object. Each change of the sensor data
acquisition will be mimicked by the presence update of the XMPP component. This
allows presence messages that form the acquisition data to be broadcasted to all
subscribing nodes. These subscribing nodes could be either other sensors or
services that consume the former acquisition data.
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4.3.3.2 Service Presence Orchestration

Figure 32: Service Register/Deregister Sequence
Figure 32 above shows the registration processes for the service component.
Similarly, the implementation of these processes provides for an API that is used
to create service objects. Each of these service objects, represented by their
respective XMPP object can be subscribed by any end user. Figure 33 below
illustrates the creating of an end user account, subscription of a particular context
aware service, and the corresponding query being made to the knowledge base to
retrieve references to sensors that are required by the service. This process takes
into account the identity of the subscribing user to resolve sensor references that
are linked to the user.
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Figure 33: Service Subscription Sequence

Figure 34: Sensor/Service Operation Sequence
Upon receiving sensor references required for the service subscribed by the user,
the service will subscribe for the presence of the corresponding sensors. Figure 34
above shows how the service establishes its sensor update feeds.
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4.3.3.3 Context Information Orchestration and Triggering Process Flow

Figure 35: Sensor-Service Triggering Sequence
After a service component subscribes to sensor sources, it will obtain presence
update messages whenever any of its subscribed sensors had acquired new data.
Upon receiving these update messages, the service component triggers a context
evaluation process that evaluate whether a particular context defined by the
service had been matched. Once a match is found, it will trigger its corresponding
actions as a result (see Figure 35). This could be anything from controlling an
actuator, or merely notifying the user of a certain event taking place.
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Figure 36: Context Trigger Flowchart
Figure 36 above shows a simplistic flowchart describing events that takes place
throughout the whole process of matching sensor acquisition data against context
definitions represented by rules, resulting in the triggering of an action to provide
for its service’s context aware behaviour. This study has utilised rule statements
that could be dynamically changed within the service component, whereby
updating all contexts being watched by the service as a result. This provides for
compositional adaptation (Section 2.1.4.1) making it possible to adopt algorithms
or components not implemented in the original design (Reichle et al. 2008).
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4.3.3.4 Platform Extension

Figure 37: Multi platform Interworking
Figure 37 anticipates to show how each standalone system can be coupled
together to form a larger network of context sources. This allows the system to be
extended whilst maintaining the similar framework of operation. The concept of
identity federation could be used to prevent duplication of user representation.
The ontology from different platform domains can also be merged to provide a
single reference point if the platform were to be extended. This makes it possible
for subscription of contextual data sources from different domain platforms.
Nevertheless, this is beyond the scope of this study.
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4.3.4 Conclusion
This section describes a conceptual framework design based on utilising an xmlbased

messaging

protocol

to

facilitate

the

push

exchange

of

contextual

information in combination of an ontology knowledge base. Prior-art systems were
based on proprietary approaches that implements specified TCP based API, as
such, makes them not as easily extensible and maintainable. Utilising messagebased structures which defines the interaction between the various components in
the system makes such system simple and easily adoptable without sacrificing on
the core requirements of context awareness. The use of ontology allows for
reasoning of information stored from sensing of the entities in the real world. The
approach in storing sensory information references in the ontology instead of the
information itself distributes processing requirements to the external sensory
nodes which otherwise would place heavy ontology processing requirements on
the context server. The following chapter explains further how the framework is
implemented into a usable platform that will be used to carry out experiments for
validation of the hypotheses.
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5 The Framework
The design of the framework captures the conceptual model of three activities of
the system: sensing, thinking and acting. This is then mapped onto modular
implementation of the framework so as to provide the required functionalities as
listed below:
i.

Sensing
a. Sensory API to abstract sensors in the environment and to report
sensory node information back to CASP
b. Sensory Management to manage activities from various sensor
nodes that are implemented

ii.

Thinking
a. Ontology Management which translate sensory information into a
virtual world representation of entities that exists in the real world
b. Query Engine that queries the ontology for suitable sensory nodes
that contribute to context requirements of a service
c. Rules Engine that maps rules to entities in the virtual world, which
in turn fires events to a particular service if the context subscribed
by the service is met

iii.

Acting
a. Service API to allow service access to CASP, to register a service, to
query the ontology for context sensor sources and to process
context
b. Actuator API to allow triggering of events to alter a state of an
actuator
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Figure 38 below is an interaction diagram to illustrate how various modules in
CASP interact with each other.

Figure 38: CASP Interaction
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To provide a better illustration of how CASP operates, Figure 39 shows a simplistic
representation of how sensor abstractions that are created in the real world would
register a sensor instance on the platform. This in turn translates to a virtual
world representation. The virtual world is created to provide for a centralised
lookup

where

services

could

identify

the

sources

of

its

context

service

dependencies. In this figure, it shows an instance of a temperature sensor located
in ‘Sim’s Bedroom’ which has an ID of ‘sbtemp1@casp.org’. The ID is
representative of an XMPP sensor node.

Figure 39: Simplistic View of Sensor-Ontology Interaction
Figure 40 then shows a service that had been subscribed by an individual having
two sensor nodes as its service dependencies. The dependencies are a location
sensor identifying the location of an individual called ‘simspos@casp.org’ and a
luminance sensor indicating the light level in a room called ‘sblumi1@casp.org’
Both of the sensor IDs are resolved by querying of the virtual world via the
Service API when an individual subscribes to the service. The figure also indicates
that context processing takes place in the service node.
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Figure 40: Simplistic View of Ontology-Services Interaction
The implementation of the framework is written in Java. Below are some of the
tools used for implementation of the Context Aware Service Platform:
i.

Openfire – An opensource XMPP server

ii.

SMACK API – An XMPP API used for creation of the various XMPP wrapper
components (i.e. Sensor API, Service API, Actuator API, etc)

iii.

Tomcat – A web server used to host the ontology and the user
management web application for CASP

iv.

MySQL – An open SQL server used to store user subscription information

v.

Protégé – An ontology editor used for creation of the ontology used in
CASP

vi.

JRuleEngine – A java rule engine based on Java Rule Engine API
specification JSR94 used for context processing

vii.

JENA – A java framework for building semantic web applications

The following sections describe the implementation of each of the components of
CASP.
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5.1 Sensing the Environment: the Sensor API
The Sensor API implementation uses the SMACK API library. It has been designed
in a way to facilitate the operational requirements of the other components in the
platform. For instance, the data modelling requirements from the ontology
component would influence how the data structure is designed to encapsulate the
sensory data.
Figure 41 shows the overall design principles of the developed Sensor API. The
sensor abstraction written by the developers supports the collection of low-level
sensing from the physical sensors. They typically run on the machines where the
sensors are connected to. The raw data will be reported to the CASP via the
Sensor API. The generalised sensor abstractions are ‘loosely coupled’ to CASP to
allow it to interwork with other implementations.

Figure 41: Abstract Sensory Interaction
The framework consists of two components: Client-side Sensor API and the
Server-side Sensory Manager, which communicate over XMPP. To communicate
with the platform, the client only needs to specify the IP address or hostname of
the platform where CASP is hosted. This Client-side Sensor API translates the raw
data supplied by the sensor abstraction into platform-understandable format and
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then send the request to the platform, while the Sensory Manager on the platform
receives the formatted request and unmarshall them. The unmarshalling output
will be used by the Ontology Manager to manipulate the ontology instances
expressed in the form of OWL descriptions. The requests and replies between the
two components of the framework are encoded in Extensible Markup Language
(XML) and each component runs an XML parser. Both components are written in
Java.

5.1.1 Sensor Data Model
The following diagram describes the sensor data model. The model comprises of
the sensor data and its properties. According to the model given in Figure 42,
each sensor data object has one basic profile, the ‘SensorProperty’, which is used
to identify the sensor and the properties of the sensor.

Figure 42: Sensor Data Model
The sensed data itself, ‘SensorData’, is represented with a single data field and
multiple name-value pairs if more data fields are required. Each sensor object has
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one or more Relationship association which defines its relationship with other
instances in the ontology. The relationships are expressed as RDF Triples
containing three components: the subject (s), the predicate (p) and the object
(o). Figure 43 below is an example of the XML representation of the sensor data
model used.
Sensor Data
<SensorData>
<data>data</data>
<custom>
<name>Unit</name>
<value>Celcius</value>
</custom>
<custom>
<name>Custom2</name>
<value>Value2</value>
</custom>
</SensorData>
Sensor Property
<SensorProperties>
<sensorname>sensor1</sensorname>
<sensorID>ID</sensorID>
<password>pwd</password>
<description>This is a temperature sensor</description>
<qualityindex>0.4</qualityindex>
<permissions>0x777</permissions>
<deviceid>DeviceID</deviceid>
<manufacturer>Manufacturer</manufacturer>
<modelnumber>ModelNumber</modelnumber>
<powerusage>PowerUsage</powerusage>
<range>Range</range>
<serialnumber>SerialNumber</serialnumber>
<unit>Celsius</unit>
<relationship>
<triple><s>TemperatureSensor</s><p></p><o>sensor1</o></triple>
<triple><s>sensor1</s><p>locatedIn</p><o>Sim’s Living
Room</o></triple>
</relationship>
</SensorProperties>
Figure 43: Sensor Data Model XML Structure
The implementation also included a quality index and permissions parameter. The
quality index attempts to provide a measure of reliability of the raw sensor data
and the permissions parameter is meant to manage subscription of the sensor
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information. Although these are worthy aspects to investigate, this study had not
implemented them as there are existing mechanisms that addresses those issues.

5.1.2 Sensor Messaging Protocol
The framework supports a uniform messaging protocol based on XML to provide
an easy access to sensor data. The expressive power and flexibility of XML make it
appropriate as a representation language for heterogeneous context data.
Furthermore, an information model that describes interrelationships between
different types of context data could provide an easy mechanism for accessing
and reasoning about context (Maria et al. 2002). Apart from that, the sensory
data

representation

can

be

easily

extended

to

accommodate

new

and

unanticipated elements without any reprogramming in the Sensory API module.
The use of XMPP in this study meant that there are two avenues for the
dissemination of data. The presence-based method comes from its presence
mechanism where information is pushed out to all subscribing nodes. The
messaging-based method can be implemented with the standard messaging
mechanism where the subject of the message is used to describe the objective of
the message. In this study, the presence-based method is used to disseminate
acquired sensory data. This will eliminate the need of continuously polling the
sensor for information. The structure of the presence message that describes the
acquired sensory data is as shown in Figure 43.
The messaging-based method is used for triggering of specific task. The following
are types of messages supported in the framework developed.
i.

REGISTER

: Register sensor with platform

ii.

UNREGISTER

: Remove sensor registry from platform

iii.

UPDATE

: Update sensor properties

iv.

QUERYPROPERTIES

: Return sensor properties description
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: Add a triple in ontology
: Remove a triple from ontology

The ‘QUERYPROPERTIES’ message is an incoming message that is handled by the
Sensor API and the response is an XML structure that describes the sensor
properties as shown in Figure 43. The other messages are outgoing messages
which are sent to the CASP.

5.1.3 Implementation Code
The UML class diagram for the Sensor API implementation is available in Appendix
B. The pseudo code for the implementation of the Sensor API is listed in Appendix
E.

5.2 Representing the Environment: the Ontology and the CASP
Middleware
The ontology in CASP is used as a virtual world reference where queries can be
made to resolve context sensory reference sources. This study adopted the use of
an Upper Ontology from SOCAM (Gu et al. 2005). This study also investigated
context aware scenarios that are specific to the home domain. As such a Domain
Ontology has been created to model entities in the home.
The ontology used to represent the environment in this study is constructed by
the CASP ontology manager and hosted by a web server (Tomcat) to provide an
external reference to the ontology. The ontology manager residing within CASP
uses the JENA Java library to manipulate the ontology and process ontology
queries. The ontology manager exposes its functionality to the sensory manager,
the service manager and the actuator manager on the CASP to support external
interaction with the ontology. This allows manipulation of ontology instances
within the virtual world environment. Instances within the ontology are further
grouped in two categories: static instances and sensed instances. Static instances
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are representation of objects that are more permanent, for example, a building, a
room or identity of a person. Sensed instances, on the other hand, are
representation of objects that are constantly changing. These are tied to sensory
entries created via the Sensor API.

5.2.1 Ontology Components

Figure 44: Ontology Component Structure
Figure 44 above shows the breakdown of the components that form the
knowledge base of CASP. The following are the description of each of the
components:
i.

Upper Ontology – An ontology that describes generic concepts applicable to
all domains.

ii.

Domain Ontology – A domain specific ontology that describes concepts of
the domain modelled.
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Base Ontology – A combination of both the upper and domain ontology to
form a base ontology reference.

iv.

Static Ontology – An ontology that contain instances which represents
static objects in the real world.

v.

Sensed Ontology – An ontology that contain instances which represents
dynamic sensory objects in the real world.

vi.

Merged Ontology – A virtual pool which consists of 3 ontologies to facilitate
query and reasoning process.

vii.

Query Engine – A query engine based on SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol And
RDF Query Language) standard which is able to retrieve ontology instances
and relationships.

viii.

Ontology Reasoner – An open-source Java based OWL DL reasoner which is
able to infer new information from available resources.

5.2.2 Ontology Manager Processes
The ontology manager is a Java object that is created upon starting the CASP. The
ontology manager object creates an internal reference of the ontology when the
object is initialised. The creation of the internal reference involves the merging of
the upper ontology and the domain ontology. This forms the base ontology which
maintains all the concepts modelled in this study. The ontology manager then
injects instances into the base ontology to form the virtual ontology. These
instances consist of static and sensed instances which are mapped to entities in
the environment (see Figure 44). The static and sensed instances are made of
static instances or sensor objects that have been previously registered and stored
within the CASP database. This permits CASP to restore into the previous working
state on startup.
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The ontology manager object reference provided to other internal processes of
CASP allows the invoking of methods to manipulate the ontology instances. These
processes maintain the consistency of the mapped real world objects within the
virtual ontology.

5.2.3 Ontology Listing
The content of the upper, domain as well as base ontology can be found in
Appendix C.

5.3 Context Triggering: the Service API
Similar to the Sensor API, the Service API uses the SMACK API as well. The
Service API is a Java library implemented to be used by developers to create
context aware services of their own.
Figure 45 shows the overall design principles of the developed Service API. The
service abstraction written by developers is registered to the platform to allow
users to subscribe to the service.

Figure 45: Abstract Service Interaction
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When a user subscribes to the service, the service queries the ontology manager
via the service manager for sensor sources. These sensor sources are subscribed
by the service, providing it with sensor data through XMPP presence information.
The service processes all context sources and fires any corresponding actions
upon meeting a particular context. In this study, the context rule processing is
implemented with JRuleEngine.

5.3.1 Service Data Model
The following diagram describes the service data model. The model shown in
Figure 46 comprises of the service properties, the service statistics and the
context store.

Figure 46: Service Data Model
The service property information identifies the service, whereas, the service
statistics provides information on how long the service has been running and the
number of individuals who are currently subscribed to the service. The context
store maintains two arrays of context objects. The ‘contextConstruct’ array stores
context definition templates which are designed by the service developer. This
forms the context of interest for a particular service. The ‘activeContext’ array
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stores actual context definitions where the conditions field contains actual sensor
sources information queried from the ontology.
Figure 47 below is an example of the XML representation of the service data
model used.
Service Statistics
<ServiceStatistics>
<uptime>6d 23h 2m</uptime>
<subscribers>16</subscribers>
</ ServiceStatistics >
Service Property
<ServiceProperties>
<servicename>Follow Me Lights</ servicename>
<serviceID>ID</ serviceID >
<description>This is a service example</description>
</ ServiceProperties >
Figure 47: Service Data Model XML Structure
This study does not cover the implementation of service statistics reporting
although provisions were made for it. Nevertheless, the Service API can be easily
extended to support it.

5.3.2 Service Messaging Protocol
Similar to the Sensor API, the Service API uses the XMPP-based channels for
communication. The presence-based method is currently not applied in this study
but could essentially be used to indicate the status of the service. For example, it
could be used to indicate service statistics as shown in Figure 47.
The messaging-based method is used for triggering of specific task. The following
are types of messages supported in the framework developed.
i.

REGISTER

: Register service with platform

ii.

UNREGISTER

: Remove service registry from platform

iii.

QUERYPROPERTIES

: Return service properties description

iv.

SUBSCRIBE

: User subscribing the service
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v.

UNSUBSCRIBE

: User unsubscribing the service

vi.

QUERY

: Service querying CASP for context sources

vii.

QUERYRESPONSE

: CASP returning context sources

Here, the REGISTER, UNREGISTER, QUERY and QUERYRESPONSE messages are
used

for

interacting

QUERYPROPERTIES

with

messages

CASP.
are

The

SUBSCRIBE,

incoming

messages

UNSUBSCRIBE
from

an

and

individual

interested in the particular service.

5.3.3 Formulating Active Context
Active context represents the context that is being monitored by the service. An
active context is formulated by the ontology engine when the service sends the
subscriber information to CASP together with the context construct of the service.
This is done via the QUERY messaging method. The following shows a simple
example of a typical context construct.
<context name="channel1">
<condition>
<leftTerm>http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#LocationSen
sor</leftTerm>
<op>=</op>
<rightTerm>http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPVirtual#SimsLivingRoom
</rightTerm>
</condition>
<condition>
<leftTerm>http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#MotionSenso
r</leftTerm>
<op>=</op>
<rightTerm>static</rightTerm>
</condition>
<consequence entityId="livingroomTV@localhost">
<control controlValue="1" controlName="setTVChannel"/>
<control controlValue="50" controlName="setTVVolume"/>
<control controlValue="ON" controlName="setTVStatus"/>
</consequence>
</context>
Figure 48: Context Construct
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The condition entries within the context construct are manipulated by the ontology
engine. The result of the QUERY is then sent back to the service on a
QUERYRESPONSE message. Figure 49 below shows an example of the typical
response that forms the active context.
<context name="channel1">
<condition>
<leftTerm>mrsimsLocation@localhost</leftTerm>
<op>=</op>
<rightTerm>SimsLivingRoom</rightTerm>
</condition>
<condition>
<leftTerm>mrsimsMotion@localhost</leftTerm>
<op>=</op>
<rightTerm>static</rightTerm>
</condition>
<consequence entityId="livingroomTV@localhost">
<control controlValue="1" controlName="setTVChannel"/>
<control controlValue="50" controlName="setTVVolume"/>
<control controlValue="ON" controlName="setTVStatus"/>
</consequence>
</context>
Figure 49: Active Context
Each sensor instance in the ontology contains an ‘entityID’ property. The ‘entityID’
that is returned in the QUERYRESPONSE informs the service of the XMPP id of its
sensor dependencies. The service then subscribes to the XMPP nodes and adds the
active context entry to its internal store.

5.3.4 Sensing Context
The context sensing implementation involves the process of detecting changes
from sensor sources and processing the rule-based conditions specified for the
context. The subscription of the sensor nodes by the service meant that any
changes to the acquired sensor data will be pushed to all subscribing service
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nodes. This information is processed by a context matching worker thread within
the service node.
Each context matching worker instance created will collect information from all
sensor sources for the active context entry being evaluated. The information is
populated into an XML structure used by the JRulesEngine library for rule
processing. An object reference for the context trigger process is also passed to
the rule engine which would fire the appropriate event when the rules applied are
met.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<rule-execution-set>
<name>channel1</name>
<description>Switches on TV when an individual is a rest</description>
<synonymn name="context" class="com.bt.arc.casp.service.Context" />
<rule name="Rule1" description="Context Firing Rule" >
<if leftTerm="SimsLivingRoom" op="=" rightTerm="SimsLivingRoom" />
<if leftTerm="mobile" op="=" rightTerm="static" />
<then method="context.executeConsequence" arg1="1" />
</rule>
</rule-execution-set>
Figure 50: JRuleEngine Rule Execution Set XML
Figure 50 above shows an example of the rule execution set that is used by
JRulesEngine. The ‘leftTerm’ attributes are data populated from sensor sources
and the ‘rightTerm’ attributes are the state that it needs to be in for a specific
context. Method specifies the method that needs to be fired when a ruleset is
evaluated successfully.

5.3.5 Implementation Code
The UML class diagram for the Service API implementation is available in Appendix
B. The pseudo code for the implementation of the Service API is listed in Appendix
F.
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5.4 Context Service Directory
This study implemented a web directory application that allows an individual to
manage his/her subscription of a context service. The context service directory
lists all available services and the user subscription status for each of the service.
The application is written in JSP and hosted on a Tomcat web server. There are
other more elaborate service directory and discovery mechanisms like UDDI that
could be used but they are not the focus of this study.

5.5 Emulating the Environment: the Sensor Emulator
The Sensor Emulator, a standalone simulation program was developed in order to
provide a platform for evaluating the framework implementation. It would be a
difficult task otherwise, to build a network of sensors and program the appropriate
sensor abstracts with the use of the Sensor API.
The purpose of developing the Sensor Emulator is to allow us to model different
environmental scenarios through the manipulation of several sensors abstractions
that it controls. Besides providing an easy-to-use simulation platform, it also
ensures a consistent and repeatable test scenario.
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Below is a diagram illustrating the functionalities of the Sensor Emulator:

Figure 51: Sensor Emulator Interface
Each sensor simulation session can be saved as a project where details of the
sensors created are stored in the project file. The implementation of the Sensor
Emulator uses the CASP Sensor API to maintain individual sensor instances in
memory

while

simulating

environmental scenarios.

changes

of

sensory

data

to

model

different
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5.5.1 The Sensor Emulator Project File
The Sensor Emulator project file is used to store and retrieve the last
configuration of the emulator program. Below is the XML construct of the project
file (see Figure 52):
<project>
<ontologyurl/>
<sensorlist>
<sensor laststate=”offline” pwd=”” id=”” name=””>
<description/>
<deviceid/>
<manufacturer/>
<modelnumber/>
<powerusage/>
<range/>
<serialnumber/>
<unit/>
<relationship>
<triple>
<subject/>
<predicate/>
<object/>
<triple/>
</relationship>
</sensor>
<sensor/>
</sensorlist>
</project>
Figure 52: Sensor Emulator Project File Structure
The ‘ontologyurl’ tag stores reference to the ontology being used. ‘sensorlist’ tag
contains one or more ‘sensor’ tag, each signifying a sensor being simulated.
Within each ‘sensor’ tag, there different tags which represent the sensor
properties and the ‘relationship’ tag which defines the triples which are used
during registration to associate the sensor with other entities in the ontology.

5.5.2 The Sensor Emulator Operation
In order to use Sensor Emulator, the ontology references need to be setup to
point to the URL that hosts the ontology. For example, this study hosted the
ontology at ‘http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPVirtual.owl’. This is to
allow the program to reference the ontology for sensor creation.
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The sensor creation process involves the definition of the sensor properties and
relationships. The sensor relationships are defined by a set of triples that can be
configured via the sensor creation interface. The interface restricts these
relationships to the knowledge base being modelled by CASPVirtual.owl.

Figure 53: Sensor Creation Interface
Figure 53 above shows the sensor creation interface. The sensor will be ready for
simulation tests upon successful registration. In order to simulate a sequence of
sensory events, it is also possible to set up simulation profile that defines the
intervals and values of the sensor to simulate. Figure 54 below shows the
simulation profile interface that allows creation of different simulation scenarios.
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Figure 54: Sensor Simulation Profile

5.6 Emulating Services: the Context Service Designer
In this study, the Context Service Designer (CSD) is developed to be used by
developers who are interested in designing solutions that are context aware. The
CSD conforms to the framework of which CASP is based on. With CSD, a
developer is able to create and save projects which encapsulate the properties of
each sample service scenario created.
The purpose of developing the CSD is two folds. Firstly, this study aims to provide
an individual a tool to quickly build a context service without requiring intrinsic
programming knowledge. Secondly, the main focus of this research work is to
provide the ability to quickly simulate a multitude of different services that can be
used to evaluate the effectiveness of the CASP.
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Below is a diagram illustrating the functionalities of the CSD:

Figure 55: Context Service Designer Interface
Each service simulation session can be saved as a project where details of the
services created are stored in a CSD project file. The implementation of the CSD
uses the CASP Service API to maintain individual service instances in memory
while simulating multiple services performing its tasks.

5.6.1 The CSD Project File
The CSD project file is used to store and retrieve configuration of the service
designer. This allows the service designer to be restored to the previous state that
it was in between test sessions.
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Below is the XML construct of the CSD project file (see Figure 56):
<project>
<ontologyurl/>
<servicelist>
<service laststate=”” pwd=”” id=”” name=””>
<description/>
<contexts>
<context name=””>
<condition>
<leftTerm/>
<op/>
<rightTerm/>
</condition>
<condition/>
<consequence>
<control controlValue=”” controlName=””/>
<control controlValue=”” controlName=””/>
</consequence>
</context>
<context/>
</contexts>
<activeContext>
<contexts userid=””>
<context name=””>
<condition>
<leftTerm/>
<op/>
<rightTerm/>
</condition>
<condition/>
<consequence>
<control controlValue=”” controlName=””/>
<control controlValue=”” controlName=””/>
</consequence>
</context>
<context/>
</contexts>
<contexts/>
</activeContext>
</service>
<service/>
</servicelist>
</project>
Figure 56: Context Service Designer Project File Structure
The ‘ontologyurl’ tag stores reference to the ontology being used. The ‘servicelist’
tag contains one or more ‘service’ tag, each signifying a service being simulated.
Within each ‘service’ tag, there are ‘contexts’ tag which defines the context
definition which the service relies on, and the ‘activeContext’ tag which keeps
track of current context being watched upon service subscription by the user. The
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‘leftTerm’ and ‘rightTerm’ tags denote a matching parameter value or a reference
to a sensor source. These are inputs to the rule engine that makes the decision on
whether the conditions specified by the context have been met. The ‘consequence’
tag contains ‘control’ tags which are linked to actuators to carry out actions that
need to be performed upon meeting the associated context.

5.6.2 The CSD Operation
In order to use CSD, the ontology references need to be setup to point to the URL
that hosts the ontology. For example, this study hosted the ontology at
‘http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPVirtual.owl’. This is to allow CSD to
reference the ontology for service creation.
The service creation process involves the definition of the context conditions and
its consequences. The Consequence class implementation of the Service API is a
generic interface class which allows the Service API to trigger any custom actions
that the service developer implements. For the purpose of this study, the
consequences are linked to some simulated actuators to provide visual feedback
of the actions taken.
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Figure 57: Service Creation Interface
Figure 57 above shows the service creation interface. The service will be ready for
user subscription upon successful registration.

5.7 Implementation Testing
Several
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6 Empirical Studies
This chapter presents the results of the simulation experiments that have been
conducted to test the Context Aware Service Platform. This research has
undertaken six experiments, with each experiment investigating a set of issues
regarding the platform requirements. The experiments are expected to examine
features and issues that are already present in the platform as well as issues that
are crucial but are not addressed in the system currently. In the experiments,
special consideration has been given to scenarios involving more than one user.
Five out of six scenarios have been constructed this way. The experiments have
been designed to evaluate the performance of the system when more than one
user is present in the system, as compared to how the system would work for a
single user.

6.1 Main Roles and Entities
In the scenarios created, a number of users have been modelled. Each user is
assumed to have his or her own subscribed services. The services that are
subscribed by a user may vary from one scenario to another. That suggests that
circumstances in a scenario might trigger a different action, when applied to a
different scenario.
For most of the scenarios, a user named Mr. Sims is used to play out the
experiment for single user test. For scenarios involving two users, Mr. Sims’
counterpart, namely Mrs. Sims is used as well. As described before, each user
subscribes to different services in different scenarios. In some of the experiments,
large numbers of users are required. As such, a few additional users are created
accordingly to play their respective roles.
Mr. Sims is modelled as an average person who uses context aware services
enabled by the CASP at his home. Mrs. Sims and Jr. Sims are users who are
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assumed to be living with Mr. Sims. Since the entire experiments have been based
on the fundamental assumptions that the system is a home system, all the
appliances and location created in the simulation ontology have been modelled to
suit the scenarios. Thus, all the scenarios have been designed to take place in Mr.
Sims’ home.
The system uses sensors as its main device to collect information. It is assumed
that all specified sensors are functional and are capable of collecting information
regardless of its physical capability. There are eight different sensors that are
assigned to each user. These sensors are temperature sensor, motion sensor,
location sensor, time sensor, light level sensor, heart rate sensor, sensor to
monitor user’s phone line and noise level sensor. However, only a handful of
sensors are used in each of the scenarios. These sensors are also assumed to be
readily connected to the system, and information on the current value of the
sensor is instantaneously available to the system when the sensor goes online.
Other than sensors, there are actuators and the services. In this simulation, the
actuators are mainly devices and appliances that can be commonly found in a
house. Examples of such actuators are light, air conditioner, television and radio.
Services are context aware applications that the users can subscribe to. Various
services have been designed to house a myriad of different situation throughout
the experiments. Note that the services that are subscribed by users in a scenario
might not be the same set of services in a different scenario.

6.2 Applications Involved
The table below summarises the main applications that are being used in the
scenarios (see
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Sensors
Involved

Actuators
Involved

Context Name

Conditions

tvChan1
(Switches living
room TV on)

channel1
(Sets current
television
channel to
Channel 1)

• User must be
in Living
Room
• User must be
in static
motion

• Location
Sensor
• Motion
Sensor

Living
Room
Television

tvChan2
(Switches living
room TV on)

channel2
(Sets current
television
channel to
Channel 2)

• User must be
in Living
Room
• User must be
in static
motion

• Location
Sensor
• Motion
Sensor

Living
Room
Television

tvOFFaway
(TV turns off
when user is
away)

• User’s location
being
anywhere
except Living
Room

tvOFFsleep
(TV turns off
when user is
asleep)

• User must be
in Living
Room
• User must be
in static
motion
• User’s heart
rate is low

tvOFFservice
(Switches off
living room TV)

tvMUTEservice
(control the
status of volume
of TV)

MuteOn
(Mutes the TV)

MuteOff
(Unmutes the
TV)

• User must be
in Living
Room
• User’s phone
line is active
• User must be
in Living
Room
• User’s phone
line is inactive

• Location
Sensor

• Location
Sensor
• Motion
Sensor
• Heart
Rate
Sensor

• Location
Sensor
• Phone
Line
Sensor

Living
Room
Television

Living
Room
Television

Table 7). The contexts involved for each application, along with the conditions for
the appropriate actuators to be triggered are included as well.
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Table 7: Applications used for service scenarios simulated
Sensors
Involved

Actuators
Involved

Application

Context Name

Conditions

tvChan1
(Switches living
room TV on)

channel1
(Sets current
television
channel to
Channel 1)

• User must be
in Living
Room
• User must be
in static
motion

• Location
Sensor
• Motion
Sensor

Living
Room
Television

tvChan2
(Switches living
room TV on)

channel2
(Sets current
television
channel to
Channel 2)

• User must be
in Living
Room
• User must be
in static
motion

• Location
Sensor
• Motion
Sensor

Living
Room
Television

tvOFFaway
(TV turns off
when user is
away)

• User’s location
being
anywhere
except Living
Room

tvOFFsleep
(TV turns off
when user is
asleep)

• User must be
in Living
Room
• User must be
in static
motion
• User’s heart
rate is low

tvOFFservice
(Switches off
living room TV)

tvMUTEservice
(control the
status of volume
of TV)

MuteOn
(Mutes the TV)

MuteOff
(Unmutes the
TV)

• User must be
in Living
Room
• User’s phone
line is active
• User must be
in Living
Room
• User’s phone
line is inactive

• Location
Sensor

• Location
Sensor
• Motion
Sensor
• Heart
Rate
Sensor

• Location
Sensor
• Phone
Line
Sensor

Living
Room
Television

Living
Room
Television
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LightON
(Light switches
on)
LivingRoomLightSer
v
(controls the status
of Living Room
Light)

LightOFFaway
(Light switches
off when user is
away)
LightOFFbright
(Light switches
off when it is
bright)

acON
(Turns on Living
Room Air
Conditioner)

LivingRoomAirCond
(controls the status
of Living Room Air
Conditioner)

acOFFaway
(Turns off Living
Room Air
Conditioner
when the user is
away)
acOFFcold
(Turns off Living
Room Air
Conditioner
when the
temperature is
low)

Conditions
• User must be in
Living Room
• Light Intensity
must be less
than predefined
normalised
value (6)
• User’s location
being anywhere
except Living
Room
• Light Intensity
must be more
than predefined
normalised
value (5)
• User must be in
Living Room
• User must be in
static motion
• User’s
surrounding
temperature
must be greater
than 24°C

• User’s location
being anywhere
except Living
Room

• User’s
surrounding
temperature
must be less
than 24°C
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Sensors
Involved

Actuators
Involved

• Location
Sensor
• Light Level
Sensor

• Location
Sensor

Living Room
Light

• Light Level
Sensor

• Location
Sensor
• Motion
Sensor
• Temperatu
re Sensor

• Location
Sensor

• Temperatu
re Sensor

Living Room
Air
Conditioner
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LightON
(Light switches
on)

MasterRoomLight
(controls the status
of Master Bed
Room Light)

LightOFFaway
(Light switches
off when user is
away)
LightOFFbright
(Light switches
off when it is
bright)

acON
(Turns on Master
Bed Room Air
Conditioner)

MasterRoomAirCon
d
(controls the status
of Master Bed
Room Air
Conditioner)

acOFFaway
(Turns off Master
Bed Room Air
Conditioner
when the user is
away)
acOFFcold
(Turns off Master
Bed Room Air
Conditioner
when the
temperature is
low)

Conditions
• User must be in
Master Bed
Room
• Light Intensity
must be less
than predefined
normalised
value (6)
• User’s location
being anywhere
except Master
Bed Room
• Light Intensity
must be more
than predefined
normalised
value (5)
• User must be in
Living Room
• User must be in
static motion
• User’s
surrounding
temperature
must be greater
than 24°C

• User’s location
being anywhere
except Living
Room

• User’s
surrounding
temperature
must be less
than 24°C
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Sensors
Involved

Actuators
Involved

• Location
Sensor
• Light Level
Sensor

• Location
Sensor

Master Bed
Room Light

• Light Level
Sensor

• Location
Sensor
• Motion
Sensor
• Temperatu
re Sensor

• Location
Sensor

• Temperatu
re Sensor

Master Bed
Room Air
Conditioner
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Light
(Switches on
the Light)
LivingRoomLighta
ndAC
(a single
application to
control both Light
and AC of Living
Room)

AC
(Switches on
Living Room
Air
Conditioner)

Conditions
• User must be
in Living
Room
• Light Intensity
must be less
than
predefined
normalised
value (6)
• User must be
in Living
Room
• User must be
in static
motion
• User’s
surrounding
temperature
must be
greater than
24°C
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Sensors
Involved

Actuators
Involved

• Location
Sensor
• Light
Level
Sensor

Living Room
Light

• Location
Sensor
• Motion
Sensor
• Temperat
ure
Sensor

Living Room
Air Cond
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6.3 Scenario 1: CASP User Functional Test
6.3.1 Test Objective
In this part of the experiment, there are a number of key issues that need to be
tested. The issues are:
•

Gathering and Evaluating Context Information

•

Ability to Manipulate, Query, and Reason about Context Information

•

Context Data Sharing between Different Applications

•

Adapt to the Differences in Context Information while Delivering Contextaware Services

•

Automated Discovery

•

Accurate Sensor Resolution

•

Context Action Accuracy

•

Feedback

•

Privacy and Encryption

The main objectives for this scenario are to test the basic functionality of the
platform and to evaluate the basic performance of the system when more than a
single user is involved.

6.3.2 Scenario Description
The first scenario pictures user Mr. Sims in his home on a typical day. The first
part of the scenario involves Mr. Sims alone, with Mrs. Sims entering the scenario
in the later part of the experiment. In this scenario, Mr. Sims comes back home
from work like any other day. He then rests in his living room while watching
television. After some interval, he receives phone call from one of his workmates
regarding something important, and the call ends after some period. He then
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walks into his master bedroom, and sits for a short while on his bed, before taking
a shower.
For the situation involving multiple users, Mrs. Sims is brought into the scene. The
initial scenario remains the same as a control environment, with an exception that
is Mrs. Sims being an additional entity in the scenario. While Mr. Sims rests in the
living room, Mrs. Sims joins in after a very short moment. Now, they both rest in
the living room. Mr. Sims receives a phone call from his workmate, and the call
ends after a short period. Later on, Mr. Sims leaves the living room to enter into
his master bedroom. Mrs. Sims goes to the kitchen before entering the master
bedroom.

6.3.3 Test Environment
Both Mr. Sims and Mrs. Sims subscribed to same set of services in this scenario,
which are:
•

tvChan1

•

tvOFFservice

•

tvMUTEservice

•

LivingRoomLightServ

•

LivingRoomAirCond

•

MasterRoomLight

•

MasterRoomAirCond
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6.3.4 Experiment Results and Observations
The following table summarises the experiment result acquired for the scenario
involving Mr. Sims alone:

Expected
Interval
3

Actual
Interval
6.2

Delay

Single User
Actuator Subject

3.2

LivingRoomTV

7
9
13
17
21
21
21
21
25

8.2
9.8
13.8
17.7
23.3
23.2
22.1
23.2
25.9

1.2
0.8
0.8
0.7
2.3
2.2
1.1
2.2
0.9

LivingRoomAirCond
LivingRoomLight
TVMute
TVMute
LivingRoomTV
LivingRoomAirCond
LivingRoomLight
MasterBedRoomLight
MasterBedRoomAC

Expected
Result
ON, Channel
1
ON
ON
ON
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
ON
ON

Achieved
Result
ON, Channel
1
ON
ON
ON
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
ON
ON

Table below summarises the results acquired for the scene involving both Mr.
Sims and Mrs. Sims:
Multiple User
Expected
Interval

Actual
Interval

Delay

Actuator Subject

3

8.9

5.9

LivingRoomTV

7
9
13
17
21
21
21
21
25
27
27
30
30

8.9
11.2
13.8
17.5
22.4
21.9
22.9
23.5
26.5
28.3
28.9
32
32.5

1.9
2.2
0.8
0.5
1.4
0.9
1.9
2.5
1.5
1.3
1.9
2
2.5

LivingRoomAirCond
LivingRoomLight
TVMute
TVMute
LivingRoomTV
LivingRoomAirCond
LivingRoomLight
MasterBedRoomLight
MasterBedRoomAC
MasterBedRoomLight
MasterBedRoomAC
MasterBedRoomLight
MasterBedRoomAC

Expected
Result
ON, Channel
1
ON
ON
ON
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
ON
ON
OFF
OFF
ON
ON

Achieved
Result
ON, Channel
1
ON
ON
ON
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
ON
ON
OFF
OFF
ON
ON

Notes
resets at
12.7

The actuators react as expected. Even so, not all the expected actions are desired.
Issues regarding this will be discussed later in the Conclusion/Recommendation
section of this scenario.
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6.3.5 Key Issues Analysed
Key issues tested for this scenario are documented as follows.

6.3.5.1 Gathering and Evaluating Context Information
When a service is subscribed, the service is able to gather distributed information
from sensor sources. The service is also able to evaluate the status of the sensors
cumulatively to evaluate a specific context relevant to the service. This basic
characteristic of the platform is essential throughout the entire experiment. The
platform was able to perform this function regardless of the number of users
present.

6.3.5.2 Ability to Manipulate, Query, and Reason about Context
Information
As each service is being subscribed, the CASP is able to query the virtual ontology
for sensor sources needed for a specific context construct, returning such
information to the service for context processing. Manipulation of the context
construct is not implemented in this study but it is a straight forward process of
flushing the context being monitored and re-querying the CASP for new sensor
sources. Reasoning is also not implemented in this study as it is assumed that
sensor sources exist. Nevertheless, CASP can be extended to include reasoning to
associate alternative sensor sources when the requested sensor source type is not
available.

6.3.5.3 Context Data Sharing between Different Applications
Different services which are associated to identical sensor sources for evaluation
of context obtain updates concurrently. Sensor data information is shared
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concurrently via the presence-based mechanism. Context constructs can also be
copied from one service to another as the definition of the construct is in a
portable XML format. This shows that the same context information is being
shared by different application.

6.3.5.4 Adapt to Differences in Context Information while Delivering
Context Aware Services
In Scenario 1, when Mr. Sims and Mrs. Sims are already in the living room, few
applications were already functioning through actuators like light, television and
air conditioner. Although they are both in the living room together, subtle
differences in their context causes services to adapt differently. Nevertheless, this
study currently does not provide extended level of personalisation. For example,
switching on the television to a channel of the individual’s liking would allow
personalised adaptation. This would require the modelling of an individual’s
preferences.

6.3.5.5 Automated Discovery
Automated discovery refers to the mechanism of discovering, processing and
evaluating

context

sources

without

human

intervention.

In

Scenario

1,

applications have been triggered to turn on and off without requiring any degree
of human intervention. The formation of context is detected automatically by the
services which in turn triggers the necessary adaptation actions.

6.3.5.6 Accurate Sensor Resolution
When a context service is subscribed, the service is required to pick up the correct
sensor sources that are required for the relevant context evaluation. Each of the
expected context trigger in Scenario 1 occurred at the correct interval when the
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relevant sensor sources were manipulated. This suggests that the sensor
resolution were ultimately accurate.

6.3.5.7 Context Action Accuracy
There are a total of nine applications involved throughout the experiments, even
though the real number of applications that are currently registered in the system
is more than nine. As such, the platform is expected to feed the proper
information to the relevant applications. In Scenario 1, all the actions took place
as the expected.

6.3.5.8 Feedback
There is no need for a test to be designed exclusively for this issue. Context action
taken can be observed. Nevertheless, it is vital in a context aware system to know
if the system is attending to the user. As such, a proper mechanism is needed to
keep the users informed about the actions that the system is taking. The platform
can be extended to establish a passive logging message so that a user can
monitor every aspect of actions that the system is performing.

6.3.5.9 Privacy and Encryption
Privacy is an important issue in all communication system. It is vital to establish
authenticated communication. In this implementation, any service can subscribe
to any sensor information. This study does not look into aspects of information
privacy. Nevertheless, there are known techniques that can be used to secure the
communication channel and to manage subscription permissions.
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6.3.6 Conclusions and Recommendations
The first scenario covers most of the known issues that are present in typical
context aware platform. It is also designed to test the common features that are
included in the system. Besides, this experiment is structured to evaluate the
performance of the system when more than a single user is involved in the
situation.

All the key issues that are tested show positive results. However, considering a
general event involving two users as depicted in Scenario 1, it is obvious that
there is a classic case of interference between services. This can be seen when
there are two users involved in a situation, in this case, Mr. Sims and Mrs. Sims.
At interval 21, for the case of single user, actuators in Living Room are turned off.
This is an accurate application response. However, in the scenario involving two
users, at interval 21, Living Room actuators are turned off even though Mrs. Sims
was still there. Also, in the part involving two users, Living Room Television resets
itself when Mrs. Sims enters into the picture. This happens because Mrs. Sims is
also subscribed to Television Service. Thus, when the sensors detect context
information on Mrs. Sims, it tends to trigger the TV actuator ON, even though the
TV was already on. Depending on the actuator that will be used in the real
implementation, this might pose a problem if the device is a DVD or VCD player,
as the system will tend to reset the players, thus resetting the movie or media
object that is being played. This issue will be covered exclusively in Scenario 6.
As a result of this experiment, it is clear that the platform is able to perform basic
functions in a context aware environment like gathering and evaluating context
information, and take appropriate actions based on the evaluated context
information. In this case, the expected results are achieved. Nevertheless, there
were slightly longer delays for some of the anticipated actions to be carried out.
This delay is primarily due to simulating all the components on a single computer.
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In a real world scenario, these components will be distributed. As such, context
will be processed on different computing devices.

6.4 Scenario 2: Time Sensitivity Test
6.4.1 Test Objective
The second scenario is designed to test issues that are particularly related to time.
Issues tested in this Scenario are:
•

Real-Time Context Information Service

•

Sensitivity

•

Temporality

The more generic objective of testing the system’s response under the presence
of multiple users still remains.

6.4.2 Scenario Description
This scenario has two parts. The first part will picture a single user in it, in this
case Mr. Sims. In the second part of the scenario, Mrs. Sims will be involved as
well. In the scenario involving single user, it takes the setting of a typical day,
where Mr. Sims goes to his living room at night after taking bath. He sits in his
living room, and as the sensors start to pick up context information, relevant
application triggers their actuators one by one accordingly. Mr. Sims does not
have good eyesight. In fact, he wears glasses to aid his failing vision. He tries to
continue to watch his favourite show without his glasses. After some time, Mr.
Sims decides to get his spectacles which are placed on the decorative table. The
table is located in the narrow space near the opening to the kitchen. Technically,
Mr. Sims did not leave his living room. But due to location constraint of the
sensors, in which proper geographical boundaries are not defined, the location
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sensor assumes that Mr. Sims goes to the kitchen. After getting his spectacles,
Mr. Sims comes back to the living room to continue watching his favourite show.
As for the scenario involving two users, Mrs. Sims joins Mr. Sims when he is still
in the living room without his spectacles. Mrs. Sims remains seated in the living
room whilst Mr. Sims walks to get his spectacles.

6.4.3 Test Environment
Both Mr. Sims and Mrs. Sims are subscribed to the same set of services, which
are:
•

tvChan1

•

tvOFFservice

•

LivingRoomLightServ

•

LivingRoomAirCond

6.4.4 Experiment Results and Observations
The test result acquired from the first part of Scenario 2 is documented as follows:
Single User
Expected
Interval
6
9
12
16
16
16
17
17
17

Actual
Interval
8.3
9.5
12.7
18.2
17.5
17.5
20.5
19.8
19.8

Delay
2.3
0.5
0.7
2.2
1.5
1.5
3.5
2.8
2.8

Actuator Subject
LivingRoomTV
LivingRoomLight
LivingRoomAirCond
LivingRoomTV
LivingRoomLight
LivingRoomAirCond
LivingRoomTV
LivingRoomLight
LivingRoomAirCond

Expected
Result
ON
ON
ON
OFF
OFF
OFF
ON
ON
ON

Achieved
Result
ON
ON
ON
OFF
OFF
OFF
ON
ON
ON
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Results acquired from the test scene involving two users are given as:
Multiple Users
Expected
Interval
6
9
12
20
20
20
21
21
21

Actual
Interval
7.8
9.6
12.8
21.5
22.2
21.9
23.9
23.3
23.7

Delay
1.8
0.6
0.8
1.5
2.2
1.9
2.9
2.3
2.7

Actuator Subject
LivingRoomTV
LivingRoomLight
LivingRoomAirCond
LivingRoomTV
LivingRoomLight
LivingRoomAirCond
LivingRoomTV
LivingRoomLight
LivingRoomAirCond

Expected
Result
ON
ON
ON
OFF
OFF
OFF
ON
ON
ON

Achieved
Result
ON
ON
ON
OFF
OFF
OFF
ON
ON
ON

6.4.5 Key Issues Analysed
Key issues tested in Scenario 2 are as follows.

6.4.5.1 Real-Time Context Information Service
Any usable systems are expected to deliver real-time response. Real time systems
are subjected to real time constraints. There are two broad categories of real time
systems, namely Hard Real Time system and Soft Real Time System. Hard real
time system is a real time system in which a completion of a task after the
deadline is considered useless or fatal, whereas a soft real time system is
expected to tolerate delays but in return has a response which is decreased in
quality.
Throughout the experiments, all the applications involved are categorically soft
real time applications. As shown in the test results, delay varies from 0.5s to 3.5s
for the first part of the experiment, and 0.6s to 2.9s in the latter part of the
scenario. Since they are soft real time applications, these delays can be ignored.
Besides, during the simulation, only a single machine was involved. Thus the
entire system was simulated using a single processor. A shorter delay response
can be expected in the real hardware implementation as each device is expected
to have its own processor.
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6.4.5.2 Sensitivity
To test the sensitivity of the system, Mr. Sims was made to be away for a very
short awhile. As described earlier, this is fault information, as there is no proper
geographical boundary definition for a local space. Thus, a sensor picks up faulty
information, marking Mr. Sims as being in the kitchen when actually he does not
leave the living room. Nevertheless, the system responded well by reacting
accordingly to the information supplied, given the short duration Mr. Sims was
‘away’.

6.4.5.3 Temporality
Temporality refers to the ability of systems to use historical events to take future
actions. In other words, temporality describes the ability of a system to perform
certain actions based on similar actions that have been done previously.
Currently, the platform does not have this feature. The platform can be extended
to incorporate a learning process which could learn from historical events and
create dynamic context services based on anticipated sensor cues captured at a
specific moment in time. For example, scenarios can be created where a user
switches on the TV and light at 6.30 a.m. to watch the news. Exactly at 7.30 a.m.
he leaves the house for work. Since this event repeats everyday, platform with
temporality feature enabled will be able to switch on the TV and light
automatically at 6.30 a.m. everyday, and switch them off at 7.30 a.m.

6.4.6 Conclusions and Recommendations
The second scenario investigates issues that are directly or indirectly associated
with time. As explained before, due to the absence of confined geographical
boundary definition in sensors, the location sensor assumes faulty information in
this scenario. As a result, the system assumes that Mr. Sims has changed his
location from Living Room to the Kitchen. If there is only a single user involved,
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probably there will be other application to support the user’s immediate need. For
example, in this case, Kitchen Light Service might be able to turn on the light
temporarily, as the user’s location was near to the kitchen. But the real concern
arises when more than one user is involved in the scenario. Mrs. Sims, who was
still seated in the living room, was left with all the living room actuators switched
off for a brief moment. Certainly, this is not a desirable outcome. This suggests
that a sensitive system that does not take into consideration momentary
transitions between geographical boundaries may not be suitable.
A feasible solution will be the existence of a reasoning mechanism, in which
actuators are not turned off immediately. Instead, the system would check the
actuators that are going to be switched off, and query the platform if there are
any other users who are subscribed to any applications that use the said
actuators. If there are still users, the system would not switch off the actuators.
Other than this, the system shall offer the option to adjust sensitivity. A less
sensitive system

might

not

respond

to

instantaneous change

in context

information. As a result, as in this scenario, a change of location context
information from living room to kitchen and then back to living room, will make no
changes to the actuators. Further studies could be aimed at including intent into
the context equation, where a context aware system not only takes into
consideration the current context but also the prediction of the next possible
activity.
Conclusively, it can be said that the platform is a sensitive and soft real time
system. There are serious issues to be considered when it comes to multiple users
being involved in a scenario.
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6.5 Scenario 3: Context Load Test
6.5.1 Test Objective
Scenario 3 is created exclusively to evaluate the performance of the system when
there is a context information server load. In all the other scenarios, the system
receives a single context event at any one time, thus processing the information
comes with no hassle. This part of the experiment is created to test the validity of
the system action when large context information is received at an exact same
interval. In addition, a case of conflicting context is expected to take place in this
scenario. This is an interesting issue that will be analysed as well. Like the
previous tests, two cases will be tested. The first part of the scenario will test an
experiment involving a single user, and the later part of the scenario will test an
experiment involving multiple (two) users.

6.5.2 Scenario Description
In this scenario, it is assumed that Mr. Sims is already present in the living room.
Suddenly, a blackout takes place, turning off all the actuators in Mr. Sims’ house.
During the blackout, Mr. Sims calls the local electricity service provider to check.
After some time, the power resumes. As a result, the context aware system
receives lots of context information at the exact same time.
In the later part of the scenario, it is assumed that another user is also present
with Mr. Sims during the blackout, namely Mrs. Sims. Mrs. Sims sits in the master
bed room during the blackout. Mr. Sims in this scenario calls out to Mrs. Sims to
check if she is alright during the blackout. After some time, the power resumes. It
is desirable to put the system performance to test when lots of context
information is received at a single time interval.
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6.5.3 Test Environment
Both Mr. Sims and Mrs. Sims subscribed to the same set of services, which are:
•

tvChan1

•

tvOFFservice

•

tvMUTEservice

•

LivingRoomLightServ

•

LivingRoomAirCond

•

MasterRoomLight

•

MasterRoomAirCond

6.5.4 Experiment Results and Observations
The results acquired for the first part of the experiment are as follows:
Single User
Expected
Interval
1
1
1
1

Actual
Interval
5.9
9.2
9.9
9.9

Delay
4.9
8.2
8.9
8.9

Actuator Subject
LivingRoomLight
LivingRoomTV
LivingRoomAirCond
LivingRoomTVMute

Expected
Result
ON
ON
ON
ON

Achieved
Result
ON
ON
ON
ON

The results acquired for the multiple user scenario are as follows:

Multiple users
Expected
Interval

Actual
Interval

Delay

Actuator Subject

Expected
Result

1

7.5

6.5

LivingRoomLight

ON

1
1
1
1
1

8.3
8.7
10.4
9.7
10.6

7.3
7.7
9.4
8.7
9.6

LivingRoomTV
LivingRoomAirCond
LivingRoomTVMute
MasterBedroomLight
MasterBedroomAC

ON
ON
ON
ON
ON

Achieved
Result
ON then
OFF
ON then
OFF
ON
ON
ON
ON

Notes
OFF at
12.3
OFF at
13.2
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6.5.5 Key Issues Analysed
6.5.5.1 Context Information Server Load
For the single user scenario, there are no unexpected results. The system has
responded

well

when

large

number

of

context

information

is

supplied

simultaneously. However, the delay involved has lengthened. The delay response
varied from 4.9s to 8.9s. As the entire simulation has been performed on a single
machine, a shorter delay response is expected when the test is implemented in
the real world.
For the later part of the experiment, the system responded well too, but there has
been a classis conflicting context issue, which will be discussed in the following
sub-chapter. Otherwise, the system has performed well, again with some amount
of considerable delay, which is up to 9.6s.

6.5.5.2 Conflicting Context
There has been no conflicting context problem in the first part of the scenario.
However, in the second part of the experiment, this issue occurred as expected.
Living room light and television actuators turned on like they are supposed to be
initially, but they are turned off later on. The scenario can be explained when we
consider how the system works. Even though the system receives lots of
information at an exact interval, they do not get processed instantaneously. At
first, the system detects context information related to Mr. Sims. As a result, the
living room light and television are turned on as Mr. Sims was in the living room
during the electricity restoration. The system then evaluates Mrs. Sims’ context
information. As Mrs. Sims was sitting in the Master Bedroom during the
restoration, the living room services assume that she has left the living room,
even though she was not there to begin with. As a result, services that are
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responsible to switch actuators on when users are in the living room (Mr Sims)
turns the said actuators off instead.

6.5.6 Conclusions and Recommendations
This experiment is intended to test and evaluate the performance of the platform
when the system receives multiple context information at a specific single
instance. The system works fine in a single user situation, despite its significant
delay response to trigger the actuators. However, the delay may vary according to
machines. A shorter delay response is expected when the system is tested in real
implementation.
The second situation takes into account another user, who may trigger context
information at the very same time. The system seemed to work perfectly in the
beginning with delays being the only issue, but the platform clearly malfunctioned
at a certain point of time. Actuators which are supposed to be ON are switched
OFF. The reason could be because the second user also subscribed to the same
set services as the first user. And, even though the intervals of the context
information triggering are the same, they do not trigger at the exact same time.
Thus, with the first user at a place, and the second user at another place, the
service switches the light and air conditioner off for the second user. Also, the
amount of delay in this situation has lengthened, with a maximum delay of almost
10 seconds.
A workaround to solve this classic conflicting context issue is to make the system
capable of analysing the situation beforehand. The system must be able to
determine which user has more priority, or perhaps the system should consider if
there is any subscribed user still fulfilling the conditions before a vital actuator be
switched off.
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6.6 Scenario 4: Multiuser Load Test
6.6.1 Test Objective
Scenario 4 is constructed exclusively to test the bottleneck effect in the system
due to large number of users. The suggested scenario is much needed to evaluate
the system capacity on the maximum number of users that it can support at a
single time. Other than bottleneck effect, the scenario is also expected to test
heterogeneity of the system.

6.6.2 Scenario Description
In this scenario, it is assumed that Mr. Sims wants to show the newly installed
context aware system set to his neighbours. Before doing so, he registers his
neighbours in the system, before bringing them for a tour around the house. It is
assumed that they move in a group, and sensors are triggered for all of them at
the exact same time. There is a controlled test done first, to determine the system
performance under the presence of only a single user. Also, the test has been
carried out phase by phase, to monitor the deteriorating performance, especially
in the delay response.
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6.6.3 Test Environment
There are six users in total involved in this experiment, namely Mr. Sims, Mrs.
Sims, Jr. Sims, Mr. Alan, Mrs. Alan, and Jr. Alan. In this experiment, all of them
are registered to the following services:
•

LivingRoomLightServ

•

LivingRoomAirCond

•

MasterRoomLight

•

MasterRoomAirCond

6.6.4 Experiment Results and Observations
The result acquired for the controlled test involving a single user is documented as
follows:
Single User
Expected
Interval
2
4
8
8
8
10

Actual
Interval
3.5
5.1
9
8.8
9.1
10.7

Delay
1.5
1.1
1
0.8
1.1
0.7

Actuator Subject
LivingRoomLight
LivingRoomAirCond
LivingRoomLight
LivingRoomAirCond
MasterBedroomLight
MasterBedroomAC

Expected
Result
ON
ON
OFF
OFF
ON
ON

Achieved
Result
ON
ON
OFF
OFF
ON
ON

Results acquired for scenario involving three users:
Three users
Expected
Interval
2
4
8
8
8
10

Actual
Interval
3.9
7.4
10.3
13.5
11.7
15.2

Delay
1.9
3.4
2.3
5.5
3.7
5.2

Actuator Subject
LivingRoomLight
LivingRoomAirCond
LivingRoomLight
LivingRoomAirCond
MasterBedroomLight
MasterBedroomAC

Expected
Result
ON
ON
OFF
OFF
ON
ON

Achieved
Result
ON
ON
OFF
OFF
ON
ON
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Results acquired for scenario involving six users:
Six users
Expected
Interval
2
4
8
8
8

Actual
Interval
6
7.5
15.9
17.8
19.6

10

23.4

LivingRoomLight
LivingRoomAirCond
LivingRoomLight
LivingRoomAirCond
MasterBedroomLight

Expected
Result
ON
ON
OFF
OFF
ON

Achieved
Result
ON
ON
OFF
OFF
ON

MasterBedroomAC

ON

ON

Delay

Actuator Subject

4
3.5
7.9
9.8
11.6
13.4

Notes
After interval
6, the light
toggles off
and on for a
few times
before
stabilising

6.6.5 Key Issues Analysed
6.6.5.1 Bottleneck Effect Due to Large Number of Users
As expected, the delay response of the system prolonged as the number of users
increase. For the single user control test, the maximum delay was 1.5s. For the
scenario involving three users, the maximum delay was 5.5s, while the maximum
delay for six users’ scenario is 13.4 second. It is obvious that the system suffer
from bottleneck effect as the number of users increase in a system. However, a
much shorter delay performance is expected in the real implementation, as each
device and actuators will have their own processors.

6.6.5.2 Heterogeneity
Heterogeneity refers to the ability of the system infrastructure to handle
diversified context sources provided by different organisations and individual
users. As seen in other scenarios, the system is able to handle diversified context
information from different sources. Here, it is assumed that all sensor sources use
the Sensor API as an abstracted upper layer of its sensor implementation.

6.6.6 Conclusions and Recommendations
The ability of the system to support large number of users can be seen in Scenario
4. The system could work effectively when the number of users who are involved
in the system is relatively low. However, when large number of users is present,
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the context triggers delay of the system increases. Nevertheless, the delay is
expected to be shorter if the system is implemented in the real world instead of
being simulated in a single machine. That way, the system would have lots of
processors, with each actuators and sensors having their own centralised
processing system. Thus, the load that the system has to handle in that case will
be much lower compared to the ones in this simulation. Another potential cause of
delay is the way context is being processed in the current implementation.
Whenever a presence message is received by the service from a subscribed
sensor, the service checks each and every active context being monitored even
though the sensor message is not related to it. This means, as the user
subscription for a particular service increases, the number of checks for each
context processing session increases as well. To eliminate this, it is possible to
implement a linked list which associates active contexts by the subscribed sensor
ID. This would ensure that only active contexts which are dependent on the
current sensor update get processed.
For the scenario involving six users, the light actuator was flicking before
stabilising. As discussed before, this issue is due to conflicting context. The
system registers the user as being at a place one at a time. Thus, after processing
for a user, the system might switch on the light. But at that moment, another
user who is subscribed to that service may not be there, thus the light switches
off again. And the cycle continues until all the users at a common location are
being processed by the service.
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6.7 Scenario 5: Concurrency Test
6.7.1 Test Objective
The following scenario is designed to exclusively test an issue related to contextaware computing, namely concurrency. In layman’s term, concurrency refers to a
certain event that exists or happens at the same time. In context aware
computing, concurrency refers to multiple contexts being active at a single time.
Previously, applications for experiments have been designed where each context
belongs to a single application. For example, the context which controls the status
of living room light belongs to an application named LivingRoomLightServ, and the
context which controls the status of living room air conditioner belongs to an
application named LivingRoomAirCond. As such, previous scenarios can be used to
evaluate concurrency involving contexts from different applications. But there has
not been any scenario that satisfies two or more contexts that belongs to a single
application.
This test will experiment on concurrency of two contexts from different
applications as well as from a single application. On a separate note, the scenario
is expected to reveal the balance between user control and software autonomy.

6.7.2 Scenario Description
In this brief scenario, a new user, namely Mrs. Alan, rests in the living room. She
is subscribed to two different services, which provide two different contexts to
control the living room air conditioner and the living room light.
In another unrelated scenario, a different user, Mr. Alan, rests in the living room
as well. Mr. Alan is subscribed to only a single application. This application has
two

different

simultaneously.

contexts,

which

is

expected

to

control

the

two

actuators
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6.7.3 Test Environment
There are three services involved in this experiment, which are:
•

LivingRoomLightServ

•

LivingRoomAirCond

•

LivingRoomLightandAC

Mr. Alan is subscribed to LivingRoomLightandAC, which has two contexts that are
expected to trigger off simultaneously. On the other hand, Mrs. Alan is subscribed
to these actuator functionalities via two different applications that control the
actuators independently.

6.7.4 Experiment Results and Observations
The results acquired for the part of the experiment involving Mrs. Alan is shown as
follows:
Multiple Services
Expected
Interval
12
12

Actual
Interval
12.7
12.6

Delay
0.7
0.6

Actuator Subject
LivingRoomLight
LivingRoomAirCond

Expected
Result
ON
ON

Achieved
Result
ON
ON

The results acquired for the experiment involving Mr. Alan using a single
application is given as follows:
Single Service
Expected
Interval
12
12

Actual
Interval
12.5
12.5

Delay
0.5
0.5

Actuator Subject
LivingRoomLight
LivingRoomAirCond

Expected
Result
ON
ON

Achieved
Result
ON
ON

6.7.5 Key Issues Analysed
6.7.5.1 Concurrency
It is obvious that the platform supports concurrency. An interesting observation in
this test is the delay response that has been recorded. It seems that subscribing
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to more than a service to control few actuators take up more resources, thus
more time. When compared to a same set of contexts, but being bundled in a
single application, it shows an improved response in terms of its delay to fire off
the actuators. Besides, the two involved actuators are triggered off at exactly the
same moment in the application that bundles the two contexts.

6.7.5.2 Balance between User Control and Software Autonomy
Although the main purpose of a context-aware system is to have fully automated
environment, there needs to be a proportional balance between user control and
software autonomy. In the platform tested, most of the actions taken are fully
automated. Users are left with not much control. However, there are various set
of applications that the users can subscribe to. The users have control on the type
of services that they need. As a result, they have an indirect control on the
system response to the environment. A user might choose not to subscribe to
certain services, for instance Living Room television service. When this is done,
the television will not be automatically switched on when the user is present. The
users can control the actuators manually when they are not subscribed to the said
services.

6.7.6 Conclusions and Recommendations
Certainly, the system supports concurrency. It does not matter if the contexts
belong to the same application or two different applications, the actuators do get
triggered. But, actuators show a shorter delay response if the contexts involved
belong to an application. However, there are situations when these applications
are not suitable. It is not appropriate to bundle all the contexts in a single
application. By doing so, the degrees of control is reduced. A user might want to
subscribe to context aware control of certain actuators only, instead of all the
existing actuators.
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As for the system, since there are lots of applications that can be easily designed
and made available, the degree of control that a user has is broad. Even so, there
needs to be an exclusive user control function in which users can easily
personalise the conditions of services. At this point, users do not have the options
to change the conditions required to trigger off a context. If there is such function,
a user can easily edit an existing service to fit them, instead of being limited to
the predefined conditions of the registered service.
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6.8 Scenario 6: Service Interference Test
6.8.1 Test Objective
This scenario is designed to test few important key issues, which are:
•

Interference between Services

•

Large Context Information Utilisation

•

Fault Tolerance

•

Incorporation of Different Reasoning Mechanism

This scenario is regarded as one of the important ones because it highlights the
common issues that most context aware systems face. Also, the analysis in this
part of the test is expected to offer feasible solution to the classic problem of
context interference in context aware computing system.

6.8.2 Scenario Description
In this brief scenario, Mrs. Sims is watching her favourite show on the TV. The
place is dark so the living room light is switched on. To keep the problem simple,
other actuators are deliberately turned off. It is assumed that only the light and
television actuators are involved in this test. The single user test serves the sole
purpose of acting as a control set. While she enjoys watching her favourite show
on the television, Mr. Sims enters the living room. Mr. Sims supposedly has
already left for work. However, on his way to work, he receives a phone call from
his employer regarding a document that he has to bring along for work.
Unfortunately, he has left the document at home. While keeping his employer on
the line, Mr. Sims re-enters the house for a very short moment to get the
document that his employer requested. And he leaves once he obtains the
document while still talking on the phone. Note that he does not interact with Mrs.
Sims.
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6.8.3 Test Environment
These are the services that are subscribed by both Mr. Sims and Mrs. Sims:
•

tvChan1

•

tvOFFservice

•

tvMUTEservice

•

LivingRoomLightServ

6.8.4 Experiment Results and Observations
The results acquired for the control set is shown as follows:

Expected
Interval

Actual
Interval

Delay

Single User
Actuator
Subject

5
7

6.7
7.7

1.7
0.7

LivingRoomTV
LivingRoomLight

Expected
Result
ON, channel
2
ON

Achieved
Result
ON, channel
2
ON

The results acquired for the actual test is documented as follows:

Expected
Interval

Actual
Interval

Delay

Multiple Users
Actuator
Subject

5
7
13

6.9
7.7
13.9

1.9
0.7
0.9

LivingRoomTV
LivingRoomLight
TVMute

15
19
19

16.5
21.3
20.8

1.5
2.3
1.8

LivingRoomTV
LivingRoomTV
LivingRoomLight

Expected
Result
ON, channel
2
ON
ON
ON, channel
1
OFF
OFF

Achieved
Result
ON, channel
2
ON
ON
ON, channel
1
OFF
OFF

6.8.5 Key Issues Analysed
6.8.5.1 Interference between Services
Interference between services is one of the classic issues that is common in most
context aware system. The term simply suggests that two different services
perform the required action when the appropriate contexts are met. However, the
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last performed action might not be the desirable response. In the scenario tested,
Mrs. Sims was resting while enjoying her favourite show on television. At the
same time, Mr. Sims enters the living room. By default, the system would ignore
Mrs. Sims’ presence and give priority to the latest service request, that of Mr.
Sims’. As a result, when Mr. Sims left the living room, the active actuators were
unintentionally turned off, even though Mrs. Sims was still in the living room.
There are various problems that could emerge from this issue.
It would be preferable if the system is equipped with a reasoning mechanism, in
which it could query the platform for any existing user subscribed to certain
services before turning off the actuators. Or, the system would work better if it
can assign situational priorities to certain users using its reasoning mechanism.
For example, in this scenario, Mrs. Sims has been in the living room for a longer
time compared to Mr. Sims. Thus, the system could mark Mrs. Sims as an entity
of higher priority, compared to Mr. Sims.

6.8.5.2 Large Context Information Utilisation
Complex applications would require large context information. Large context
information in this term refers to cascading of sensory information. Multiple
diverse sensors can be integrated for awareness of situational context. For now,
the system does not support this feature. The platform tested utilises only a small
number of context information. Although it serves the purpose, having a function
of cascading sensory information could make a system more dynamic. For
example, in the platform tested, for air conditioner to be turned on, one of the
required conditions to be met is the temperature has to be high, which is defined
as more than 24°C. For the air conditioner to be turned off when the temperature
is too low, the sensor has to pick a temperature which is less than 18°C.
Technically, the air conditioner will remain in its initial state if the surrounding
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temperature is between 18°C and 24°C. Certain user might think that 23°C as
hot, but the air conditioner would not be switched on anyway.
By cascading sensory information, a system which is more dynamic can be
created. For example, each user may have the option to define what temperature
will be deemed as hot. Thus, regardless of the surrounding temperature, if the
user feels hot, the air conditioner actuator will be turned on.

6.8.5.3 Fault Tolerance
The sensors and actuators involved in the system perform only individual
functions. As such, in the real implementation, if a sensor becomes faulty, an
entire application will be rendered useless. The system must be able to obtain and
produce requested context information from sensors that are not directly
connected with the target context using ubiquitous sensors in the environment.
This feature can be integrated into the system, where the system would search for
an alternative sensor to work temporarily and at the same time alert the user
regarding the faulty sensor. Beside sensors, there should be a certain degrees of
fault tolerance to actuators as well. For example, if the living room light is faulty,
the system could light up actuators from nearing surrounding, for example from
kitchen or bed room, to light the place up temporarily.

6.8.5.4 Incorporation of Different Reasoning Mechanism
As discussed earlier, the system does not support any reasoning mechanism for
the time being. Reasoning mechanism is vital for context aware systems,
especially for those which involve more than a single user. There are many known
issues due to the absence of a proper reasoning mechanism. A worrying issue is
that of interference between services. A proper reasoning mechanism could come
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in handy in preventing chaotic service interference problem. It could also assign
priorities to users, thus enabling differentiated service levels for different users.

6.8.6 Conclusions and Recommendations
Scenario 6 demonstrated one of the most common issues in context aware
computing, which is interference between different applications. Using a brief but
effective scenario, it was shown how a system can go holistically wrong even
though it performs the individual actions correctly. There has been a firm need for
context-aware systems to have reasoning mechanism, in which it would be able to
observe and evaluate the scenario before taking a certain action instead of just
following the pre-programmed orders. A certain level of artificial intelligence with
proper adaptation algorithms are sufficient to make this happen.
Assigning priorities to users is a feasible solution. Besides, the system could query
the platform to check if there are users who are still using an actuator that is
going to be turned off. If there is, the system could go on to monitor the existing
users’ sensor to check for their context information, then make decisions whether
or not to turn off the actuators.
As a conclusion, the tested system works well individually, and will be efficient for
scenarios where only a single user is involved. However, extra features needed to
be added into the system in order to support certain circumstances where more
than a single user is involved.
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7 Performance Analysis
A total of six scenarios have been created, with multiple test issues associated to
each experiment. All the scenarios have been carefully designed to test one or
more key functionality issues identified in this study.
The first scenario mainly tests for issues that are common on most context aware
platforms. Besides, it is designed to try out the common features that are readily
available in the platform currently. Another reason for the first scenario is to test
the basic functionality of the system when more than a single user is involved in a
particular scenario. Almost all the key issues that were specifically tested showed
positive outcome, despite few minor flaws in the scenario. The first one to be
mentioned is the delay response of the system. This might not be a critical issue
in the real world, given the simulated conditions of the tests. The system is
expected to perform generally better in the real implementation since each device
will have its own processor, thus reducing the massive load that the machine in
which the simulation was performed had to support. The second key issue in
Scenario 1 is related to interference between services, which was covered
exclusively on Scenario 6. To sum up Scenario 1, it can be said that the tests have
proven that the platform is able to perform basic functions in a context aware
environment

like

gathering

and

evaluating

context

information,

and

take

appropriate actions based on the evaluated context information.
The second scenario involves issues concerning time sensitivities. This scenario
highlights the need for a proper reasoning mechanism to be incorporated in
context aware systems. Among the key issues tested was the sensitivity issue.
The scenario suggested that a sensitive environment might not always work best
for the subscribed users. In addition, the scenario depicts the scene with a device
that has a poor definition on its scope, in this case a location sensor, might cause
the system to malfunction. The effect is most felt in scenarios involving two users.
A proper reasoning mechanism was needed to rectify the mistake that the system
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makes in this test. Possible workaround suggested in this scenario is the need for
a reasoning mechanism to be created. The mechanism will be able to control the
continuity of services based on situational information, instead of just fulfilling the
individual contexts all the time. The system is also expected to offer an option to
adjust its sensitivity, in which the system might not respond to instantaneous
change in context information. It can be said that from Scenario 2, it is learned
that the platform tested is a soft-real time system which has sensitive response.
Scenario 3 focuses on the performance of the platform in a situation where a large
amount of context information is received at the same time by the system. A
situation is deliberately created in which the classic case of context interference
will take place. As expected, the scenario involving a single user works fine with
only some amount of considerable delay. Then again, this problem is not expected
to bother the developers much as each device will have its own processors in the
actual implementation. As for the context interference problem, there were
conflicts due to the wrongful triggering of some contexts by users that are not
even present in the location of interest. As a result, users who are present are
inconvenienced by the faulty conditions. Again, a proper reasoning mechanism
could handle the matter flawlessly. The mechanism is expected to analyse
situation beforehand. This issue can be handled by assigning priority to users, or
perhaps by considering if there is any subscribed user who is still fulfilling the
conditions before a vital actuator is switched off.
In Scenario 4, the ability of the system to support large number of users has been
put to test. As expected, delay was a major issue, and the delay response
worsened as the number of users in the system increases. The response is
expected to show improved results when implemented in the real world. Issues
regarding conflicting context were still present. As usual, a proper reasoning
mechanism could offer a feasible solution.
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In Scenario 5, certain services were exclusively created to support the course of
the experiment. This scenario is intended to test the concurrency functionality of
the system, in which few services will be able to run simultaneously. Concurrency
refers to contexts being triggered at the same time, regardless of the service the
contexts belong to. From the findings, it is learned that the system could support
concurrency, and contexts belonging to a same service tends to show a shorter
delay response compared to two contexts from two different services. However,
bundling up large number of contexts in a single service will result in giving up the
degree of control that a user has. Thus, one has to compensate between delay
performance and user control in this matter. Also, the need for the services,
service conditions or service actions in a certain system to be editable has been
highlighted in this test.
One of the most popular issues in context aware computing, namely interference
between services, has been depicted in Scenario 6. Service interference occurs
when the conditions for two different contexts are met, and both contexts are
triggered (not necessarily simultaneously). Although both actions are correctly
triggered, one of the actions will be undesirable for one or more users. Again, the
scenario highlights the need for a proper reasoning mechanism, in which it would
be able to observe and evaluate the scenario before taking a certain action
instead of just following the pre-programmed orders. Assigning priorities to
certain users, or by manually querying the platform for any subscribed user using
a service before switching off a certain actuator could be some of the feasible
solutions to this problem.
It is clear that the tested platform will pose no problem if there is only a single
user involved. However, there is a need for extra features to be included to
support the need of the platform to overcome few known issues such as those
mentioned above when more than a single user is involved. The table below
summarises the important essence of this analysis.
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Main Objective

To test the
basic
functionality of
the platform.
To evaluate
the basic
performance of
the system
when more
than a single
user is
involved.

Issues

- Gathering
and
evaluating
context
information
- Ability to
manipulate,
query, and
reason about
context
information
- Context
data sharing
between
different
applications

Scenario
1
(see
Section
6.3.4 for
results)

- Adapt to the
differences in
context
information
while
delivering
contextaware
services
- Automated
discovery
- Accurate
sensor
resolution
- Context
action
accuracy
- Feedback
- Privacy and
encryption

Key Highlights
And Comments
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Recommendations

This scenario
covers most of
the basic
functionality
issues that are
known in context
aware
computing.
Designed to try
out the common
features that are
readily available
in the platform
currently.
Offers the
opportunity to
study the
performance of
the system when
more than one
user is involved.
Common flaws
detected during
this scenario are
poor delay
response and
service
interference
problem.
The tests have
proven that the
platform is able
to perform basic
functions in a
context aware
environment like
gathering and
evaluating
context
information, and
take appropriate
actions based on
the evaluated
context
information.

Minor issues
related to delay
response is
ignorable since
the test takes
only a single
machine’s
processor into
account, in
which the
simulation was
done.
Eventhough the
service and
sensor
components can
be simulated
from different
machines, this
meant that all
machines would
need to be
monitored at the
same time whilst
performing the
experiments.
Refer to
Scenario 6
regarding
service
interference
problem.
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Main Objective

Issues

Key Highlights
And Comments

To highlights
issues that are
directly or
indirectly
connected with
time.
A sensitive
environment
might not
always be a
preferable one.

Scenario
2
(see
Section
6.4.4 for
results)

-Real time
context
information
service

The tested
platform is a
soft-real time
system which
has sensitive
response.

-Sensitivity
-Temporality

Highlights the
need for a
proper
reasoning
mechanism to
be incorporated
in context
aware systems.
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Recommendations
A reasoning
mechanism to be
created, in which
the mechanism
will be able to
control the
continuity of
services based
on situational
information,
instead of just
fulfilling the
individual
contexts all the
time.
The system is
expected to offer
an option to
adjust its
sensitivity, in
which the
system might
not respond to
instantaneous
change in
context
information.
Features like
temporality can
be included in
the revised
design in the
future.
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Main Objective

Issues

To evaluate the
performance of
the system
when there is a
context
information
server load.

Scenario
3
(see
Section
6.5.4
for
results)

To study the
above
mentioned
issue under the
condition of two
or more users.
To test the
validity of the
system action
when large
context
information is
received at an
exact same
interval.

Key Highlights
And Comments

The scenario
involving a single
user works fine
with only some
amount of
considerable
delay.

-Context
information
server load
-Conflicting
context

Context conflicts
occurred due to
the wrongful
triggering of
some contexts by
users who are not
even present in
the location of
interest. As a
result, users who
are present are
inconvenienced
by the faulty
conditions.
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Recommendations

A reasoning
mechanism is
expected to
analyse
situation
beforehand.
This issue can
be solved by
assigning
priority to
users, or
perhaps by
considering if
there is any
subscribed user
still fulfilling
the conditions
before a vital
actuator is
switched off.

To examine the
case of
conflicting
context.

Main Objective

Scenario
4
(see
Section
6.6.4
for
results)

To test the
bottleneck
effect in the
system due to
presence of
large number
of users.

Issues

-Bottleneck
effect due to
large number of
users
-Heterogeneity

Key Highlights
And Comments
Delay was a
major issue, and
the delay
response
worsened as the
number of users
in the system
increases.
Issues regarding
conflicting
context were still
present.

Recommendations
The delay
response is
expected to be
shorter in an
actual
implementation.
A proper
reasoning
mechanism is
needed in this
scenario, just
like the other
scenarios
tested.
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Main Objective

Issues

To see if the
system
supports
concurrency.

Recommendations

Services and
individual
contexts are
expected to
run
simultaneously.

To reveal the
balance
between user
control and
software
autonomy.

Scenario
5
(see
Section
6.7.4
for
results)

Key Highlights
And Comments
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-Concurrency
-Balance
between user
control and
software
autonomy

It is learned
that the
system could
support
concurrency,
and contexts
belonging to a
same service
tends to show
a shorter delay
response
compared to
two contexts
from two
different
services
Bundling up
large number
of contexts in a
single
application for
the sake of
improved delay
response takes
away a certain
degree of user
control.

One has to
compensate
between delay
performance
and user control
in this scenario.
Services,
service
conditions and
service actions
need to be
made editable
to give extra
degree of
control to the
users.
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Main Objective

Issues

To highlight
service
interference
problem and
other common
issues.

Service
interference
occurs when
the conditions
for two
different
contexts are
met, and both
contexts are
triggered.

-Interference
between
Services

Scenario
6
(see
Section
6.8.4 for
results)

Key Highlights
And Comments

-Large
Context
Information
Utilisation
-Fault
Tolerance
Incorporation
of Different
Reasoning
Mechanism

Although
individually
both actions
are correctly
triggered, one
of the actions
will be
undesirable for
one or more
users
The platform
tested utilises
only small
number of
context
information.
The system is
incapable of
cascading
sensory
information.
The system
currently has
no tolerance
for faulty
devices.
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Recommendations
A reasoning
mechanism
which would be
able to observe
and evaluate the
scenario before
taking a certain
action is needed.
Priorities needed
to be assigned
and considered
for users before
certain actions
can be taken.
Platform must be
manually
queried for any
subscribed user
using a service
before switching
off a certain
actuator.
Having a
function of
cascading
sensory
information
could make a
system more
dynamic.
The system
should search
for an
alternative
sensor to work
temporarily and
at the same time
alert the user
regarding any
faulty
equipment.
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8 Conclusions and Future Work
8.1 Introduction
This thesis has explored the feasibility of a framework that can be used for the
development of context aware solutions. To this end, four hypotheses listed in
Section 3.10 have been tested. The research investigated the issues commonly
faced by context aware middleware and proposes a suitable middleware
implementation for sustainable development of their solutions. To test the
hypotheses, this study has developed simulation tools that permit consistent and
repeatable test cases. The results of this thesis provide original contributions in
terms of software framework design, development and deployment for context
aware systems.
The remainder of this chapter progresses with initially revisiting the motivations of
this study by restating the original research questions and hypotheses. This is
followed with the reflection on the designed framework, providing suitable
answers to the issues examined in this study. The chapter then concludes with
views of potential future work which would look at an extension of this study.

8.2 Restating the Problem
In Chapter 1, this study discussed about how solutions of today need to be highly
personalised as individuals become more mobile. For such highly personalised
solutions, a communication infrastructure is needed to support new functionalities
that provide awareness of different aspect of the environment. The level of
complexity that may arise from the bulk of information available in the
environment meant that they need to be adequately filtered, providing only
specific information relevant to an individual at any point in time. It was pointed
out that current middleware implementations to support context awareness
mainly adopt a centralised approach. This can cause excessive load issues on the
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middleware as the user base increases. It was also pointed out that even though
ontology is suitable for knowledge representation, it faces the problem of being
accessed constantly. As such, the performance and scalability of a system that
utilises ontology needs to be considered.
As a result, this thesis investigates the relevant issues that need to be solved in
order to provide a suitable framework for user centric context aware solutions.

8.3 Reflecting on the Generic Framework Design
In Section 4.3 and Chapter 5, this thesis discussed the design and implementation
of the framework respectively. The design took into consideration the current
state-of-the-art in Chapter 3 with a view of addressing some of the common
issues when designing a generic framework. These included issues related to the
architecture, sensing, context processing as well as discovery and dissemination
of context. In addressing these issues several research hypotheses were also
proposed and evaluated.

8.3.1 The XMPP-based Approach
Much of the earlier middleware implementations defined custom protocols used to
communicate between the different components of the system. This study chose
the path of adopting a standardised protocol instead. Context awareness relies
heavily on what solutions can sense from the environment. Nevertheless, it has
been found that polling the environment for information is not ideal. Each sensor
in the environment has different resolution where information about them is not
sampled at similar time intervals. As such, this study explored available pushbased mechanisms. A push-based protocol ensures that information is only sent
out when it needs to. Another consideration made in this study was to limit the
targets where information is pushed. It is not appropriate to push sensory
information to all services running on the designed platform. Context aware
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services are only interested in specific context types that are relevant to the
service. As such, sensory information should be pushed to only services which
required them. Here, a subscription mechanism is needed in the implementation.
With these requirements in mind, the study has chosen XMPP, a well established
application layer protocol that supports presence and messaging functions.

8.3.2 Distributing Knowledge References
This study also investigated the importance of knowledge representation. In
Section 4.2, the thesis discussed how context can be modelled and represented.
The modelling of context forms an important part of context information
exchange. Each component within the implemented platform needs to understand
a common vocabulary.
Previous research (discussed in Chapter 3) suggests that ontology is most suitable
to be used for modelling of context. Nevertheless, the use of ontology in previous
research work adopted a centralised middleware approach. This meant that all
raw context information resides within the ontology and has to be queried when
required. The drawback here would be distinctly visible when the ontology is
queried too frequently.
In order to avoid this potential bottleneck, this study has adopted a different
approach of evaluating context. Here, instead of performing context evaluation
with ontology queries, the evaluation process is distributed to the service
components that reside on different computing machines. The original contribution
here takes the form of how ontology is used. The ontology in this case, is used
only to store references to sensory information required for evaluation of a
specific context. As such, the ontology is only required to be queried once for
every user’s service subscription, after which the service gets its sensory
information directly from the sensor entities and not the ontology. This proved to
be an efficient way of distributing the context processing task.
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8.3.3 Effective context aware testing tool
In the course of this study, an original contribution in the form of a test tool was
developed in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the designed framework
implementation. The experiments described in Appendix D and Chapter 6
validated the hypotheses set in this study.
In addition, the test tool proved not only to be an effective evaluation tool but also
a suitable test platform for designing of context aware services. Here, a context
aware service can be set up in a matter of minutes.

8.4 Reflecting on Objectives and Hypotheses
At the start of this journey, this study proposed four hypotheses. These are
reiterated as below:
•

Hypothesis 1 – An instant messaging (IM) based protocol can be effectively
used as an application layer protocol to facilitate exchange of contextual
information sources

•

Hypothesis 2 – It is feasible to use an ontology to create a virtual
representation of the environment to support context awareness

•

Hypothesis 3 – Maintaining a lightweight ontology that contains references
to distributed information sources rather than the information itself will
reduce dependency on a centralised platform

•

Hypothesis 4 – An individual’s context can be dynamically enumerated and
monitored by context aware service

Hypothesis 1 is proven true with the results of the original contribution of an
experimental design and implementation of an XMPP-based framework in Chapter
8. Hypothesis 2 and 3 are tested with the unique way of articulating the use of
ontology as a virtual representation of the environment. Hypothesis 4 is tested by
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proposing the concept of a context construct that defines the rules for a context.
This is also validated in Chapter 6 where an active context can be dynamically
created and monitored by a service as soon as the user subscribes to the service.
Although the study came to a reasonably successful conclusion, there were still
issues observed during experimentation that calls for additional research efforts.
Nevertheless, the study should shed light of directions of context aware system
designs in the future.

8.5 Future Work
In view of the research findings and implications discussed in Chapter 7, it is
pertinent to start to consider what these findings would mean to future research.
Following are some of the observed issues in this study that requires further
attention.

8.5.1 Unit Representation and Auto Conversions
There is an issue that could potentially be a stumbling block for evaluation of
context where the sensor sources have values which are represented in different
unit types. In this study, it is assumed that all similar sensors report data in the
same unit type. This may not be true in the real world.
The difference in unit type representation would affect context processing as the
prediction of context is no longer accurate. For example, if one sensor would
represent light level in lumens where as another represents it in candela, the
context construct used to formulate rules that would determine the presence of a
certain context would only work for one of the instances. It is possible however to
incorporate conversion libraries within the Service API that is used to convert
values between one unit type to another.
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8.5.2 Context Interference
A common problem that is seen when the CASP was evaluated was that context
triggers for one user often interfere with a trigger for another when it is
competing for the same actuator source. As such, the test revealed that at least
one individual would not have the correct context action fired. To address this
issue, further work needs to be carried out to identify proper mechanisms to
manage control access to actuators.
There are many complex scenarios that could happen where basic aggregation of
the actuator output may not be enough. Different individuals may have different
access priorities to actuators. Different actuators could also have controls which
cannot be aggregated. For example, an air conditioning unit could be set to an
aggregated temperature preference of all individuals in the vicinity. This is not
possible for a television unit where the movie preference may differ from one
individual to another.

8.5.3 Context Processing Algorithm
The experiments also revealed that context processing could consume a lot of
processing power, thus, delaying the effects of context triggers. The basic context
processing implementation in this study required each monitored context to be
checked upon receiving a sensor update message. As more contexts are being
monitored, the duration to check the entire monitored context array increases.
This problem was seen in the experiments where prolonged delay in context
triggering was observed.
However, linked lists could be used to associate each monitored context with a
unique sensor source. By doing so, only the relevant context associated with the
current sensor update message is processed. Although this approach would help
alleviate the context processing requirements, it is anticipated that future studies
looking at more efficient context processing algorithm would be beneficial.
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Appendix A Terms and Abbreviations
Upper Ontology

XMPP

A higher level ontology that describes very general
concepts that are the same across all knowledge
domains
A ontology that describes concepts that are unique to a
specific knowledge domain
A template context definition that defined the sensor
types that the context depend on and its respective
rule-based conditions
A context definition that contain fully resolved definition
of its sensor dependencies and its respective rule-based
conditions
eXtensible Messaging and Presence Protocol

CASP

Context Aware Service Platform

CSD

Context Service Designer

RDF

Resource Description Framework

SPARQL

An RDF Query Language for querying ontology

Domain
Ontology
Context
Construct
Active Context
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Appendix B Framework Implementation UML
Diagrams
Platform Manager UML Class Diagram

B-2

Sensor API UML Class Diagram

B-3

Service API UML Class Diagram

B-4

Actuator API UML Class Diagram
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Appendix C CASP Ontology
1

CASP Upper Ontology

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
xmlns:p1="http://www.owl-ontologies.com/assert.owl#"
xmlns="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#"
xml:base="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#">
<owl:Ontology rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper"/>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="ContextEntity">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Thing"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Activity">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#ContextEntity"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Location"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Merchandise"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Person"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Resource"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Time"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Location">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#ContextEntity"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Activity"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Merchandise"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Person"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Resource"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Time"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Merchandise">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#ContextEntity"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Activity"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Location"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Person"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Resource"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Time"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Person">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#ContextEntity"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Activity"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Location"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Merchandise"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Resource"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Time"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Resource">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#ContextEntity"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Activity"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Location"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Merchandise"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Person"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Time"/>
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</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Time">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#ContextEntity"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Activity"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Location"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Merchandise"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Person"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Resource"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="DeducedActivity">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Activity"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#ScheduledActivity"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="ScheduledActivity">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Activity"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#DeducedActivity"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Outdoor">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Location"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Indoor"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Indoor">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Location"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Outdoor"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Agent">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Resource"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Application"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Device"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Network"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Service"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Sensors"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Application">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Resource"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Agent"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Device"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Network"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Service"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Sensors"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Device">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Resource"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Agent"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Application"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Network"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Service"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Sensors"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Network">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Resource"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Agent"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Application"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Device"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Service"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Sensors"/>
</owl:Class>
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<owl:Class rdf:ID="Service">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Resource"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Agent"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Application"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Device"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Network"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Sensors"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Sensors">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Resource"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Agent"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Application"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Device"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Network"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Service"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="uses">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Activity"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Resource"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="participatedIn">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Activity"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Person"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="owns">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Resource"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="entityID">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#ContextEntity"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="startTime">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Activity"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="spatialContains">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Location"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="endTime">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Activity"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasParticipant">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Activity"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="lightLevel">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Indoor"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="noiseLevel">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Indoor"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:TransitiveProperty rdf:ID="lastLocatedIn">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#ContextEntity"/>
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<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Location"/>
</owl:TransitiveProperty>
<owl:TransitiveProperty rdf:ID="locatedIn">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Location"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#ContextEntity"/>
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>
</owl:TransitiveProperty>
</rdf:RDF>

CASP Home Domain Ontology
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF
xmlns:protege="http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/protege#"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
xmlns:p1="http://www.owl-ontologies.com/assert.owl#"
xmlns:CASPUpper="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#"
xmlns="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#"
xml:base="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#">
<owl:Ontology
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home"/>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="AirConditioner">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Fridge">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Microwave">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Excel">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Application"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="TV">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Child">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Elderly"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Adult"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="PowerPoint">
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<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Application"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Fan">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#Elderly">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Child"/>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#Adult"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="AlarmClock">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="PC">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="DeducedMeeting">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#DeducedActivity
"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Projector">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Door">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Indoor"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Showering">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#DeducedActivity
"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Eggs">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Merchandise"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="DeducedQuantity">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#DeducedActivity
"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="SystemTime">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Time"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="WirelessLAN">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Network"/>
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</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Phone">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="WaterHeater">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Milk">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Merchandise"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="MediaPlayer">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Application"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="LAN">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Network"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="SystemDate">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Time"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Light">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Sleeping">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#DeducedActivity
"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Cereals">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Merchandise"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#Adult">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Child"/>
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Elderly"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Yard">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Outdoor"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Word">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Application"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="DeducedParty">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#DeducedActivity
"/>
</owl:Class>
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<owl:Class rdf:ID="Paper">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Merchandise"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="WatchingTV">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#DeducedActivity
"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Radio">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Building">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Indoor"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="ScheduledMeeting">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#ScheduledActivit
y"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="ScheduledDinner">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#ScheduledActivit
y"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="ScheduledParty">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#ScheduledActivit
y"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Room">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Indoor"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Bedroom">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Room"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="LivingRoom">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Room"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="StudyRoom">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Room"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="DiningRoom">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Room"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Kitchen">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Room"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Garage">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Room"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="LaundryRoom">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Room"/>
</owl:Class>
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<owl:Class rdf:ID="LightLevelSensor">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Sensors"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="ScannerSensor">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Sensors"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="SoundLevelSensor">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Sensors"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="TemperatureSensor">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Sensors"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="MotionSensor">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Sensors"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="LocationSensor">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Sensors"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="PressureSensor">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Sensors"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="ImageSensor">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Sensors"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="DVDPlayer">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="roomActivity">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Room"/>
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#DeducedActivity
"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasQuantityToBuy">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#DeducedQuantity"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Merchandise"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="deviceStatus">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>OFF</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>ON</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
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</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="windSpeed">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Outdoor"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="birthday">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="personStatus">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="numberOfPersons">
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>5</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>9</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>6</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>1</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>7</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>10</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>8</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>2</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>0</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>3</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Room"/>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>4</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="merchandisePrice">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Merchandise"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"/>
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</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="nickName">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasTime">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#SystemTime"/>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>NIGHT</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>EVENING</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>AFTERNOON</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>MORNING</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="windowStatus">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Room"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="deviceName">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="noiseLevel">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Indoor"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasDate">
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Mar01</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Feb01</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Jan02</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Jan01</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#SystemDate"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasInterval">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#AlarmClock"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="mobilePhoneNum">
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<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="role">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="merchandiseName">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Merchandise"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="curtainStatus">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Room"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="instantMessageID">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="title">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="merchandiseID">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Merchandise"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="firstName">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="longitude">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Location"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#float"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="altitude">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Location"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#float"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="gender">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="lightLevel">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
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>HIGH</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>MEDIUM</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>LOW</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>OFF</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Indoor"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="humidity">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#float"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Location"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="homeAddress">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="doorStatus">
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>OPEN</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>CLOSED</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Room"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasInventoryQuantity">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"/>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>4</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Merchandise"/>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>12</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>6</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>10</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>5</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>7</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
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>11</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>0</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>2</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>36</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>1</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>3</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>24</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>8</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>9</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="phoneStatus">
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#deviceStatus"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Phone"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>RINGING</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>IDLE</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="fullName">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="middleName">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasRequiredQuantity">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Merchandise"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="weather">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Outdoor"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
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<owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="age">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
<rdf:type
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
</owl:FunctionalProperty>
<owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="RFID">
<rdf:type
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:FunctionalProperty>
<owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="latitude">
<rdf:type
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Location"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#float"/>
</owl:FunctionalProperty>
<owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="temperature">
<rdf:type
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Location"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#float"/>
</owl:FunctionalProperty>
<owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="lastName">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdf:type
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
</owl:FunctionalProperty>
<owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="deviceID">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdf:type
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</owl:FunctionalProperty>
</rdf:RDF>

CASP Base Ontology
<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPVirtual#"
xmlns:CASPUpper="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#"
xmlns:p1="http://www.owl-ontologies.com/assert.owl#"
xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
xmlns:CASPBase="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPBase#"
xmlns:CASPLowerHome="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Hom
e#"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"
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xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#">
<owl:Ontology rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper"/>
<owl:Ontology
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home"/>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#PowerPoint"
>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Application"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#ImageSenso
r">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Sensors"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#SystemDate
">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Time"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Sleeping">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#DeducedActivity"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Eggs">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Merchandise"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#TV">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Garage">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Room"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
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<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Fridge">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Network">
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Sensors"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Service"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Application"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Agent"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Resource"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#PressureSen
sor">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Sensors"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Agent">
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Sensors"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Service"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Network"/>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
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</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Application"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Resource"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Application">
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Sensors"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Service"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Network"/>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Agent"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Resource"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#WirelessLAN
">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Network"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Child">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Elderly"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Adult"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Merchandise">
<owl:disjointWith>
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<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Time"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Resource"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Location"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Activity"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#ContextEntity"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Light">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#ScheduledP
arty">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#ScheduledActivity"/
>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#DeducedQua
ntity">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#DeducedActivity"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Fan">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
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<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Microwave"
>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Elderly">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Child"/>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Adult"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#LivingRoom"
>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Room"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#DeducedPar
ty">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#DeducedActivity"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Cereals">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Merchandise"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#PC">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#LightLevelSe
nsor">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Sensors"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
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<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#LocationSen
sor">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Sensors"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Outdoor">
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Indoor"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Location"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#ScheduledM
eeting">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#ScheduledActivity"/
>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Phone">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#MediaPlayer
">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Application"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#WatchingTV
">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#DeducedActivity"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Indoor">
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Outdoor"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Location"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
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</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Paper">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Merchandise"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Time">
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Resource"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Merchandise"/>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Location"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Activity"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#ContextEntity"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person">
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Time"/>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Resource"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Merchandise"/>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Location"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Activity"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#ContextEntity"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Showering"
>
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<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#DeducedActivity"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#SoundLevel
Sensor">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Sensors"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#ScannerSen
sor">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Sensors"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Service">
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Sensors"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Network"/>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Application"/>
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Agent"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Resource"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Yard">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Outdoor"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Building">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Indoor"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#ContextEntity">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Thing"/>
</owl:Class>
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<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Temperatur
eSensor">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Sensors"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#AlarmClock"
>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Projector">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#StudyRoom"
>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Room"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#AirCondition
er">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Door">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Indoor"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device">
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Sensors"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Service"/>
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Network"/>
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Application"/>
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<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Agent"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Resource"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Bedroom">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Room"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Resource">
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Time"/>
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Merchandise"/>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Location"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Activity"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#ContextEntity"/
>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Sensors">
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Service"/>
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Network"/>
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Application"/>
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Agent"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Resource"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Activity">
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Time"/>
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Resource"/>
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
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<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Merchandise"/>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Location"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#ContextEntity"/
>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Radio">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#ScheduledActivity"
>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#DeducedActivity"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Activity"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#LAN">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Network"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Excel">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Application"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Adult">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Child"/>
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Elderly"/
>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#LaundryRoo
m">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Room"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#DeducedMe
eting">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
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<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#DeducedActivity"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Milk">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Merchandise"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#DVDPlayer"
>
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#DiningRoom
">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Room"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#MotionSens
or">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Sensors"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#ScheduledDi
nner">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#ScheduledActivit
y"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Kitchen">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Room"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#SystemTime
">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Time"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Location">
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Time"/>
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Resource"/>
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
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<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Merchandise"/>
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Activity"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#ContextEntity"/
>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Word">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Application"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#DeducedActivity">
<owl:disjointWith
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#ScheduledActivit
y"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Activity"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Room">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Indoor"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#WaterHeater
">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:ObjectProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#roomActivity
">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Room"/>
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#DeducedActivity
"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#hasQuantity
ToBuy">
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Deduced
Quantity"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Merchandise"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#uses">
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Resource"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Activity"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
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<owl:ObjectProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#participatedIn">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Activity"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#owns">
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Resource"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#lastLocatedIn">
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Location"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#ContextEntity"/
>
<rdf:type
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#TransitiveProperty"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#locatedIn">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#ContextEntity"/
>
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Location"/>
<rdf:type
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#TransitiveProperty"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#nickName">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#altitude">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Location"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#float"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#lightLevel">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Indoor"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#lightLevel">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
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>HIGH</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>MEDIUM</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>LOW</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>OFF</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Indoor"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#deviceStatu
s">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>OFF</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>ON</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#merchandis
ePrice">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Merchandise"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#merchandis
eID">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Merchandise"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#doorStatus"
>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>OPEN</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>CLOSED</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Room"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#gender">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
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<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#phoneStatus
">
<rdfs:subPropertyOf
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#deviceSta
tus"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Phone"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>RINGING</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>IDLE</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#role">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#noiseLevel"
>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Indoor"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#hasInventor
yQuantity">
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>36</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>4</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>9</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>3</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>24</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>11</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>6</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
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<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>0</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>12</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>5</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>8</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>2</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>7</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Merchandise"/>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>10</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"/>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>1</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#fullName">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#hasParticipant">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Activity"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#firstName">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#curtainStatu
s">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Room"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#hasTime">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
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<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#SystemTi
me"/>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>NIGHT</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>EVENING</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>AFTERNOON</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>MORNING</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#hasRequired
Quantity">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Merchandise"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#weather">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Outdoor"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#hasDate">
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Mar01</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Feb01</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Jan02</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Jan01</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#SystemD
ate"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#merchandis
eName">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Merchandise"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
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<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#deviceName
">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#humidity">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#float"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Location"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#mobilePhon
eNum">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#hasInterval"
>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#AlarmClo
ck"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#entityID">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#ContextEntity"/
>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#windSpeed"
>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Outdoor"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#birthday">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#startTime">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Activity"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#noiseLevel">
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<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Indoor"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#endTime">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Activity"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#title">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#spatialContains">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Location"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#personStatu
s">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#instantMess
ageID">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#middleName
">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#windowStat
us">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Room"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#longitude">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Location"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#float"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
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<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#homeAddres
s">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#numberOfPe
rsons">
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>10</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>4</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>0</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>1</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>2</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>7</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>5</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>9</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>8</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>3</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<CASPUpper:rangevalue
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>6</CASPUpper:rangevalue>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Room"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:FunctionalProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#lastName">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdf:type
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
</owl:FunctionalProperty>
<owl:FunctionalProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#age">
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<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
<rdf:type
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
</owl:FunctionalProperty>
<owl:FunctionalProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#deviceID">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdf:type
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Device"/>
</owl:FunctionalProperty>
<owl:FunctionalProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#RFID">
<rdf:type
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:FunctionalProperty>
<owl:FunctionalProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#latitude">
<rdf:type
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Location"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#float"/>
</owl:FunctionalProperty>
<owl:FunctionalProperty
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#temperature
">
<rdf:type
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPUpper#Location"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#float"/>
</owl:FunctionalProperty>
</rdf:RDF>
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Appendix D Framework Implementation Test
Procedures
Prior to developing simulation scenarios to evaluate the effectiveness of the
framework, tests must be performed to prove that each individual module
behaves the way it was designed to. As a result, tests were carried out from 3
different perspectives:
•

Application Programming Interface (API) Testing – to verify that all
functions provided conforms to interface requirements

•

Platform Testing – to verify that the CASP handles and processes
messages/instructions as required

•

Simulator Testing – to verify that simulators developed behaves as it
should

1

Sensor API Testing

Test Setting:
Openfire Server running
Ontology Web Application running
CASP Server running

1.1 Testcase 1: Test querying of sensor properties to obtain
information about a specific sensor
Test Tool:
XMPP Client (Exodus)
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Test Procedure:
Step 1: A sensor object is created and ran using the Sensor API (e.g.
mrsimsmotion@localhost/Sensor)
Step 2: An XMPP test account is created with resource ‘Service’ via Exodus (e.g.
test@localhost/Service)
Step

3:

A

message

is

sent

to

the

created

sensor

(e.g.

mrsimsmotion@localhost/Sensor) with the subject ‘QUERYPROPERTIES’

Anticipated Result:
The sensor object should respond with a subject heading of PROPERTIES and an
xml message body which describes the properties of the sensor object.
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Test Result:
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1.2 Testcase 2: Updating of sensor data reflected in presence
status of the sensor object
Test Tool:
Openfire Administrator Console

Test Procedure:
Step 1: A sensor object is created and ran using the Sensor API (e.g.
mrsimsmotion@localhost/Sensor) with the updateData function called setting data
to value ‘TestData”
Step 2: Login into Openfire Administrator console
Step 3: Select Sessions tab and click on the ‘mrsimsmotion’ session to view
session information

Anticipated Result:
The sensor object session information should reflect the sensor data value set in
xml form.

Test Result:
Confirmed.
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2

Service API Testing

Test Setting:
Openfire Server running
Ontology Web Application running
CASP Server running

2.1 Testcase 1: Test querying of service properties to obtain
information about a specific service
Test Tool:
XMPP Client (Exodus)
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Test Procedure:
Step 1: A service object is created and ran using the Service API (e.g.
testservice@localhost/Service)
Step 2: An XMPP test account is created with resource ‘User’ via Exodus (e.g.
test@localhost/User)
Step

3:

A

message

is

sent

to

the

created

sensor

(e.g.

testservice@localhost/Service) with the subject ‘QUERYPROPERTIES’

Anticipated Result:
The service object should respond with a subject heading of PROPERTIES and an
xml message body which describes the properties of the service object.
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Test Result:
Confirmed.

2.2 Testcase 2: Test subscribing to a service object
Test Tool:
XMPP Client (Exodus)
User Management Portal

Test Procedure:
Step 1: A service object is created and ran using the Service API (e.g.
livingroomlightandac@localhost/Service)
Step 2: Launch User Management Portal and create a user account. (e.g.
mralan@localhost/User)
Step 3: Subscribe to service (e.g. livingroomlightandac@localhost/Service) via
User Management Portal
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Step 4: Stop service object and login to service XMPP account via Exodus
Assumption: All sensor dependencies for the service exist

Anticipated Result:
The service XMPP account should show a group with the subscribed user’s account
name and sensor dependencies within the group.

Test Result:
Confirmed.

Figure 58: Service roster before user subscription
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Figure 59: Service roster after user subscription

2.3 Testcase 3: Test unsubscribing to a service object
Test Tool:
XMPP Client (Exodus)
User Management Portal

Test Procedure:
Step 1: Run Testcase 2 without Step 4
Step 2: Unsubscribe to service (e.g. livingroomlightandac@localhost/Service) via
User Management Portal
Step 3: Stop service object and login to service XMPP account via Exodus
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Anticipated Result:
The service XMPP account should not contain any group with the subscribed user’s
account name and the corresponding sensor dependencies within the group.

Test Result:
Confirmed.

Figure 60: Service roster before user unsubscribe
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Figure 61: Service roster after user unsubscribe

2.4 Testcase 4: Test response to context query from CASP
Test Tool:
User Management Portal
Service Simulator

Test Procedure:
Step 1: Run Service Simulator program
Step

2:

A

service

is

created

within

the

Service

Simulator

(e.g.

livingroomlightandac@localhost/Service)
Step 3: Launch User Management Portal and create a user account. (e.g.
mralan@localhost/User)
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Step 4: Subscribe to service (e.g. livingroomlightandac@localhost/Service) via
User Management Portal
Step 5: Observe log console for Service Simulator
Assumption: All sensor dependencies for the service exist

Anticipated Result:
The CASP server should respond populating all place holders within the service
context construct with its sensory dependencies.

Test Result:
Confirmed.
Subscribe Message as below:
DEBUG [SERVICEPACKETLISTENER]: Contact=mralan@localhost/User
Subject=SUBSCRIBE Message=mralan
xmpp=mralan@localhost, resource=User
Subscribing
[XMLPARSER OUTPUT]<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"
standalone="yes"?>
<contexts>
<context name="Light">
<condition>
<leftTerm>http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#LocationSen
sor</leftTerm>
<op>=</op>
<rightTerm>http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPVirtual#SimsLivingRoom
</rightTerm>
</condition>
<condition>
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<leftTerm>http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#LightLevelSe
nsor</leftTerm>
<op>&amp;lt;</op>
<rightTerm>6</rightTerm>
</condition>
</context>
<context name="AC">
<condition>
<leftTerm>http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#LocationSen
sor</leftTerm>
<op>=</op>
<rightTerm>http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPVirtual#SimsLivingRoom
</rightTerm>
</condition>
<condition>
<leftTerm>http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#Temperature
Sensor</leftTerm>
<op>&amp;gt;</op>
<rightTerm>24</rightTerm>
</condition>
<condition>
<leftTerm>http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPLower_Home#MotionSenso
r</leftTerm>
<op>=</op>
<rightTerm>static</rightTerm>
</condition>
</context>
</contexts>

Query Response from CASP Server as below:
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DEBUG [SERVICEPACKETLISTENER]: Contact=servicemanager@localhost/CASP
Subject=QUERYRESPONSE Message=mralan@localhost:<?xml version="1.0"
encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<contexts>
<context name="Light">
<condition>
<leftTerm>http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPVirtual#mralanLocation@lo
calhost</leftTerm>
<op>=</op>
<rightTerm>http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPVirtual#SimsLivingRoom
</rightTerm>
</condition>
<condition>
<leftTerm>http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPVirtual#mralanLightLevel@
localhost</leftTerm>
<op>&amp;lt;</op>
<rightTerm>6</rightTerm>
</condition>
</context>
<context name="AC">
<condition>
<leftTerm>http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPVirtual#mralanLocation@lo
calhost</leftTerm>
<op>=</op>
<rightTerm>http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPVirtual#SimsLivingRoom
</rightTerm>
</condition>
<condition>
<leftTerm>http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPVirtual#mralanTemperatur
e@localhost</leftTerm>
<op>&amp;gt;</op>
<rightTerm>24</rightTerm>
</condition>
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<condition>
<leftTerm>http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPVirtual#mralanMotion@loc
alhost</leftTerm>
<op>=</op>
<rightTerm>static</rightTerm>
</condition>
</context>
</contexts>

3

Actuator API Testing

Test Setting:
Openfire Server running

3.1 Testcase 1: Test querying of actuator properties to obtain
information about a specific actuator
Test Tool:
XMPP Client (Exodus)

Test Procedure:
Step 1: An actuator object is created and ran using the Actuator API (e.g.
actuator1@localhost/Actuator)
Step 2: An XMPP test account is created with resource ‘Service’ via Exodus (e.g.
test@localhost/Service)
Step

3:

A

message

is

sent

to

the

created

actuator

actuator1@localhost/Actuator) with the subject ‘QUERYPROPERTIES’

(e.g.
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Anticipated Result:
The actuator object should respond with a subject heading of PROPERTIES and an
xml message body which describes the properties of the actuator object.

Test Result:
Confirmed.
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3.2 Testcase 2: Test querying of actuator controls to obtain
information about a specific actuator
Test Tool:
XMPP Client (Exodus)

Test Procedure:
Step 1: An actuator object is created and ran using the Actuator API (e.g.
actuator1@localhost/Actuator)
Step 2: An XMPP test account is created with resource ‘Service’ via Exodus (e.g.
test@localhost/Service)
Step

3:

A

message

is

sent

to

the

created

actuator

(e.g.

actuator1@localhost/Actuator) with the subject ‘QUERYCONTROLS’

Anticipated Result:
The actuator object should respond with a subject heading of CONTROLS and an
xml message body which describes the control parameters of the actuator object.
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Test Result:
Confirmed.

3.3 Testcase 3: Test sending a control command to an actuator
Test Tool:
XMPP Client (Exodus)

Test Procedure:
Step 1: An actuator object is created and ran using the Actuator API (e.g.
actuator1@localhost/Actuator) *
Step 2: An XMPP test account is created with resource ‘Service’ via Exodus (e.g.
test@localhost/Service)
Step

3:

A

message

is

sent

to

the

created

actuator

(e.g.

actuator1@localhost/Actuator) with the subject ‘CONTROL’ with the control
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parameters

to

test

in

the

message

body

(e.g.

fanStatus=ON,fanSpeed=50,fanSwing=ON)
Step 4: Observe log console for Actuator object running
*Note: The actuator object needs to be created and associated with a controller
implementation of ActuatorController class which prints debug logs to log console
for executeStateControl and executeNumericControl methods.

Anticipated Result:
The

actuator

object

log

console

should

print

debug

messages

corresponding control requests.

Test Result:
Confirmed.
DEBUG [ACTUATORPACKETLISTENER]: Contact=test@localhost/Service
Subject=CONTROL Message=fanStatus=ON,fanSpeed=50,fanSwing=ON
xmpp=test@localhost, resource=Service
Control "fanStatus" is called, setting to ON
Control "fanSpeed" is called, setting to 50
Control "fanSwing" is called, setting to ON

4

Platform Admin Testing

Test Setting:
Openfire Server running
Ontology Web Application running
User Management Portal running
Static Instance Management Portal Web Application running
CASP Server running

for

the
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4.1 Testcase 1: Handling of user registration
Test Tool:
Web Browser

Test Procedure:
Step

1:

Launch

browser

and

go to

the

User

Management

Portal

(e.g.

http://localhost:8080/CASP/UserManagement)
Step 2: Register new user account (e.g. testuser)
Step 3: Locate user instance created in CASPVirtual ontology

Anticipated Result:
The new user account should be created where a new individual instance of the
user will be created in the CASPVirtual ontology, and the user automatically
logged into the User Management Portal.
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Test Result:
Confirmed.

<CASPLowerHome:Adult
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPVirtual#testuser" />

4.2 Testcase 2: Handling of user deregistration
Test Tool:
Web Browser
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Test Procedure:
Step 1: Run Testcase 1 prior to this
Step

2:

Launch

browser

and

go to

the

User

Management

Portal

(e.g.

http://localhost:8080/CASP/UserManagement)
Step 3: Log in with previously created user account (e.g. testuser)
Step 4: Click Deregister to remove user
Step 5: Verify that the user instance (e.g. testuser) is removed from CASPVirtual
ontology

Anticipated Result:
The user profile created previously (via User Management Portal) is removed and
the individual instance of the user CASPVirtual ontology is removed.

Test Result:
Not able to log in to User Management Portal signifying that the user profile has
been removed. The individual instance of the user is no longer present in
CASPVirtual ontology.

4.3 Testcase 3: Handling of adding static entities into virtual
world
Test Tool:
Web Browser
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Test Procedure:
Step 1: Launch browser and go to the Static Instance Management Portal to login
(e.g. http://localhost:8080/CASP/InstanceManagement)
Step 2: Type in a new group name for static instance to be created (e.g.
SimonsHouse)
Step 3: Select Class type ‘Building’ from Subject Class Browser
Step 4: Key in new building name (e.g. SimonsHouse) in Object textbox
Step 5: Click add Triple
Step 6: Verify static instance is created in CASPVirtual ontology via Ontology
portal
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<CASPLowerHome:Building
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPVirtual#SimonsHouse" />

Anticipated Result:
The static instance created is reflected in the CASPVirtual ontology.

Test Result:
Confirmed.
The static instance created is reflected in the CASPVirtual ontology.
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4.4 Testcase 4: Handling of removing static entities from virtual
world
Test Tool:
Web Browser

Test Procedure:
Step 1: Run Testcase 1 prior to this
Step 2: Launch browser and go to the Static Instance Management Portal to login
(e.g. http://localhost:8080/CASP/InstanceManagement)
Step 2: Select static instance to remove (e.g. SimonsHouse)
Step 3: Click ‘Remove Selected Triple’
Step 4: Verify static instance is removed from CASPVirtual ontology via Ontology
portal
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Anticipated Result:
The static instance no longer exist in the CASPVirtual ontology.

Test Result:
Confirmed.
The static instance no longer exist in the CASPVirtual ontology.
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5

Platform Sensory Manager Testing

Test Setting:
Openfire Server running
Ontology Web Application running
CASP Server running
Sensor Simulator

5.1 Testcase 1: Handling of sensor registration
Test Tool:
Web Browser

Test Procedure:
Step

1:

A

sensor

object

is

created

using

Sensor

mrsimsmotion@localhost/Sensor)
Step 2: Locate sensor instance created in CASPVirtual ontology
Step 3: Verify sensor instance relationships

Simulator

(e.g.
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Anticipated Result:
The

CASPVirtual

ontology

will

contain

a

new

individual

instance

mrsimsmotion.

Test Result:
Confirmed.
<CASPLowerHome:Adult
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPVirtual#mrsims">
<CASPUpper:owns>

called
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<CASPLowerHome:SystemTime
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPVirtual#mrsimsTime">
<CASPUpper:entityID
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPVirtual#mrsimsTime@lo
calhost"/>
</CASPLowerHome:SystemTime>
</CASPUpper:owns>
<CASPUpper:owns>
<CASPLowerHome:MotionSensor
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPVirtual#mrsimsMotion">
<CASPUpper:entityID
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPVirtual#mrsimsMotion@
localhost"/>
</CASPLowerHome:MotionSensor>
</CASPUpper:owns>
</CASPLowerHome:Adult>

5.2 Testcase 2: Handling of sensor deregistration
Test Tool:
Web Browser

Test Procedure:
Step 1: Run Testcase 1 prior to this
Step 2: Select the sensor object (e.g. mrsimsmotion@localhost/Sensor) using the
Sensor Simulator and click remove
Step 3: Locate xml node for mrsims instance in CASPVirtual ontology
Step 4: Verify sensor instance is removed
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Anticipated Result:
The individual instance called mrsimsmotion previously created in the CASPVirtual
ontology is removed.

Test Result:
Confirmed.
<CASPLowerHome:Adult
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPVirtual#mrsims">
<CASPUpper:owns>
<CASPLowerHome:SystemTime
rdf:about="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPVirtual#mrsimsTime">
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<CASPUpper:entityID
rdf:resource="http://localhost:8080/CASP/Ontology/CASPVirtual#mrsimsTime@lo
calhost"/>
</CASPLowerHome:SystemTime>
</CASPUpper:owns>
</CASPLowerHome:Adult>

6

Platform Service Manager Testing

Test Setting:
Openfire Server running
Ontology Web Application running
CASP Server running
Service Simulator

6.1 Testcase 1: Handling of service registration
Test Tool:
Web Browser

Test Procedure:
Step 1: Launch the Service Simulator and click ‘Add’ under Service Management
Step 2: Key in parameters for the new service and click Register
Step 3: Wait until status indicates ‘Registered’
Step 4: Verify that the new service created is available to subscribe via the User
Management Portal
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Anticipated Result:
The service is created successfully and is made available for subscription via the
User Management Portal.

Test Result:
Confirmed.
The service is created successfully and is made available for subscription via the
User Management Portal.
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6.2 Testcase 2: Handling of service deregistration
Test Tool:
Web Browser

Test Procedure:
Step 1: Run Testcase 1 prior to this
Step 2: Launch the Service Simulator, check the service to be deregistered
(e.g.followmelight) and click ‘Remove’ under Service Management
Step 3: Verify that the service entry is no longer in the Service List
Step 4: Verify that the service entry is no longer available for subscription via the
User Management Portal
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Anticipated Result:
The service is removed and no longer available for subscription.
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Test Result:
Confirmed.
The service is removed and no longer available for subscription.

6.3 Testcase 3: Handling of service context query
Test Tool:
XMPP Client (Exodus)

Test Procedure:
Step 1: Run Testcase 1 prior to this
Step 2: Launch Exodus and login as the service entity (e.g. followmelight)
Step 3: Verify that there are no group representing the subscribed user (e.g.
mrsims@localhost)
Step 4: Launch the User Management Portal and login
Step 5: Locate service (e.g. followmelight) and subscribe
Step 6: Verify that a group named after the subscribing user is created with its
sensor dependencies added to the group
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Anticipated Result:
A new group labelled with the subscribing username is created with corresponding
sensors added to the group.
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Test Result:
Confirmed.
A new group labelled with the subscribing username is created with corresponding
sensors added to the group.

7

Sensor Emulator Testing

Test Setting:
Openfire Server running
Ontology Web Application running
CASP Server running

7.1 Testcase 1: Creating and running sensor
Test Tool:
Sensor Emulator program
Openfire Web Admin Console

Test Procedure:
Step 1: Run sensor emulator program
Step 2: Click ‘Add’ button in Sensor Management group
Step 3: Fill in new sensor details and click ‘Register’ button
Step 4: Select sensor in Sensor List and click on/off control button
Step 5: Key in a value in ‘Sensor Value’ column and hit return
Step 6: Verify that sensor is online and the value is set via Openfire Web Admin
Console
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Anticipated Result:
The sensor entry is created in the sensor emulator program and its value and
status can be set via the program.

Test Result:
Confirmed.

7.2 Testcase 2: Creating and running a simulation script
Test Tool:
Sensor Emulator program
Openfire Web Admin Console
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Test Procedure:
Step 1: Run sensor emulator program
Step 2: Click ‘New’ button in Simulation Management group
Step 3: Click ‘Add’ to add a new simulation entry. Fill in the interval and sensor
state details and click ‘OK’ button
Step 4: Select the simulation profile in Simulation Management group and click
‘Playback’ button
Step 5: Verify that the sensor simulation sequence is simulated correctly via
Openfire Web Admin Console

Anticipated Result:
The simulated sensor sequences mimics the simulation script profile defined.

Test Result:
Confirmed.
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8

Context Service Designer Testing

Test Setting:
Openfire Server running
Ontology Web Application running
CASP Server running

8.1 Testcase 1: Creating and running service
Test Tool:
Context Service Designer program
Openfire Web Admin Console

Test Procedure:
Step 1: Run the Context Service Designer program
Step 2: Click ‘Add’ button in Service Management group
Step 3: Declare context construct for service to be created and register service
Step 4: Verify that new service created is listed in User Management Portal
Step 5: Click ‘subscribe’ button for new service created via User Management
Portal
Step 6: Verify that the user is listed in Users group in the Context Service
Designer interface
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Anticipated Result:
The service can be created and subscribed by users.

Test Result:
Confirmed.

9

Actuator Simulator Testing

Test Setting:
Openfire Server running
Ontology Web Application running
CASP Server running
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9.1 Testcase 1: Creating and running actuator
Test Tool:
Actuator Simulator
Openfire Web Admin Console

Test Procedure:
Step 1: Run actuator simulator program
Step 2: Click ‘Add’ button in Actuator Management group
Step 3: Fill in new actuator details and click ‘Register’ button
Step 4: Select actuator in Actuator List and click on/off control button
Step 5: Verify that the actuator account is created and online via Openfire Web
Admin Console
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Anticipated Result:
The actuator entry is created in the actuator simulator program and its status can
be set via the program.

Test Result:
Confirmed.
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Appendix E Sensor API Pseudocode
READ property file
CALL add sensor processor
CALL sensor register/online
CALL set sensor data
FOR ever DO
SLEEP until next activity
ENDFOR
SUBROUTINE register sensor
create sensor account
send register command to CASP
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE unregister sensor
send unregister command to CASP
delete sensor account
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE set sensor properties
save sensor properties in internal store and update to CASP
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE set sensor data
save sensor data in internal store and set current sensor presence
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE add sensor processor callback
save callback reference to internal store
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE sensor processor callback
run custom processor routine
set new sensor data upon applying custom rules
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE roster add listener
verify subscription permission
add entity to subscription roster
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE roster delete listener
delete entity from subscription roster
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE process messages #processPacket
IF message from Sensors
IF message subject is QUERYPROPERTIES
send sensor properties
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF message from Services
IF message subject is QUERYPROPERTIES
send sensor properties
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ENDIF
ENDIF
IF message from CASP
# CASP management commands
ENDIF
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE process presence #presenceChanged
IF presence from another inferred sensor
trigger sensor processor
ENDIF
ENDSUBROUTINE
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Appendix F Service API Pseudocode
READ property file
FOR context construct needed DO
SET condition
SET consequence callback
CALL add condition to context construct
CALL add consequence to context construct
CALL add context construct
ENDFOR
SET service notifier callback
CALL service register/online
FOR ever DO
SLEEP until next activity
ENDFOR
SUBROUTINE register service
create service account
send register command and properties to CASP
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE unregister service
send unregister command to CASP
delete service account
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE roster add listener
verify subscription permission
add entity to subscription roster
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE roster delete listener
delete entity from subscription roster
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE process messages #processPacket
IF message from Users
IF message subject is QUERYPROPERTIES
send service properties
ENDIF
IF message subject is SUBSCRIBE
send QUERY to CASP to get context input sources
create user roster group
notify service abstraction of new user subscription
ENDIF
IF message subject is UNSUBSCRIBE
remove user roster entries and group
delete all active context for user
notify service abstraction of user unsubscribe
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF message from CASP
IF message subject is QUERYRESPONSE
unmarshall message body into context object
FOR every context source in context object DO
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create roster entry and subscribe to context source
presence
ENDFOR
add context to active context object
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE process presence #presenceChanged
IF presence from a sensor being monitored
trigger context matching worker
ENDIF
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE process context matching
Create, load and evaluate rule
IF rule met (context met)
trigger consequences attached to context
ENDIF
ENDSUBROUTINE
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Appendix G Actuator API Pseudocode
READ property file
CALL add actuator controller
CALL actuator register/online
CALL set actuator data
FOR ever DO
SLEEP until next activity
ENDFOR
SUBROUTINE register actuator
create actuator account
send register command to CASP
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE unregister actuator
send unregister command to CASP
delete actuator account
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE set actuator properties
save actuator properties in internal store and update to CASP
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE set actuator data
save actuator data in internal store and set current actuator presence
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE add actuator controller callback
save callback reference to internal store
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE actuator controller callback
run custom controller routine
set new actuator data upon applying custom rules
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE roster add listener
verify subscription permission
add entity to subscription roster
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE roster delete listener
delete entity from subscription roster
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE process messages #processPacket
IF message from Services
IF message subject is QUERYPROPERTIES
send actuator properties
ENDIF
IF message subject is QUERYCONTROLS
send actuator control format
ENDIF
IF message subject is CONTROL
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process control request
verify permissions
trigger actuator control callback
update control status
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF message from CASP
# CASP management commands
ENDIF
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE process presence #presenceChanged
do nothing
ENDSUBROUTINE
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Appendix H Sensory Manager Pseudocode
READ platform configuration
CALL xmpp server login
FOR ever DO
SLEEP until next activity
ENDFOR
SUBROUTINE process messages #processPacket
trigger sensory manager worker
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE process presence #presenceChanged
do nothing
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE sensory manager worker run
IF message from Sensor
IF message subject is REGISTER
unmarshall message body into sensor properties object
extract triples
FOR triple count DO
CALL add sensed context (ontology manager)
ENDFOR
store sensor record in database
ENDIF
IF message subject is UNREGISTER
unmarshall message body into sensor properties object
extract triples
FOR triple count DO
CALL remove sensed context (ontology manager)
ENDFOR
remove sensor record from database
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDSUBROUTINE
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Appendix I

Service Manager Pseudocode

READ platform configuration
CALL xmpp server login
FOR ever DO
SLEEP until next activity
ENDFOR
SUBROUTINE process messages #processPacket
trigger service manager worker
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE process presence #presenceChanged
do nothing
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE service manager worker run
IF message from Service
IF message subject is REGISTER
unmarshall message body into service properties object
store service record in database
ENDIF
IF message subject is UNREGISTER
unmarshall message body into sensor properties object
remove service record from database
ENDIF
IF message subject is QUERY
unmarshall message body into context object
FOR every context in context list object DO
FOR every OWL class in context object DO
query ontology for entityID
replace OWL class with entityID
ENDFOR
ENDFOR
marshall modified context list object into message body
send message body in QUERYRESPONSE
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDSUBROUTINE
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Appendix J

Actuator Manager Pseudocode

READ platform configuration
CALL xmpp server login
FOR ever DO
SLEEP until next activity
ENDFOR
SUBROUTINE process messages #processPacket
trigger actuator manager worker
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE process presence #presenceChanged
do nothing
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE actuator manager worker run
IF message from Actuator
IF message subject is REGISTER
unmarshall message body into actuator properties object
extract triples
FOR triple count DO
CALL add sensed context (ontology manager)
ENDFOR
store actuator record in database
ENDIF
IF message subject is UNREGISTER
unmarshall message body into actuator properties object
extract triples
FOR triple count DO
CALL remove sensed context (ontology manager)
ENDFOR
remove actuator record from database
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDSUBROUTINE
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Appendix K Ontology Manager Pseudocode
READ platform configuration
CALL load upper ontology model
CALL load domain ontology model
CALL load static ontology model
CALL load sensed ontology model
CALL merge models into virtual world ontology (CASPVirtual.owl)
FOR ever DO
SLEEP until next activity
ENDFOR
SUBROUTINE add static context
update virtual world ontology model object
write to CASPVirtual.owl
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE remove static context
update virtual world ontology model object
write to CASPVirtual.owl
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE add static individual
update virtual world ontology model object
write to CASPVirtual.owl
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE remove static individual
update virtual world ontology model object
write to CASPVirtual.owl
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE add sensed context
update virtual world ontology model object
write to CASPVirtual.owl
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE remove sensed context
update virtual world ontology model object
write to CASPVirtual.owl
ENDSUBROUTINE
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Appendix L Platform Manager Pseudocode
READ platform configuration
CALL xmpp server login
CALL start actuator manager
CALL start service manager
CALL start sensory manager
FOR ever DO
SLEEP until next activity
ENDFOR
SUBROUTINE process messages #processPacket
trigger platform manager worker
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE process presence #presenceChanged
do nothing
ENDSUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE platform manager worker run
IF message from USER
IF message subject is REGISTER
unmarshall message body into triple object
CALL add static individual (ontology manager)
ENDIF
IF message subject is UNREGISTER
unmarshall message body into triple object
CALL remove static individual (ontology manager)
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF message from ADMIN
IF message subject is ADDSTATICINSTANCE
unmarshall message body into triple object
CALL add static context (ontology manager)
ENDIF
IF message subject is REMOVESTATICINSTANCE
unmarshall message body into triple object
CALL remove static context (ontology manager)
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDSUBROUTINE

